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ABSTRACT
Access Networks provide the backbone to the Internet connecting the end-users to
the core network thus forming the most important segment for connectivity. Access
Networks have multiple physical layer medium ranging from fiber cables, to DSL links
and Wireless nodes, creating practically used hybrid access networks. We explore the
hybrid access network at the Medium Access Layer (MAC) which receives packets
segregated as data and control packets, thus providing the needed decoupling of data
and control plane. We utilize the Software Defined Networking (SDN) principle of
centralized processing with segregated data and control plane to further extend the
usability of our algorithms. This dissertation introduces novel techniques in Dynamic
Bandwidth allocation, control message scheduling policy, flow control techniques and
Grouping techniques to provide improved performance in Hybrid Passive Optical Net-
works (PON) such as PON-xDSL, FiWi etc. Finally, we study the different types of
software defined algorithms in access networks and describe the various open chal-
lenges and research directions.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Data transmission in optical medium using light waves is the fastest transmission
known currently as the waves are transmitted in the 1014 to 1015 bandwidth spec-
trum and is not interfered by other waves, thus it accounts information transmitted
at almost the speed of light with least interference. Therefore, optical cables are
used for long distance data communications in the access networks. Almost a decade
earlier, even Operators like AT&T and Verizon are installing optical networks (PON)
for the optical cables for faster reliable transmissions. Passive Optical Networks have
gained high precedence in the entire Broadband Network as the last mile solution
as it gained popularity because of the immense amount of bandwidth(BW) it can
offer and can satisfy higher QoS standards. The digital subscriber line(DSL) which
provided a copper physical layer, was previously provider and used widespread. Al-
though it provided a stable and reliable access network, it was not able to support
the newer technologies such IP Telephony, Video conferencing etc and copper cables
soon degraded which led to high maintenance cost. Thus, PON access network was
sought-out for, along with high bandwidth capacity, it was easy to deploy and main-
tain because of its physical elements consist of only combiners, couplers and splitters
in its network and was also cost effective in terms of capital and operation. Passive
optical networks (PONs) have emerged over the past decade as a highly promising
access network technology for connecting individual distributed optical network units
(ONUs) at distributed subscriber premises to a central optical line terminal (OLT),
see Fig. 5.1, [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Access networks interconnect private local area
networks, such as the networks in the homes of individuals, and public metropolitan
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and core networks, such as those constructed by service providers to connect pay-
ing subscribers to the Internet. Private local area networks often employ high speed
wired and wireless communications technologies, such as IEEE 802.3 Ethernet (up
to 1 Gbit/sec) and IEEE 802.11 WiFi (up to 600 Mbit/sec). These high-speed com-
munications technologies are cost effective in private local area networks due to the
short distances involved. Public metropolitan and core networks employ a variety
of communication technologies that include dense wavelength division multiplexed
technologies over fiber optic transmission channels (up to 1 Tbit/sec). These high-
speed communication technologies are cost effective due to the cost sharing over many
paying subscribers. The communications technologies utilized in the access network
must be much cheaper than those used in either private local area or public metropoli-
tan and core networks. Access networks require longer cables and higher transceiver
power budgets compared to private local area networks due to larger distances that
must be covered; thereby increasing cost. Access networks have significantly smaller
degrees of cost sharing compared to public metropolitan and core networks; thereby
increasing cost per paying subscriber.
Most of the optical cables are a length of 10-20Km, this requires distribution units
every 10-20Kms. In order to reduce the CAPEX and OPEX of these distribution
units, long-reach PON (LRPON), which increases the optical cable length to 100Km.
This reduces the number of distribution units needed. Although LRPON is cost-
efficient, it increases the propagation delay. We devised efficient dynamic bandwidth
algorithm, called Multi-Thread Polling (MTP)- online, that utilizes this propagation
delay and reduces overall transmission delay. In this comprehensive report, we present
detail analysis of this DBA and also discuss the different scheduling policies for the
Control Message transmission in PON. We also devise an optimum scheduling policy
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for the control overhead that is to be sent to the central Optical Unit along with the
data transmission. Then we also lay the roadmap of research areas towards defense.
Evolution of PON started with the ATM PON (APON) which was based asyn-
chronous transfer mode(ATM) wherein packets were transfered as xed sized packets
[20] that proved to be an inefcient use of bandwidth. Later packets were transfered
in variable packet sizes and in bursts which gave more bandwidth efciency. This was
later called Broadband PON (BPON)[18]. Gradually by improvemnt of bandwidth
allocation schemes and standards, it was possible to obtain gigabit (GB) bandwidth
and this gave rise to Gigabit PON (GPON). All the mentioned access networks were
designed by ITU-T standardization. The IEEE standard, on the other hand, which
was more popular at that time designed the Ethernet PON (EPON) with standard
IEEE 802.3ah. Since the GPON and EPON were two attractive standards, they were
combined to give the GE-PON. Most present day researches revolve around these two
standards. All the above standards initially covered a physical distance between OLT
and ONU of about 20Km. This later turned out to be a disadvantage and it was
overcome by Long-reach PON (LRPON) that covers a distance of 100Km.
Passive Optical Network has three major components, namely Optical Line Termi-
nal (OLT) which forms the base station which connects the core network to the access
network, Optical Network Unit (ONU) which is the terminating unit of the network
and the optical spitter which is the point that splits the network into multiple ONUs.
The ONU was the base station and receiver which handled most of the operations
such as bandwidth allocation, amount of bytes that can be allocated for an ONU or
which is termed transmission window, the count of number of ONUs etc. ONU is
the interface between the end user and access network. It consists of a queue buffer
that collects data/packets from the user and transmits. PON was easily adoptable
to the present structure and so it can be overlaid on the existing topologies. Recent
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advances in the underlying photonic and physical layer communications technologies
and commensurate standardization efforts have paved the way for PONs operating
at a channel bandwidth of 10 Gbps (compared to the 1 Gbps bandwidth considered
in early PON development), cf. IEEE 802.3av [10] and G.987 [11]. Also, long-reach
PONs operating up to distances of 100 km between the distributed ONUs and the
central OLT have emerged [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. Operating at high band-
width over long distances, i.e., with a high bandwidth-delay product, poses significant
challenges for coordinating the upstream transmissions of the distributed ONUs so
as to avoid collisions on the shared upstream (from ONUs to OLT) channel. A wide
array of dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) mechanisms have been developed to
solve this medium access control problem on the upstream channel for bursty ONU
packet traffic.
The DBA mechanisms for PON using IEEE 802.3ah standard operate commonly
within the context of the standardized signaling mechanisms for PONs which are
based on a cyclical report-grant polling structure, which is illustrated in Fig 5.2.
More specifically, ONUs signal their queue depths, i.e., current bandwidth demands,
with a control (report) message to the OLT. The OLT then sets the sizes (lengths)
of the upstream transmission windows (grants) for the individual ONUs and sig-
nals the length and starting time (schedule) of each transmission window to the
individual ONUs through grant messages, which are represented by the downward
arrows in Fig 5.2. In particular, the Ethernet PON (EPON) employs the Report and
Gate messages of the Multi-point Control Protocol (MPCP) according to the IEEE
802.3ah or 802.3av standards. The Gigabit PON (GPON) employs dynamic band-
width reports upstream (DBRu) for signaling the queue depths and Bandwidth Maps
(BWMaps) for signaling the upstream transmission windows following the G.984 or
G.987 standards [20]. Utilizing existing copper transmission technologies deployed for
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telephony and television reduces the cost of the access network. Digital Subscriber
Line (DSL) [21] technology utilizes existing twisted pair copper lines that were de-
ployed to provide telephony service. Cable modem (e.g., DOCSIS [22]) technology
utilizes existing coaxial copper lines that were deployed to provide television service.
These copper transmission technologies are cost effective but limit per-subscriber
bandwidth to about 100 Mbit/sec. Fiber optic transmission technology provides the
capability for more bandwidth but requires new transmission lines to be deployed. In
the mid-1990s, passive optical networks (PONs) [23] were proposed as a cost effective
means of fiber optic transmission in the access network. A PON utilizes a shared fiber
optic transmission medium whose deployment cost is shared over several subscribers
rather than a single subscriber. PONs employ passive devices between the service
provider’s central office and the subscriber locations to reduce recurring operational
costs. Standardization of PON technologies began in the early 2000s (e.g., Ethernet
PONs [24]) and has achieved widespread deployment.
As we move towards an age where Internet forms the sole means of communica-
tion, demands for bandwidth, mobility and speed becomes high priority. Bandwidth
hungry services such netflix, Video on Demand (VoD) etc, have increased number of
users everyday. The requirement of high bandwidth is directly proportional to the
speed, if speed is low, video processing over the Internet would be poorly efficient.
The other important and high priority requirement is mobility. As mentioned in one
of the Technology websites TechCrunch more than 425 million monthly users access
Social Networking sites from their mobile. Thus bringing us to a new era named
Mobile Internet.
These major demands cannot be satisfied with the previously deployed copper lines
such as the DSL Network. Thus came the need for new physical layer. Optical fibers
was soon accepted in replacement of Copper for it high bandwidth capability. Fiber,
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ideally, can provide a maximum bandiwidth of 25000GHz, giving a high maximum
threashold. Thus came the existence of Passive Optical Networks(PONs). PONs
are networks which are completely supported by optical fibers and certain passive
devices such as couplers, splitters etc, which consume very less power. PON came
into existence in the late 20th century and is quite mature in the field, with commercial
deployment by Industries AT&T and Verizon giving a maximum of 100Gbps to the
end users.
Although PON provides high bandwidth and speed. The third and most impor-
tant requirement of mobility has not been addressed. Mobility, in the present, is
provided by WiFi (Wireless Fidelity) and GSM/CDMA techniques which formed the
Third Generation (3G). The former has limited mobility and the latter cannot provide
large bandwidth. Considering the limitation of the 3G networks, research has intro-
duced techniques such as WiMAX(Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access)
and LTE (Long-term Evolution) to form the 4G network. WiMAX was introduced
in mid-21st century, and huge demand because of the high bandwidth capability and
mobility. But its fames died down as LTE gained more attention.
We have, so far, introduced Access Networks such as back-haul Passive Optical
Networks (PON), front-end DSL networks and Wireless networks. In this disserta-
tion we understand the access networks and introduce novel MAC layer algorithms
to overcome challenges in PON and hybrid-PON networks. We also observe the ex-
tension of the following algorithms on a software layer of the network stack, thus easy
compatibility with Software Defined Networks (SDN). We initially introduce Software
defined networks and provide the usability of this principle in Access Networks and
compatibility of the novel algorithms with Optical Networks.
Software Defined Networking (SDN) has brought a whole new dimension to Pro-
grammable Networks, starting to be adopted in local area networks within each com-
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pany to being used in Google’s Wide area network connecting the Intra-data cen-
ters. Recently SDN is being adopted in Access Networks from back-haul to metro
and core Access Networks and is famously penned as Software Defined Access Net-
works (SDAN). SDAN has taken different forms with implementations in the Physical
(PHY/L1) layer upto the Transport Layer (L3) and their applications span from easy
control management of physical medium to providing better Quality of Service (QoS).
This article focuses on a comprehensive survey to establish the need for SDN in Ac-
cess Network either in Optical, Wired or Wireless medium to describing the different
implementation and techniques adopted in this domain thus far, using our compre-
hensive Model Tree Classification structure that categorises the utility of the SDAN
literature. We conclude the paper analyzing the open challenges of SDAN domain
and highlight the possible future directions.
Software Defined Networking has reached an epitome of success easing Network
Management for Wide-Area-Networks (WAN). As SDN is being adopted in Business
and Commercial Network ventures. Broadband Access Networking has also been
moving towards utilizing SDN to enhance the serviceability, thus collectively called
the Software Defined Access Networks (SDAN) [25]. The technique of SDN involves
separating the control plane from the data plane, i.e segregate the Network Control
Hardware from the Software. Therefore, it will be possible to change and update the
software without changing the hardware. The authors in [25, 26] have introduced the
importance and challenges in implementing SDN in Access Networks.
SDN has already being adopted in Routers, Switches, white boxes manufacturers
such as Cisco, Juniper etc. who have their OpenFlow-based Router boxes [27] and
is being incrementally deployed in Industrial network infrastructure, for example,
Google has already deployed most of its inter-data-center networks with Openflow
based boxes [28] . As SDN is being explored to be utilized in the Access Networks
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such as Back-haul optical Networks, first-mile DSL [29], and wireless Networks, we
attempt to provide a survey/tutorial to understand the challenges, issues and open
areas of research.
In this disseration, we will be understanding the Passive Optical Networks archi-
tecture, the different types of hybrid access networks such as PON in conjunction
with Digital Subscriber Line (DSL), PON and Wireless Network, such as the Fiber
Wireless Networks, and the study including Software Defined Networks over the dif-
ferent types of Access Networks. In chapter 1, we introduce the different aspects of
the paper. In chapter 2, related works sections for the different topics are explored in
further depth, citing relevant publications in different areas. In chapter 3, we intro-
duce the Medium Access Layer (MAC) of the network stack and the overview of the
different novel approaches introduced in this disseratation and their SDN supporting
framework. In chapter 4 onward, we dive into different novel algorithms that have
proven to be better than existing techniques. The first topic of dynamic bandwidth
allocation algorithms for passive optical networks and introduce a novel concept of
Multi-thread polling (MTP) that reduces delay and improves throughout when com-
pared to many of the conventional techniques. In chapter 5, we discuss scheduling
algorithms for the control layer which is REPORT message in PON standard [30]. In
chapter 6, we discuss the flow control techniques for hybrid PON-xDSL netwoks to
cater to the multiple data rates in the DSL and Optical lines. In chapter 7, we dis-
cuss a novel load balancing scheme called Grouping by Cycle Durantion that balances
heterogeneous traffic when released to the atmosphere. In chaper 8, we provide a lit-
erature review of the emerging new field of Software defined Access Networks, where
the algorithms are utilized for decoupling the control layer from the data plane and
that which is already adopted to back-haul networks, consequently leading towards
the future work. In chapter 9, we conclude the disseration.
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Chapter 2
RELATED WORK
2.1 PON Standards
PONs with 1 Gbps channel bandwidth were standardized a decade ago as EPON
in IEEE 802.3ah [31] and as GPON in ITU-T G.984 [32]. On the other hand, corre-
sponding standards for 10 Gbps channel bandwidth were established only recently as
10G-EPON in IEEE 802.3av [10] and as XG-PON in ITU-T G.987 [11]. As a result,
DBA mechanisms for 10 Gbps EPON or XG-PON have yet to receive significant at-
tention from the research community. Several comparisons of the physical layer and
link layer overhead differences among the various 1 Gbps and 10 Gbps standards have
appeared in the literature [33, 34, 35, 36].
Some early investigations of DBA mechanisms for the 10 Gbps standards have
been reported in [37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. The impact of the polling cycle time in single-
thread polling with limited grant sizing on various performance measures, e.g., packet
delay and jitter, for each of the 1 Gbps and 10 Gbps standardized PON variants was
studied in [37]. Mechanisms to increase TCP throughput for 10 G-EPON were studied
in [38]. A modification to an existing DBA algorithm to support a mixed network of
both 1 Gbps and 10 Gbps EPON ONUs was proposed in [39]. Efficient utilization
of unused bandwidth for XG-PON was investigated in [40, 41]. The work presented
in this article augments this relatively small body of literature by investigating the
impact of the reporting position on performance measures for each of the 1 Gbps and
10 Gbps standardized PON variants.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of Hybrid Access Networks from Distributed ONUs o, o =
1, 2, . . . , O, to a Central OLT in the PON Structure. We show Different Front-End
Architecture that Enhance the Utility of PON Back-Haul System. The extension of
Access Networks to SDAN would be possible by incorporating an SDN Controller
2.2 Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation (DBA)
Efficient control of the access by the distributed ONUs to the shared upstream
channel so as to serve bursty traffic with low delay while avoiding collisions is one of
the key challenges in operating a PON [42]. Several dynamic bandwidth allocation
(DBA) approaches have been developed for this channel access problem. A primary
classification criterion for DBA mechanisms is the number of polling threads employed
per ONU. Single-thread polling (STP) [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50] employs one
polling thread per ONU, while multi-thread polling (MTP) [51, 14, 52, 53, 54] employs
multiple polling threads. The polling threads may operate in offline fashion, i.e.,
collect report messages from all ONUs before sizing and scheduling the upstream
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transmission windows, or make these decisions in online fashion after the receipt of
each individual report message [55].
The vast majority of the existing studies on DBA in PONs has considered report-
ing at the end of the upstream transmission. Reporting at the beginning has only
briefly been considered for STP with elementary gated grant sizing in [56] and for
MTP in [57]. Also, the channel idle time has so far only been analyzed for report-
ing at the end of an upstream transmission in [58, 53]. The present study provides
the first analysis of the channel idle time for reporting at the beginning of an ONU
upstream transmission as well as a detailed examination of the impact of the report
message scheduling at beginning vs. end of an upstream transmission on the channel
idle time and packet delay for a wide range of DBA mechanisms. There have been
studies of dynamic circuit and packet switching which enhance DBA mechanisms for
PON such as in [59].
Network architecture studies have thoroughly established the feasibility of long-
reach PONs [60, 61, 19] and are currently exploring advanced architectural options,
such as exploiting multiple wavelength channels [2, 16, 62] or multiple and higher
line-rate channels [42, 63]. Several studies, e.g., [51, 64, 65, 66, 18, 67] have begun to
explore DBA protocols for long-reach PONs utilizing multiple wavelength channels.
We focus on long-reach PONs with a single upstream wavelength channel in this
study.
DBA approaches for PONs can be classified according the number of polling
threads and three additional main dimensions [58, 55]: (i) the scheduling frame-
work, (ii) the sizing of the upstream transmission windows (grants) for the individual
ONUs, and (iii) the scheduling (along the time axis) of the grants. We focus on
single-thread polling (STP) and multi-thread polling (MTP) with a statically fixed
number of threads in this study. Dynamic adaption of the number of threads, e.g.,
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according to the traffic load [68], which can reduce delays at the expense of increased
complexity, is beyond the scope of this study.
The scheduling framework is commonly characterized by the event that triggers
the sizing and scheduling of upstream transmission windows. In the offline scheduling
framework [58, 55], the receipt of bandwidth requests from all ONUs (within a given
polling thread) triggers the grant sizing and scheduling. In contrast, in the online
scheduling framework, the receipt of a single ONU request triggers a grant sizing and
scheduling decision. To the best of our knowledge multi-thread polling (MTP) has
so far only been examined in combination with the offline scheduling framework, i.e.,
existing research has been limited to offline MTP. In this paper, we conduct the first
study of multi-thread polling in combination with the online scheduling framework,
i.e., introduce and evaluate online MTP.
Elementary grant sizing mechanisms are gated grant sizing, which allocates the
full ONU request and can lead to fairness issues, and limited grant sizing, which al-
locates the ONU request up to a prescribed limit, thus preserving fairness [69, 44].
Grant sizing has a significant influence on PON performance and can be aided by
traffic prediction [70, 1, 38, 46, 71, 47, 72]. A key strategy for improving the per-
formance of PONs employing fairness-preserving limited grant sizing is to distribute
grant allocations among ONUs. The excess bandwidth from ONUs requesting less
than the prescribed limit is distributed to ONUs with traffic bursts. For STP, excess
bandwidth distribution has been intensely investigated within the offline scheduling
framework, see e.g., [73, 74]. Excess bandwidth distribution for STP with the on-
line scheduling framework has been examined in relatively few studies that either
explored relatively complex excess management rules [75] or focused on distributing
excess within the window of one preceding cycle [76] or detected gaps in the up-
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stream transmission schedule [77]. A refined control-theory based adjustment of the
prescribed limit according to service-level agreements is examined in [48].
In the context of offline MTP, grant sizing refinements employing integer linear
program optimization [52] and a variety of mechanisms for distributing grant alloca-
tions between the different threads [78, 13, 79, 80] have been explored.
Since our focus is on the fundamental performance differences between MTP in
combination with either the offline or online scheduling framework, we consider el-
ementary grant sizing mechanisms for both online and offline MTP. Specifically, for
offline MTP, we consider the elementary thread reporting mechanism [80], where each
thread is primarily responsible for the traffic that has been newly generated since the
preceding thread, in conjunction with equitable controlled excess bandwidth distribu-
tion [73, 74]. For online MTP, we consider an elementary bounded excess bandwidth
pool mechanism, see Section 4.2.2. To the best of our knowledge, this article presents
the first comparison of the fundamental performance differences of online and offline
MTP. Comparisons that consider refinements of the grant sizing for offline and online
MTP are an interesting direction for future research.
Grant scheduling has been intensively researched for increasing efficiency by avoid-
ing voids (idle times) between ONU upstream transmissions [49, 81, 45, 82] and pro-
viding quality-of-service differentiation [83, 84]. We employ the scheduling policy
from [82] to mitigate idle times due to different round-trip propagation delays. In
future work, Next-generation PON requires DBA analysis along with capacity and
delay analysis, as in [85].
2.3 PON Channel Analysis
Efficient control of the access by the distributed ONUs to the shared upstream
channel so as to serve bursty traffic with low delay while avoiding collisions is one of
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the key challenges in operating a PON [42]. Several dynamic bandwidth allocation
(DBA) approaches have been developed for this channel access problem. A primary
classification criterion for DBA mechanisms is the number of polling threads employed
per ONU. Single-thread polling (STP) [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50] employs one
polling thread per ONU, while multi-thread polling (MTP) [51, 14, 52, 53, 54] employs
multiple polling threads. The polling threads may operate in offline fashion, i.e.,
collect report messages from all ONUs before sizing and scheduling the upstream
transmission windows, or make these decisions in online fashion after the receipt of
each individual report message [55].
The vast majority of the existing studies on DBA in PONs has considered report-
ing at the end of the upstream transmission. Reporting in the beginning has only
briefly been considered for STP with elementary gated grant sizing in [56] and for
MTP in [57]. Also, the channel idle time has so far only been analyzed for report-
ing at the end of an upstream transmission in [58, 53]. The present study provides
the first analysis of the channel idle time for reporting in the beginning of an ONU
upstream transmission as well as a detailed examination of the impact of the report
message scheduling at beginning vs. end of an upstream transmission on the channel
idle time and packet delay for a wide range of DBA mechanisms.
PONs with 1 Gbps channel bandwidth were standardized a decade ago as EPON
in IEEE 802.3ah and as GPON in ITU-T G.984. On the other hand, corresponding
standards for 10 Gbps channel bandwidth were established only recently as 10G-
EPON in IEEE 802.3av [10] and as XG-PON in ITU-T G.987 [11]. As a result,
DBA mechanisms for 10 Gbps EPON or XG-PON have yet to receive significant
attention from the research community. Several comparisons of the physical layer
and link layer overhead differences among the various 1 Gbps and 10 Gbps standards
have appeared in the literature [33, 34, 35, 36]. Some early investigations of DBA
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mechanisms for the 10 Gbps standards have been reported in [37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. The
impact of the polling cycle time in single-thread polling with limited grant sizing on
various performance measures, e.g., packet delay and jitter, for each of the 1 Gbps and
10 Gbps standardized PON variants was studied in [37]. Mechanisms to increase TCP
throughput for 10 G-EPON were studied in [38]. A modification to an existing DBA
algorithm to support a mixed network of both 1 Gbps and 10 Gbps EPON ONUs
was proposed in [39]. Efficient utilization of unused bandwidth for XG-PON was
investigated in [40, 41]. The work presented in this article augments this relatively
small body of literature by investigating the impact of the reporting position on
performance measures for each of the 1 Gbps and 10 Gbps standardized PON variants.
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Chapter 3
MAC LAYER ALGORITHMS SUPPORTING SDN PRINCIPLES
3.1 Introduction
Medium Access Layer or the Layer 2 of the network stack receives data packets
and encapsulates it into control and data packet. Therefore, the decoupling of the
data and control packet initiates at this layer. Therefore, algorithms at this layer is
most critical inorder to include Software Defined Networking (SDN) principles.
Back-Haul access networks maintain a centralized topology where the central of-
fice (CO) manages the distributed optical network units (ONUs) that further connect
to each end-user device, either to the home, or to the business or to the access point.
This centralized topolopy provides the view of the network and network manageabil-
ity is provided from the central office (CO). The CO maintains algorithms that help
in dynamic processing and monitoring of the network. For specialized purposes, ap-
plication boxes are connected to the central office for specific purposes. This produces
the first aspect of Software Defined Network principle. This can be further illustrated
as shown in Fig 3.2.
The second aspect of the SDN philosophy to decouple the data packet from the
control packet is achieved in the MAC layer. The packet received at the Central
Office for upstream transmission is data packet appended with the control packet as
per GPON standard. The control packet specifies the quantity of the data queued at
the buffer. The CO responds with a control packet that lets each ONU aware of the
amount of data that can be transmitted per cycle, this is called the maximum grant
size and denoted as Gmax. Similarly for downstream traffic the packets are sent to
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Figure 3.1: SDN Realization for Access Networks is shown by Incorporating Virtual
Switches (Open Virtual Switch (OVS)), SDN Controllers can Communicate at the
Control Plane with the ONU Network Elements. This is intended for the Realization
of SDN in Access Networks
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of Upstream Transmission Direction from Distributed ONUs
o, o = 1, 2, . . . , O, to a Central OLT in the PON Structure. The O ONUs Share a
Single Wavelength Channel with bit rate C bit/s for their Upstream Transmissions
and have one-way Propagation Delay τ(o) to the OLT.
each distribution center in a broadcast fashion and the ONU ID in the control packet
is identified to retrieve the packet message. This illustration is done in the Fig 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of Polling Diagram in Passive Optical Network between the
Central Office or Optical Line Terminal (OLT) and the ONUs.
3.2 MAC-Layer Algorithms
Based on the principles of SDN above, we explore different novel MAC layer
algorithms in Passive Optical Networks (PON), Hyrbrid Access Networks such as
PON-xDSL, FiWi, etc. The different MAC layer algorithms evolve around the fol-
lowing:
3.2.1 Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation Algorithm
Bandwidth describe the extent of the capacity of physical medium to transmit
information from one node to another. Optical links have proven to provide large
bandwidth and data rates because of occupying high frequency spectrum, thus with
minimal fading. By providing the amount of queue depth as a control parameter
to the central office, the CO can algorithmically determine how much data can be
accommodated in the next cycle. This dynamicity provides much better results than
static bandwidth allocation.
We explore DBA in long-range PON, in which physical links extend upto 100Km
and this is associated with large propagation delay and idle time in the link. We
utilize a novel technique that utilizes this large propagation delay to accommodate
more packets, thus reducing idle time and decreading end-to-end packet delay.
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3.2.2 Control Message Scheduling Policy
Packet scheduling is performed at the CO, where the OLT decides when the next
packet is to be scheduled to be sent based on its arrival time. Control message is
appended to the end of the data packet and is sent to the central office for dynamic
processing. This control packet can be appended either at the beginning of the data
packet or at the end of the data packet.
In this related chapter, we explore the different results that occur when the packet
is appended in the beginning of the data packet and when appended to the end of
the data packet. The results provided some really good insight in understanding the
dependence on DBA and grant sizing techniques. Consequently we propose a novel
technique of utilizing the combination of the advantages of both the techniques to pro-
vide a hybrid scheduling policy. This technique resulted in similar delay performance
as reporting at the beginning but with a gain in increasing the packet transmission
quantity.
3.2.3 Flow Control Techniques
In hybrid access networks, data rates differ based on physical medium, by com-
bining different physical medium, there is a requirement for intermediate buffers to
allow packets to have continuous transmission and avoid queuing. This is very similar
to a big pipe-small pipe problem, when a big pipe is connected to a small pipe, there
should be a container to allow the collecion of water to avoid any leaks and ensure
continuous water flow. This problem is mostly observed in PON with DSL links,
where the former achieves a data rate of 1Gbps and the latter reaches a maximum
of 75Mbps. Memory buffers are utilized between the two links at the drop-point to
modulate the traffic flow.
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We design novel flow control techniques that reduce the size of the intermediate
buffers by allowing the central office to determine the exact amount of grant band-
width required by each customer premises equipment (CPE). In this corresponding
chapter, we discuss two techniques called segregated and multiplexing Gated Flow
control that results in low buffer requirements with a trade-off of slightly higher low-
traffic load delay.
3.2.4 Load Balancing for Heterogeneous Traffic
Fiber-Wireless Networks (FiWi) combine PON with Wireless Networks for which
we explore Wireless mesh networks. Wireless networks provide mobility but restrict
the data rates and power limit. Therefore, wireless gateways connected to the Optical
Network Units (ONUs) do not utilize the fiber channels connected to it. This results
in bandwidth under-utilization. In order to utilize the optical bandwidth completely,
we introduce heterogeneous traffic of wired and wireless traffic flows. This results in
better utilization of the bandwidth capacity.
Given the heterogenity of the connected Optical Network Units (ONUs), opti-
mization of utilization can be achieved by better load balancing. We introduce a
novel grouping technique called the grouping by cycle-length and compare it with
grouping by load, distance etc. which have been previously explored in literature.
We obtained a significant reduction in delay especially at high traffic loads.
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Chapter 4
DYNAMIC BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION (DBA) ALGORITHM
4.1 Introduction
Multi-thread polling (MTP) with offline scheduling and offline excess bandwidth
distribution, in brief offline MTP [54], interleaves multiple polling threads to a given
set of Optical Network Units (ONUs) to mitigate the long propagation delays in Long-
Reach Passive Optical Networks (LR-PONs) [86, 14, 87, 19, 88]. In offline MTP, mul-
tiple interleaved polling processes (threads) communicate bandwidth requests from
the ONUs to the central Optical Line Terminal (OLT). For a given polling thread,
the OLT collects the bandwidth requests from all ONUs, and then allocates upstream
transmission bandwidth (windows) to the ONUs and communicates these upstream
transmission windows to the ONUs. The interleaving of the polling threads aids in
masking the long propagation delay between ONUs and OLT compared to offline
single-thread polling (STP). Specifically, in offline STP, the upstream channel is idle
from the instant when the last ONU in a polling round (cycle) ends its upstream
transmission to the instant when the first ONU in the next polling cycle commences
its upstream transmission. This idle time enables the OLT to collect and consider
the bandwidth requests from all ONUs in the allocation of upstream transmission
windows. In particular, the OLT can employ excess bandwidth distribution [73, 74]
to fairly distribute the limited total upstream transmission period of a polling cycle
among the ONUs according to their current bandwidth demands.
A drawback of offline polling (also referred to as the offline scheduling frame-
work [58] or polling with stop [14, 55]) is that the first ONU bandwidth request in a
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given polling cycle to reach the OLT must wait for the bandwidth requests from all
other ONUs to reach the OLT, before the OLT can process the bandwidth requests.
In online polling, i.e., the online scheduling framework [58, 14, 55], when a bandwidth
request from an individual ONU reaches the OLT, the OLT immediately allocates an
upstream transmission window to that ONU. Online scheduling thus avoids delays
introduced due to ONU reports waiting for the arrival of all other ONU reports. The
drawback of online scheduling is that the OLT must make bandwidth allocations to
each individual ONU without knowledge of the current bandwidth demands of the
other ONUs.
In this paper, we introduce online MTP, which features multiple polling processes
(threads) to a given set of ONUs. Each polling thread employs the online scheduling
framework [58, 14, 55], i.e., the OLT processes each bandwidth request immediately,
thus avoiding delays due to waiting for bandwidth requests from other ONUs. Our
online MTP design overcomes the challenge of making bandwidth allocation decisions
without knowledge of the current bandwidth demands of the other ONUs through an
online excess bandwidth distribution mechanism.
We examine the idle time reduction achieved by online MTP in comparison to
offline MTP through mathematical analysis. We conduct extensive simulation eval-
uations for both Ethernet PONs (EPONs) and Gigabit PONs (GPONs) [20]. We
find that online MTP achieves significantly lower average packet delays than offline
MTP. However, we also find that (i) Double-Phase Polling (DPP) [89, 90] with an
excess bandwidth distribution extension gives the lowest average packet delays for
short polling cycle duration at low loads, and (ii) DPP, online MTP, and online STP
with an online excess bandwidth distribution mechanism give very similar average
packet delays at moderate to high loads.
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4.2 Online Multi-thread Polling
In this section we introduce online multi-thread polling (online MTP) for a long-
reach EPON based on the IEEE 802.3ah standard. We model the EPON with the
parameters in Table 4.1.
Online MTP can be analogously employed in a GPONs and we quantitatively
examine the performance of online MTP in both an EPON and a GPON in Section 5.3.
4.2.1 Multi-thread Polling Structure
Similar to offline multi-thread polling [54], which is illustrated for two threads in
Fig. 4.1(a), the OLT launches multiple threads in online MTP. As illustrated for two
threads in Fig. 4.1(b), in online MTP, the OLT processes the ONU bandwidth request
attached to an upstream transmission immediately after receipt. In the example in
Fig. 4.1(b), the request for an upstream transmission window for ONU j = 1 of thread
θ = 1 in cycle n arrives with the upstream transmission of this ONU in the preceding
cycle n − 1 and is processed at the instant β(n − 1, θ = 1, j = 1) when the end of
the upstream transmission is received, i.e., the scheduling instant for the upstream
transmission of ONU j = 1 of thread θ = 1 of cycle n is
γMTPon(n, θ, j) = β(n− 1, θ, j). (4.1)
In contrast, in offline MTP, the request from the first ONU j = 1 is only processed
when the end of the upstream transmission of the last ONU j = O is received, i.e.,
γMTPoff(n, θ, j) = β(n− 1, θ, O). (4.2)
Through the earlier processing of bandwidth requests, online MTP can reduce the
idle times on the upstream channel in comparison to offline MTP, as analyzed in the
Appendix and in Section 5.3.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of Offline and Online MTP for O = 2 ONUs and Θ = 2
Threads. Thread θ = 1 is Represented by Thick Lines and Horizontal hash Marks,
while thread θ = 2 has thin lines and checkered hash marks. ONU j appends to
its Upstream Transmission in Thread θ of Cycle n − 1 its Request for an Upstream
Transmission Window of Duration R(n, θ, j) in Thread θ of Cycle n. When Requests
from All ONUs have been Received at the OLT, offline MTP Makes all Grant Siz-
ing and Scheduling Decisions for Thread θ of Cycle n, i.e., the Scheduling Instant
γMTPoff(n, θ, j) Corresponds to the End β(n − 1, θ, O) of the Last Upstream Trans-
mission of Thread θ of the Preceding Cycle n − 1. In contrast, immediately after
Receipt of the Request by an ONU j for Thread θ in Cycle n at Time β(n− 1, θ, j),
online MTP makes the Scheduling Decision.
4.2.2 Online Excess Bandwidth Distribution Mechanism
In order to ensure fair allocation of upstream transmission windows to the ONU
and prevent one ONU from monopolizing the upstream transmission channel, Limited
grant sizing [69, 44] limits the duration of one contiguous upstream transmission
window (grant) for an ONU to a prescribed maximum duration Gmax. When an
ONU requests less than the maximum grant duration, i.e., R(n, θ, j) < Gmax, an
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excess bandwidth distribution mechanism collects the unused portion of the maximum
grant duration Gmax − R(n, θ, j) and distributes this “excess bandwidth” to ONUs
requesting grant durations longer than Gmax.
We examine an elementary “bounded excess pool” approach for online excess
bandwidth distribution in online MTP; adapting and examining other approaches,
e.g., [75, 76, 77] is an interesting direction for future research. For the bounded
excess pool approach, we let E(n, θ, j) denote the excess bandwidth pool (in terms
of upstream transmission window duration) available for the bandwidth allocation to
the jth ONU of thread θ in cycle n. We focus in the following explanation of the
bounded excess pool approach on a given thread θ of a given cycle n and consider
the online bandwidth distribution to two successive ONUs j and j + 1; the presented
approach applies analogously for online bandwidth distribution to ONUs in successive
threads or cycles.
We consider the thread reporting approach [80], where R(n, θ, j) represents the
newly generated traffic since the preceding ONU request; examining online MTP with
alternate thread reporting approaches, e.g., [78] is an interesting direction for future
research. For ease of exposition we initially ignore backlogged traffic from previous
threads. An ONU j that requests a transmission window duration R(n, θ, j) shorter
than the maximum Gmax is immediately granted the requested grant duration. On
the other hand, for an ONU with R(n, θ, j) > Gmax, the OLT immediately allocates
a transmission window duration that corresponds to the regular maximum grant size
Gmax plus an equal share of 1/O of the current excess bandwidth pool E(n, θ, j), not
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to exceed the request. In summary,
G(n, θ, j) = (4.3) R(n, θ, j) for R(n, θ, j) ≤ Gmaxmin{R(n, θ, j), Gmax + E(n,θ,j)O } for R(n, θ, j) > Gmax.
Any traffic amount R(n, θ, j)−G(n, θ, j) that can not be accommodated in the trans-
mission window allocation becomes backlogged and adds to the transmission window
request for the next thread [80].
After each bandwidth allocation, the OLT updates the excess bandwidth pool
by adding in a nominal bandwidth allocation corresponding to the maximum grant
duration Gmax and subtracting the actual just allocated grant duration G(n, θ, j);
moreover, the excess bandwidth pool is bounded (capped) at a prescribed maximum
Emax:
E(n, θ, j + 1) =
min{E(n, θ, j) +Gmax −G(n, θ, j), Emax}. (4.4)
The excess pool bound Emax can be adjusted to provide a trade-off between small
bandwidth allocation and frequent opportunities for ONU upstream transmission
achieved for small Emax; for large Emax the bandwidth allocations increase and ONU
transmission opportunities may become less frequent, approaching a Gated (un-
bounded) bandwidth allocation [69, 44]. We examine this trade-off quantitatively
in Section 5.3.
4.2.3 Thread-Tuning
The variations in the traffic generation at the ONUs over time may lead to one
thread carrying most (and possibly all) of the upstream traffic, effectively degrad-
ing multi-thread polling to single-thread polling. Thread tuning strives to prevent
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this degradation by re-distributing bandwidth, i.e., upstream transmission grant dura-
tions, among the threads. The existing thread tuning mechanism for offline MTP [54]
exploits the knowledge of all ONU bandwidth requests and allocations by considering
the aggregate of the upstream grant durations (after excess bandwidth distribution),
i.e.,
∑O
j=1G(n, θ, j) (referred to as instantaneous cycle time in [54]).
For online MTP, which immediately processes each individual ONU request, we
introduce the following online thread tuning mechanism. We base the thread tuning
on the allocated grant durations for each individual ONU j. Specifically, we compare
the ratio of allocated grant durations (after excess bandwidth distribution) to the
jth ONU in the present thread θ and the immediately preceding thread θ− 1 with a
prescribed tuning threshold Ttune, i.e., we check whether
G(n, θ, j)
G(n, θ − 1, j) > Ttune. (4.5)
(For the case θ = 1, we consider the grant durations G(n, 1, j) and G(n− 1,Θ, j)). If
the present to preceding grant duration ratio exceeds the tuning threshold, then we
shift the bandwidth (transmission window duration)
Φ =
G(n, θ, j)−G(n, θ − 1, j)
2
(4.6)
from the present thread θ to the succeeding thread θ + 1. (If the present thread is
the last thread of the cycle θ = Θ, we shift the bandwidth Φ to thread θ = 1 of the
next cycle.) For instance, consider a given ONU j in multi-thread polling with Θ = 2
threads: If in a given cycle n, the grant G(n, 2, j) for the second thread becomes more
than Ttune times larger than the preceding grant G(n, 1, j), then we shift the grant
duration Φ = [G(n, 2, j) − G(n, 1, j)]/2 by reducing the grant for the second thread
to G(n, 2, j)− Φ and adding Φ to the grant for thread θ = 1 in the next cycle n+ 1,
i.e., we allocate the grant G(n+ 1, 1, j) + Φ.
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We note that the outlined online thread tuning mechanism immediately responds
to thread imbalances by adjusting the grant allocations to the present thread and the
next thread (which could be in the present or next cycle). In contrast, in the offline
thread tuning mechanism [54], the OLT records the imbalances among the threads
in a given cycle n and makes the corresponding grant allocation adjustments in the
next cycle n+ 1.
4.3 Performance Evaluation
4.3.1 Simulation Set-up
Network and Traffic Parameters
We evaluate the MTP algorithms with CSIM based simulators for both an LR-EPON
based on the IEEE 802.3ah standard and an LR-GPON based on the ITU-T G.984
standard. We consider these PONs with O = 32 ONUs (ONTs) and a one-way
propagation distance τ(o) uniformly randomly distributed between 90 and 100 km.
Thus, the mean round-trip propagation delay is about 2τ = 0.95 ms; for illustrative
explanations of the results we write that approximately 2τ = 1 ms for simplicity of
exposition.
We consider PONs with one upstream transmission channel with a bit rate of
C = 1 Gb/s. Each ONU (ONT) has an infinite buffer in the simulation model and
independently generates self-similar packet traffic with a Hurst parameter of 0.75.
We employ a common quad-mode packet size distribution with 60 % 64 byte packets,
4 % 300 byte packets, 11 % 580 byte packets, and 25 % 1518 byte packets. We define
the traffic load as the long-run average packet traffic (payload) bit rate.
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Transmission Window Signaling
For signalling the upstream transmission window requests and grants between the
ONUs and OLT, the EPON employs REPORT and GATE messages, which are
64 Bytes, following the IEEE 802.3ah standard. The guard time in the EPON is
set to tg = 1 µs. In addition, the EPON incurs the standard overheads due to frame
preambles and inter-packet gaps.
In a GPON, transmission window requests and grants are signalled through dy-
namic bandwidth reports upstream (DBRu) and Bandwidth Maps (BWMaps) that
are embedded in periodic 125 µs frames [20]. In our simulations, we consider the
XGPON overheads following the ITU-T G.987 standard and set the GPON guard
band to tg = 30 ns.
DBA Approaches
We compare the online MTP approach introduced in Section 4.2 with offline MTP [54],
double-phase polling (DPP) [89], as well as single-thread polling (STP) with offline
and online scheduling. We consider MTP with Θ = 2 threads for a consistent com-
parison with DPP, which partitions the set of O ONUs into two subsets. Thus, the
evaluation provides insights into the effectiveness of interleaving two polling threads
to each ONU compared to interleaving single-thread polling to two subsets of the
ONUs. We define Z as the maximum aggregate duration of the upstream transmis-
sion windows (grants) allocated to the O ONUs (and Θ threads, if MTP is considered)
of a given cycle n, and refer for brevity to Z as the maximum cycle length. Through-
out, we employ a grant size limit Gmax that is based on the maximum cycle duration
Z = 2, 4, or 8 ms, and the number of threads Θ (Θ = 1 for STP and Θ = 2 for
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MTP):
Gmax =
Z
ΘO
. (4.7)
In particular, offline STP and offline MTP employ limited grant sizing based on
Gmax with offline excess bandwidth distribution using equitable distribution with
a controlled excess allocation bound [74, 73], while DPP employs an excess share
mechanism among its two ONU groups [58]. We consider online STP with limited
grant sizing based on Gmax without excess bandwidth distribution (denoted by “online
STP, lim.”) as well as online STP with limited grant sizing and the bounded excess
pool approach from Section 4.2.2 (denoted by “online STP, exc.”). For all considered
DBA approaches with offline grant scheduling, i.e., offline MTP, offline STP, and
DPP, we employ shortest propagation delay first scheduling [82].
Performance Metrics
We define the average packet delay as the mean time period from the instant of packet
generation at an ONU to the complete delivery of the packet to the OLT. We define
the mean cycle duration as the mean time span from the arrival instant α(n, 1, 1) of
the first ONU upstream transmission in thread 1 in a cycle n to the corresponding
instant α(n+ 1, 1, 1) in the next cycle n+ 1. Moreover, we examine the average grant
duration, which we define as the mean of the durations of the contiguous transmission
windows (grants) G(n, θ, j). We also examine the average idle time, which we define
as the mean of the channel idle times I(n, θ, j).
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Figure 4.2: Mean packet delay as a function of traffic load for different bounds Emax
on the excess bandwidth pool in the online excess bandwidth distribution mechanism
(see Section 4.2.2) of online MTP.
4.3.2 Performance Results
Impact of Maximum Excess Bandwidth Pool Size Emax
In Fig. 4.2, we plot the mean packet delay for a range of bounds Emax in Eqn. (4.4) of
the online excess bandwidth distribution mechanism. For this evaluation, we consider
an EPON with maximum cycle length Z = 4 ms. The bound Emax = 0 corresponds
to Limited grant sizing [69, 44], which limits each grant duration to Gmax; with
Emax = xOGmax, the excess bandwidth pool is limited to x times the aggregate
of the maximum grant duration Gmax for all O ONUs. We observe from Fig. 4.2
that the mean packet delay decreases with increasing excess bandwidth pool bound
Emax. Larger excess bandwidth pools permit longer contiguous upstream transmission
windows for the transmission of bursts of traffic generated at an ONU, thus reducing
the mean packet delay. We observe from Fig. 4.2 that a small excess bandwidth pool
of Emax = OGmax reduces the mean packet delays substantially compared to Limited
grant sizing without any excess bandwidth distribution (Emax = 0). Further increases
of the bound on the excess bandwidth pool Emax result in smaller and smaller delay
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reductions. Even a small excess bandwidth pool of Emax = OGmax greatly increases
the flexibility of the dynamic bandwidth allocation in transmitting traffic bursts in
fewer longer upstream transmissions. When Emax is fairly large, further increases
benefit only traffic burst that are larger than Gmax + Emax/O.
A drawback of increasing the bound Emax on the excess bandwidth pool is that suc-
cessive upstream transmission opportunities for the individual ONUs become spaced
further apart. With Limited grant sizing, an ONU has an upstream transmission
opportunity at least every OGmax seconds (whereby we neglect the overheads in this
illustrative discussion). Excess bandwidth distribution increases the spacing between
successive transmission opportunities of an ONU by up to Emax seconds.
We consider Emax = 4OGmax for the remainder of this article.
Online MTP vs. Offline MTP
In Fig. 4.3, we plot the mean packet delay as a function of traffic load for maximum
cycle durations Z = 2 ms, 4 ms, and 8 ms for the EPON. The means of the cycle
durations, grant durations G(n, θ, j), and idle times I(n, θ, j) for the Z = 4 ms
maximum cycle duration are plotted in Fig. 4.4. Due to space constraints we can not
include the mean grant duration and idle time plots for the Z = 2 ms and 8 ms cycle
durations; these additional plots are provided in [91]. For interpreting Figs. 4.4(b)
and 4.4(c), note that the grant duration and idle time applies for each individual ONU
upstream transmission, i.e., for MTP with Θ = 2, there are twice as many grants and
idle times in a cycle than with STP.
We observe from Fig. 4.3 that online MTP generally achieves significantly lower
delays than offline MTP. However, for the short Z = 2 µs maximum cycle duration,
we observe from Fig. 4.3(a) that for low loads up to about 0.25, offline MTP achieves
very slightly lower mean packet delays than online MTP. At low loads, the offline
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excess bandwidth distribution mechanism in offline MTP, which bases decisions on
knowledge of the requests from all ONUs, achieves larger grant sizes for the short cycle
(small Gmax) than the online mechanism in online MTP. With a longer cycle, Gmax is
less restricting, diminishing the benefit of the more informed grant sizing decisions of
offline MTP relative to online MTP. Importantly, with increasing load, the waiting in
offline MTP for all ONU requests of a given thread increases with overall increasing
grant durations, resulting in substantial delay reductions with online MTP compared
to offline MTP.
For high loads, it is instructive to first consider offline STP with excess distribution
grant sizing. We observe from Fig. 4.3(a) that offline excess STP with maximum cycle
duration Z = 2 ms gives very large delays as the load approaches 0.6 Gbps. This
is because offline excess STP has an idle period of one round-trip propagation delay
(2τ), i.e., approximately 1 ms in the considered scenario, between successive cycles,
limiting the utilization of the upstream channel to less than approximately Z/(2τ+Z).
Offline MTP can mask the 2τ channel idle time by interleaving the multiple polling
threads. However, for short cycles and a small number of threads, nearly full loading
and perfect balancing of the threads is required to mask the 2τ channel idle time.
Specifically, with Θ = 2 polling threads and a maximum cycle duration of Z = 2 ms,
each thread needs essentially all grant sizes to be at the maximum Gmax = Z/(ΘO) so
that each thread takes up one half (1 ms) of the cycle duration, and the interleaving of
the two threads perfectly masks the 2τ = 1 ms round-trip time. As we observe from
Fig. 4.3, with increasing maximum cycle duration Z, offline MTP achieves moderate
delays below 10 ms up to increasingly higher loads; up to a load of approximately
0.58 Gbps for a maximum cycle duration of Z = 2 ms, up to almost 0.8 Gbps for
Z = 4 ms, and up to approximately 0.87 Gbps for Z = 8 ms.
In contrast, online polling does not incur the 2τ channel idle period as the polling
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processes to the individual ONUs are interleaved. As a result, online MTP achieves
moderate mean packet delays below 10 ms already for the short Z = 2 ms cycle
duration up to a high load of approximately 0.9 Gbps, and up to loads around 0.95
for longer cycles.
Turning to the mean grant durations in Fig. 4.4(b) we observe that offline MTP has
longer mean grant durations than online MTP. The longer grant durations are mainly
due to the offline scheduling, which results in overall longer mean cycle durations, as
Reports from all ONUs are collected before scheduling decisions. On average, online
MTP gives smaller grant durations and shorter cycles (see Fig 4.4(a) and (b)), i.e.,
more frequent upstream transmissions of each ONU.
Importantly, as we observe from Fig. 4.4(c), online MTP achieves substantially
shorter mean idle times than offline MTP; except for very high loads, where both MTP
approaches achieve a mean idle time close to the guard time tg. The interleaving of
the multiple polling processes with online scheduling substantially reduces the mean
idle time for low to moderately high loads (up to around 0.9 Gbps).
For higher loads (above 0.9 Gbps), online MTP still achieves lower packet delays
even though it has essentially the same mean idle time as offline MTP. This delay
reduction with online MTP is mainly due to the online excess bandwidth distribu-
tion mechanism. The offline excess bandwidth distribution re-distributes bandwidth
among ONUs in a given cycle. In contrast, online excess bandwidth distribution re-
distributes bandwidth temporally across cycles. That is, the online approach saves
up the unused bandwidth portions Gmax − R(n, θ, j) from past cycles and can allo-
cate this “saved” bandwidth in future cycles with traffic bursts. When many ONUs
have simultaneous traffic bursts, as is likely for high loads of self-similar traffic, of-
fline MTP with its offline excess bandwidth distribution is frequently restricted by
the maximum grant size, see Fig. 4.4(b). The traffic bursts are often backlogged,
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resulting in large mean packet delays with offline MTP that extend well beyond the
range plotted in the corresponding Fig. 4.3(b). In contrast, online excess bandwidth
distribution quickly serves colluding traffic bursts from many ONUs by temporarily
extending the cycle duration with the “saved up” bandwidth. These few long grants
and cycles are counter-balanced by many short cycles and grants, resulting in lower
mean cycle and grant duration with online MTP, see Figs. 4.4(a) and (b).
EPON v. GPON
From our extensive evaluations we have observed that EPON and GPON give very
similar delay performance and have generally very similar behaviors of the cycle,
grant, and idle time durations. Only for the short Z = 2 ms cycle duration and
for low loads does the GPON give slightly noticeably higher delays than the EPON,
as observed by comparing Fig. 4.5 with Fig. 4.3(a). Due to space constraints, we
include only Fig. 4.5 to illustrate the GPON results, and refer to [91] for the other
plots, as well as [92, 37] for comparisons specifically focused on the EPON and GPON
overheads. We observe from Figs. 4.3(a) and 4.5, that for a load of 0.1 Gbps, online
limited STP gives a mean delay of approximately 10 ms in an EPON compared to
about 11 ms in a GPON. This slightly higher GPON delay is mainly due to the static
periodic signaling of bandwidth requests and upstream transmission windows within
the GPON frame structure. This GPON signalling according to a static period frame
structure results in slightly higher traffic backlog and delays than the flexible adaptive
signaling in the EPON. With increasing traffic load and longer cycle durations this
slight difference between GPON and EPON becomes negligible.
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MTP vs. STP and DPP benchmarks
In this section, we compare offline and online MTP with offline and online STP as
well as DPP. The presented comparisons of offline MTP with offline STP for the
considered range of cycle durations complement prior evaluations of offline MTP,
e.g., [54, 13], which were limited to one cycle duration.
Offline STP with excess bandwidth distribution We observe from Fig. 4.3
that offline STP with excess bandwidth distribution (henceforth referred to as offline
excess STP for brevity) throughout achieves vastly lower delays than offline STP with
limited grant sizing underscoring the importance of excess bandwidth distribution for
low-delay service in PONs with a limited cycle duration (i.e., PONs that do not
permit gated grant sizing).
We observe from Figs. 4.4(a) and (b) that all offline STP approaches have es-
sentially the same mean cycle and grant duration, with offline limited STP having
very slightly higher mean cycle and grant duration at high loads, before the cycle
duration reaches its maximum at about Z + 2τ = 5 ms (the maximum grant dura-
tion Gmax = Z/O = 0.125 ms is outside the plotted range). This is because gated
and excess grant sizing accommodate traffic bursts in fewer longer grants and have
then more (empty) grants without payload that only provide an ONU Report mes-
sage. Thus, the gated and excess approaches go through slightly more polling cycles,
slightly reducing the average grant duration.
We also observe from Fig. 4.4(b) that offline MTP has roughly half the average
grant durations of the offline STP approaches. This is due to splitting the traffic load
into the two threads. Corresponding to the Gmax = Z/(ΘO) = 0.0625 ms setting, the
offline MTP mean grant size reaches its maximum at high loads.
Examining closer the mean packet delays, we observe from Fig. 4.3(a) that for
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the Z = 2 ms cycle duration, offline excess STP achieves somewhat lower delays than
offline MTP for loads up to about 0.5 Gbps; for longer cycles, offline excess STP gives
(very slightly) lower delays than offline MTP only for very low loads. This is mainly
because STP incurs relatively lower per-cycle overhead. Specifically, STP requires
only one Report transmission and one guard time per ONU per cycle. On the other
hand, MTP requires Θ = 2 Report transmissions and guard times per ONU per
cycle. However, both approaches can transmit an aggregated grant size of at most Z
upstream per cycle.
For moderate to high traffic loads, we observe from Fig. 4.3 that offline MTP
achieves substantially lower delays than offline excess STP. This substantial delay
reduction is mainly due to the upstream transmissions of each thread growing longer
for increasing traffic load. The interleaving of these increasingly longer upstream
transmission threads then masks increasing portions of the 2τ channel idle period,
resulting in the observed substantial delay reductions. Correspondingly, we observe
from Fig. 4.4(c) that the offline STP approaches experience throughout a mean idle
time of approximately 2τ/O = 31.25 µs. That is, within a given cycle, the offline
STP upstream transmissions are spaced only a guard time (tg = 1 µs) apart, but then
there is a 2τ channel idle period before the next cycle’s upstream transmissions. We
observe from Fig. 4.4(c) that the interleaving of the offline polling treads effectively
reduces the idle time. As the upstream transmission threads grow long for high loads,
the mean idle time of offline MTP approaches the tg = 1 µs guard time.
Offline STP with gated grant sizing We observe from Fig. 4.3(a) and (b) that
offline STP with gated grant sizing (henceforth, offline gated STP, for brevity) gives
lower delays that offline MTP for the Z = 2 ms and 4 ms cycle durations. For these
shorter cycle durations, gated grant sizing achieves the lower delays by permitting the
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uninterrupted transmission of large traffic bursts. In contrast, limited grant sizing
with excess bandwidth distribution limits that total aggregate of the grant sizes in
a cycle to at most OGmax. Therefore, a large traffic burst needs to be transmitted
over several cycles, each incurring an overhead of one Report transmission and guard
time per ONU per thread. Also, as the traffic load grows very high, the upstream
transmissions with gated grant sizing grow very long. As a result, the 2τ channel idle
period becomes negligible compared to the very long cycle durations, allowing gated
grant sizing to give relatively very good delay performance at high loads.
We observe from Fig. 4.3(c) that for the Z = 8 ms cycle duration, offline MTP
gives lower delays than offline gated STP, except for very low loads (less than 0.25 Gbps)
and very high loads (above approximately 0.925 Gbps). For moderate traffic loads
with the Z = 8 ms cycle duration, the grant durations in each MTP thread can be
sufficiently large to accommodate small to moderate traffic bursts (with overhead not
significantly higher than gated grant sizing) and to mask the 2τ channel idle period
(which is not yet negligible compared to the gated grant sizes at these moderate load
levels).
Online STP with limited grant sizing We observe from Fig. 4.3 that for loads
up to around 0.6–0.7 Gbps, online STP with limited grant sizing (online limited STP)
gives higher delay than offline MTP, whereby the difference is more pronounced for
shorter cycle durations. Bursty self-similar traffic at these lower load levels, typically
produces traffic bursts in only few ONUs out of the O ONUs. Limited grant sizing
without any excess bandwidth distribution strictly limits an ONU’s grant duration
to Gmax = Z/O. Thus, for short cycle durations, each ONU is restricted to one short
upstream transmission of duration at most Gmax per cycle. Hence, many cycles, each
incurring overhead, are required to serve traffic bursts. Importantly, the interleaving
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of STP processes containing only short upstream transmissions by only a few ONUs
is not sufficient to mask the long 2τ round-trip propagation delay that a given ONU
experiences between its successive upstream transmissions.
For loads above the 0.6–0.7 Gbps level, online limited STP gives substantially
lower delays than offline MTP. At these higher loads levels, the ONUs have generally
more traffic backlog, thus more ONUs are utilizing their maximum permitted Gmax
upstream transmission window. The interleaving of a sufficient number of sufficiently
long ONU upstream transmissions effectively masks the long round-trip propagation
delay. At the same time, STP avoids the extra overheads of MTP as well as the
thread tuning required in offline MTP to mask the 2τ channel idle period [13].
Comparing online limited STP and online STP with online excess bandwidth
distribution (online excess STP), we observe from Fig. 4.3 that the online excess
bandwidth distribution reduces the delay to less than half compared to online limited
STP, whereby the delay reduction is more pronounced for short cycles. Short cycle
durations Z correspond to smaller grant size limits Gmax = Z/O, requiring online
limited STP to serve a traffic burst over more successive cycles. Excess bandwidth
distribution relaxes the grant size limit by accumulating unused portions of the grant
size limit Gmax from ONUs with little or no traffic in the excess bandwidth pool and
allocating this excess to ONUs serving traffic bursts. Thus, a traffic burst can be
served with fewer, longer upstream transmissions.
Double-phase polling and online STP with excess bandwidth distribution
We observe from Fig. 4.3 that double-phase polling (DPP) and online STP with online
excess bandwidth distribution (online excess STP) give generally very similar delays
as online MTP, especially for the longer Z = 4 ms and 8 ms cycle durations. We
also observe from Fig. 4.3(a) that DPP achieves the lowest delays at low loads for
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the short Z = 2 ms cycle. DPP makes offline excess bandwidth allocation decisions
with knowledge of the bandwidth requests of half of the ONUs (whereby each half
forms an ONU group), and shares excess bandwidth across the two ONU groups [58];
thus DPP achieves almost as effective excess bandwidth distribution as offline excess
STP. At the same time, DPP interleaves the single polling processes to the two ONU
groups, thus striving to mask the 2τ channel idle period of offline polling and avoiding
the extra overheads of MTP. For low loads, when only one or a few ONUs have
traffic bursts, this ONU group-interleaving masking strategy is essentially as effective
as interleaving individual online ONU polling processes. However, for high loads,
when many ONUs are backlogged, the finer-grained interleaving of individual online
ONU polling processes (in conjunction with temporary extended cycle durations from
online excess bandwidth distribution) achieves somewhat more effective masking of
the 2τ round-trip propagation delay than the coarse-grained interleaving of the polling
processes to the two ONU groups, resulting in somewhat lower delays with the online
polling approaches with excess bandwidth distribution (online excess STP and online
MTP).
With the longer cycle durations, see Fig. 4.3(b) and (c), the larger grant size limit
Gmax somewhat relaxes the demands for excess bandwidth distribution. Thus, the
online polling approaches with online excess bandwidth distribution give similarly
low delays as DPP and the offline polling approaches with offline excess bandwidth
distribution at low loads.
Also, for the long Z = 8 ms cycle, see Fig. 4.3(c), online MTP gives very slightly
lower delays than online excess STP (and DPP) in the mid-load range. With this
long cycle duration, the MTP grants can become sufficiently large to diminish the
extra MTP overhead and the improved interleaving (reduced idle time) with MTP
can very slightly reduce the mean delay.
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Although this evaluation study is focused on long-reach PONs, we briefly note that
for conventional short-reach PONs, the propagation delay effects are less pronounced.
Hence, the delay reduction effect due to the improved interleaving with online MTP
diminishes compared to DPP and online STP. At the same time, online STP and
DPP have lower overhead and complexity than MTP; thus online STP and DPP
are well-suited DBA approaches for conventional PONs where they achieve low delay
with low complexity.
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Table 4.1: Model Parameters for PON with Multi-Thread Polling
Parameter Meaning
Network structure
O Total number of ONUs, numbered o = 1, 2, . . . , O
τ(o) One-way propagation delay from OLT to ONU o
Z Maximum cycle duration, i.e., max. aggregate duration
of upstream transmission windows of all O ONUs and
Θ threads in a cycle
Cycle, thread, and upstream transmission indices
n Polling cycle index
Θ Total number of threads
θ Thread index, θ = 1, . . . ,Θ
j ONU index ordered by upstream transm. position for a
given thread θ in a given cycle n, i.e., ONU j has jth
upstream transmission grant of tread θ in cycle n
Upstream transmission window (grant) scheduling
γ(n, θ, j) Time instant when OLT makes scheduling decision for
transmission window of jth ONU of thread θ in cycle n
T (n, θ, j) Gate signaling delay: Time duration from instant of OLT
scheduling decision to end of the GATE transm. for jth
ONU of thread θ in cycle n plus round-trip prop. delay
α(n, θ, j) Time instant when upstream transmission of jth ONU
of thread θ in cycle n starts to arrive at OLT
β(n, θ, j) Time instant when end of upstream transm. of jth ONU
of thread θ in cycle n arrives at OLT.
Ω(n, θ, j) Time instant of end of upstream transm. preceding arrival
of upstream transm. of jth ONU of thread θ in cycle n
I(n, θ, j) Duration of channel idle time preceding the arrival of up-
stream transm. of jth ONU of thread θ in cycle n at OLT
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Table 4.2: Model Parameters for Upstream transmission with Multi-Thread Polling
Parameter Meaning
Upstream transmission window (grant) sizing
R(n, θ, j) Duration of upstream transmission window requested by
jth ONU of thread θ in cycle n
G(j, n, θ) Duration of upstream transmission window granted to
jth ONU of thread θ in cycle n
Gmax =
Z
ΘO
, Maximum duration of granted upstream transm.
window size for Limited grant sizing
E(j, n, θ) Excess bandwidth pool (in terms of upstream transmission
window duration) available for allocation decision to
jth ONU of thread θ in cycle n
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(c) Maximum cycle duration Z = 8 ms
Figure 4.3: Average Packet Delay in EPON as a Function of Traffic Load
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Figure 4.4: Mean Cycle, Grant, and Idle Time Durations for EPON with Maximum
Cycle Duration (aggregate of grant durations in a cycle) Z = 4 ms as a Function of
Traffic Load
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Figure 4.5: Average Packet Delay for GPON with Maximum Cycle Duration Z =
2 ms as a Function of Traffic Load
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Chapter 5
CONTROL MESSAGE SCHEDULING POLICY
5.1 Introduction
The report message from an ONU is typically lumped together with the upstream
payload data transmission so as to avoid extra guard times for the short report mes-
sage. While the EPON standard leaves the position of the report message within
an ONU’s upstream transmission open, the vast majority of EPON studies have as-
sumed that the report message is positioned at the very end of an ONU’s upstream
transmission, after the ONU’s payload data transmissions. This “reporting at the
end” allows the ONU to signal the most up-to-date queue depth, at ideally the time
instant of the end of the payload transmission, to the OLT. On the other hand, the
GPON standard specifies that the report message be included at the beginning of
the upstream transmission, i.e., to precede the payload data [11]. This “reporting at
the beginning” has the advantage that the OLT receives the report message earlier
(i.e., before the ONUs payload data) and can already size and schedule the trans-
mission windows for the next cycle. On the downside, the report at the beginning
does not contain the packets that were newly generated during the ONU’s payload
transmission.
To the best of our knowledge the impact of the report message scheduling at the
beginning or end of an ONU’s upstream transmission has not yet been investigated in
detail. In this article we examine this open research question in the context of both
EPONs and GPONs operating at either 1 Gbps or 10 Gbps channel bandwidth for
state-of-the-art DBA mechanisms. We analyze the channel idle time with reporting
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of Upstream Transmission Direction from Distributed ONUs
o, o = 1, 2, . . . , O, to a Central OLT in the PON Structure. The O ONUs Share a
Single Wavelength Channel with Bit Rate C bit/s for their Upstream Transmissions
and have one-way Propagation Delay τ(o) to the OLT.
at the beginning or end for the different DBA mechanisms. We show that reporting
at the beginning can reduce the channel idle time that precedes the arrival of an
ONU upstream transmission at the OLT by up to the transmission time of an ONU’s
payload compared to reporting at the end. We conduct extensive simulations to eval-
uate the average packet delay. We find that reporting at the beginning significantly
reduces the packet delay for DBA mechanisms that accumulate all reports from a
cycle for offline transmission window sizing and scheduling. In contrast, DBA mech-
anisms that size and schedule transmission windows online or employ interleaving
strategies for the cyclic polling processes, perform equally well for both reporting at
the beginning or end.
5.2 Analysis Of Channel Idle Time
5.2.1 PON Model
In this section we analyze the idle time on the upstream channel of a PON before
each upstream transmission. We consider a PON model with a total number of
O ONUs, whereby ONU o, o = 1, 2, . . . , O, has a one-way propagation delay of
τ(o) [s] to the OLT. The O ONUs share the upstream wavelength channel with bit
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rate C [bit/s], as illustrated in Fig 5.1. Polling-based medium access control with
report-grant cycles is employed to avoid collisions on the shared upstream wavelength
channel. We denote n for the polling cycle index and tg for the guard time, i.e., the
minimum required spacing between successive upstream transmissions from different
ONUs. Moreover, we denote tR and tG for the transmission times of a report and
grant message, respectively, as summarized in Table 4.1.
For DBA mechanisms employing multiple polling threads [51, 14, 52, 53, 54], we
denote Θ for the total number of threads, with θ, θ = 1, 2, . . . ,Θ, denoting the
thread index. The Θ threads operate in parallel, giving each ONU Θ opportunities
to report the queue depth and transmit upstream payload data in a polling cycle.
Note that Θ = 1 corresponds to single-thread polling. We omit the thread index θ
from the model notations for single-thread polling. We denote Z for the maximum
cycle duration in terms of the sum (aggregation) of the upstream transmissions of all
O ONUs (and all Θ threads) of a given cycle n. A particular grant scheduling policy
may arrange the upstream transmission windows of the O ONUs of a given thread θ
in a particular order. We use the index j, j = 1, 2, . . . , O to denote the ordering of
the ONU upstream transmissions (of a given thread θ) in a given cycle n.
5.2.2 Timing of Reporting at the Beginning and End of Upstream Transmission
We initially consider two report message scheduling approaches, namely reporting
at the beginning and reporting at the end of an upstream transmission. With report-
ing at the beginning, the message indicating the queue depth at the ONU to the OLT
is positioned at the beginning of the upstream transmission. Specifically, the report
message that contains the queue depth for sizing the upstream transmission of ONU
j of thread θ in cycle n begins to arrive at the OLT at time instant α(n− 1, θ, j) and
is completely received by time instant α(n− 1, θ, j) + tR. Thus, neglecting processing
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(a) Scheduling at the Beginning: Report Message included at the Beginning (left side) of an Upstream Transmission
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(b) Scheduling at the End: Report Message included at the end (right side) of an Upstream Transmission
Figure 5.2: Illustration of Cyclical Report-Grant Polling Structure. Grant messages
signal upstream transmission windows to the individual ONUs, which report their
Queue Depths in Report Messages included in the Upstream Transmissions. The
figure also Illustrates Scheduling at the Beginning and at the End of an Upstream
Transmission for O = 2 ONUs with Offline Single-Thread Polling (STP).
delays, the OLT can make a scheduling decision based on this received report as early
as time instant α(n − 1, θ, j) + tR, as illustrated for offline STP in Fig. 5.2(a). We
denote γα(n, θ, j) for the scheduling instant for the upstream transmission of ONU j
of thread θ of cycle n with reporting at the beginning, and specify γα(n, θ, j) for the
different PON scheduling frameworks [58, 55] in Section 5.2.3.
In contrast, with reporting at the end, the report message is positioned at the
end of the upstream transmission, i.e., it begins to arrive at the OLT at instant
β(n− 1, θ, j)− tR and is completely received by instant β(n− 1, θ, j). Thus, the OLT
can make grant sizing and scheduling decisions for the upstream transmission of ONU
j of thread θ of cycle n as early as time instant β(n− 1, θ, j), as illustrated for offline
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STP in Fig. 5.2(b). We denote γβ(n, θ, j) for the scheduling instant for the upstream
transmission of ONU j of thread θ of cycle n with reporting at the end.
5.2.3 Scheduling Instants With Reporting At Beginning And End
We consider the following combinations of scheduling (polling) frameworks and
grant sizing mechanisms:
• Offline single-thread polling with Gated grant sizing (S, offl., gat.) [69, 44]
• Offline single-thread polling with Limited grant distribution (S, offl., lim.) [69,
44]
• Offline single-thread polling with Excess grant distribution (S, offl., exc.) [73, 74]
• Double Phase Polling with Excess grant distribution and share mechanism (D,
exc shr.) [89, 58]
• Online single-thread polling with Limited grant distribution (S, onl. lim.) [44,
69]
• Online single-thread polling with Excess grant distribution (S, onl., exc.) [73,
74, 53]
• Online Multi-thread polling with Excess grant distribution (M, onl. exc.) [53]
With the offline scheduling (polling) framework, reports from all O ONUs must be
received before the OLT makes grant sizing and scheduling decisions. Thus, the
scheduling instant with S, offl. polling is governed by the arrival of the report from
the last ONU in a cycle, i.e., for reporting at the beginning the scheduling instant
for the upstream transmission grants of a cycle n coincides with the arrival of the
report message at the beginning of the upstream transmission of the last ONU in the
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Table 5.1: Scheduling Instants γ(n, θ, j) for Upstream Transmissions of ONU j (of
thread θ in Multi-Thread Polling) of Cycle n
Scheduling ONU Rep. at the beg. Rep. at the end
framework indices γα(n, θ, j) = γβ(n, θ, j) =
STP, offline 1 ≤ j ≤ O α(n− 1, O) + tR β(n− 1, O)
DPP 1 ≤ j ≤ O
2
α(n− 1, O
2
) + tR β(n− 1, O2 )
DPP O
2
< j ≤ O α(n− 1, O) + tR β(n− 1, O)
STP, online 1 ≤ j ≤ O α(n− 1, j) + tR β(n− 1, j)
MTP, online 1 ≤ j ≤ O α(n− 1, θ, j) + tR β(n− 1, θ, j)
preceding cycle n− 1, γα(n, j) = α(n− 1, O) + tR, as illustrated for O = 2 ONUs in
Fig. 5.2(a). On the other hand, with reporting at the end, the OLT needs to wait
until the end of the upstream transmission of the last ONU in cycle n− 1 is received
before sizing and scheduling the grants for cycle n, i.e., γβ(n, j) = β(n − 1, O), see
Fig. 5.2(b).
Similarly, the scheduling instants of the other scheduling frameworks depend on
the arrival of the ONU report message triggering the OLT grant sizing and scheduling
either at the beginning or end of the ONU upstream transmission, as summarized in
Table 5.1. Double-phase polling (DPP) schedules the first ONU group with indices
j = 1, 2, . . . , O/2 when the report from ONU O/2 is received and the second ONU
group when the report from the last ONU O is received. Online single-thread polling
(STP) schedules each individual ONU j grant for a cycle n immediately after receipt
of the report from ONU j in cycle n − 1. Similarly, online multi-thread polling
schedules each ONU j for a given polling thread θ in a cycle n immediately after
receipt of the report of ONU j in thread θ of the preceding cycle n− 1.
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5.2.4 Summary Of Idle Time Analysis
In this section we summarize the analysis of the channel idle time I(n, θ, j) that
precedes the arrival of the upstream transmission of ONU j of thread θ of cycle n at
the OLT, which is detailed in the Appendix. The idle time I(n, θ, j) is the time span
(period) from the instant Ω(n, θ, j) of the arrival of the end of the preceding upstream
transmission at the OLT to the arrival of beginning of the upstream transmission of
ONU j of thread θ in cycle n at time instant α(n, θ, j) at the OLT, see Fig. 5.2. That
is, the duration of the channel idle time is the difference
I(n, θ, j) = α(n, θ, j)− Ω(n, θ, j). (5.1)
The duration of this idle time span is governed by two constraints:
• Guard time constraint: There must be at least a guard time of duration tg
between the arrival of two successive upstream transmissions at the OLT.
• Signaling constraint: The upstream transmission of ONU j of thread θ of cycle
n can arrive no earlier than the gate signaling delay T (n, θ, j) (transmission time
of grant message tG plus round-trip propagation delay 2τ) after the scheduling
instant γ(n, θ, j).
As detailed in the Appendix, the earlier scheduling instant γα(n, θ, j) with reporting
at the beginning compared to γβ(n, θ, j) for reporting at the end can reduce the
channel idle time.
Depending on the combination of guard time and signaling constraints that govern
the idle time for the reporting at the beginning and end, reporting at the beginning
can reduce the idle time up to the difference between the two scheduling instants, i.e.,
up to γβ(n, θ, j)− γα(n, θ, j).
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5.2.5 Dynamic Optimization Of Report Message Scheduling
The report message scheduling (RMS) can be dynamically selected for optimiza-
tion. Reporting at the end (and thus including the packets that have been newly gen-
erated during an upstream transmission in the report) can be dynamically selected
when reporting at the beginning would not reduce the channel idle time. Based on the
detailed analysis in the Appendix, the idle time with offline polling hinges primarily
on the reporting of the last ONU (j = O) in a cycle. Thus, all but the last ONU, i.e.,
ONUs j = 1, 2, . . . , O − 1, can report at the end, thus including the newly generated
packets in the report, while the last ONU j = O reports at the beginning.
For online scheduling, RMS dynamic selection is not possible. This is because the
report schedule decision (beginning or end reporting) would need to be communicated
by the OLT to the ONU before the parameters determining the channel idle time
reduction ∆I case in Table ?? are available at the OLT. In particular, to impact the
idle time preceding the ONU j transmission arrival in cycle n, the ONU would need
to be instructed to report at the beginning or end of the upstream transmission in
cycle n− 1 (when the report determining ONU j’s upstream transmission window in
cycle n arrives at the OLT). The OLT would need to send out these instructions for
reporting at the beginning or end in the preceding cycle n − 2. However, the queue
depth of the preceding ONU j − 1 used for sizing ONU j − 1’s window in cycle n
(which governs Ω(n, j)) is not yet available at the OLT at that time (as it arrives only
shortly before the report from ONU j in cycle n − 1). Thus, the report scheduling
cannot be optimized unless some traffic prediction [93, 72] is employed.
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5.3 Simulation Results For Packet Delay
5.3.1 Simulation Set-up
We employ a simulation model of the OLT and ONUs built on CSIM, a dis-
crete event simulator using the C programming language, and validated in preceding
studies [58, 53]. We implement the LRPON in both EPON and GPON standards
for C = 1 Gbps (IEEE 802.3ah and G.984, respectively) and C = 10 Gbps (IEEE
802.3av and G.987, respectively), with a total number of O = 32 infinite-buffer ONUs
(ONTs in GPON) placed around the OLT with a constant distance of 90 km from
the OLT to the splitter and the ONUs placed randomly in the last 10 km range. The
maximum round-trip delay is 2τ = 1 ms.
We consider self-similar packet traffic with Hurst parameter 0.75 and four different
packet sizes with distribution 60% 64 Byte, 4% 300 Byte, 11% 580 Byte, and 25%
1518 Byte packets. The traffic load is defined as long-run average of the payload bit
rate.
Control messages for EPON and GPON follow the respective standards. In
GPON, the control message is sent periodically every 125 µsec. In the EPON, the
ONUs report their queue depths with a REPORT message (64 Bytes), while a DBRu
(4 Bytes) message is used in the GPON. We set the guard times for EPON tg = 1 µs
and for GPON tg = 30 ns.
Simulations are performed for all DBAs noted in Section 5.2.3 for maximum cycle
length Z = 2, 4, and 8 ms. The maximum grant size for limited grant sizing [69, 44],
which is the initial basis for excess bandwidth allocation [73, 74] is
Gmax =
Z
ΘO
. (5.2)
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For MTP, we set the number of threads to Θ = 2 (for consistent comparison with the
two ONU groups in DPP [89]) and the threshold for thread tuning to Ttune = 5 [54, 53].
We observe the average packet delay from the packet generation instant at an
ONU to the delivery instant of the complete packet to the OLT. We also observe the
average channel idle time I(n, θ, j).
In Figs. 5.3 and 5.7 we plot the average packet delay for all considered combina-
tions of scheduling framework and grant sizing mechanism (see Section 5.2.3) for all
three considered maximum cycle lengths Z for the 1G and 10G EPON respectively.
The corresponding average channel idle times are plotted in Figs. 5.5 and 5.9. A few
scheduling framework-grant sizing combinations were omitted from Figs. 5.5 and 5.9
to reduce clutter. Specifically, for reporting at the end, all offline STP approaches
give essentially the same average idle times; we plot therefore only offline STP with
gated grant sizing while omitting offline STP with limited grant sizing and with ex-
cess grant distribution. Moreover, for reporting at the beginning, offline STP with
limited grant sizing gives very similar average idle times to offline STP with excess
grant distribution (S. offl. exc.); therefore, we only plot S. offl. exc. We omitted
online STP with excess grant distribution (S. onl. exc.) which gives very similar av-
erage idle times as online STP with limited grant sizing (S. onl. lim.). Due to space
constraints, we include for the 1G and 10G GPON only the simulation results for the
representative Z = 4 ms maximum cycle length in Figs. 5.4, 5.6, 5.8, and 5.10.
5.3.2 General Reporting At Beginning vs. End Trade-off
We observe across the set of plots in Figs. 5.3–5.10 that reporting at the beginning
generally gives lower average packet delays and channel idle times than reporting at
the end. That is, the effect of the OLT receiving reports earlier with reporting at
the beginning and thus making earlier upstream transmission sizing and scheduling
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Table 5.2: Impact of Number of ONUs O: Average Packet Delay, Idle Time per
ONU Transmission I, Cycle Length, and ONU Transmission Window Length G¯ for
O = 8 and 32 ONUs; Fixed Parameters: C = 1 Gbps EPON, STP offline gated DBA,
traffic load = 0.9 Gbps.
O = 8 O = 32
Perf. Metric end beg. opt. end beg. opt.
Avg. pkt. del. [ms] 15.1 8.8 8.7 16.7 13.9 13.0
Avg. idl. tim. [µs] 123 67.5 61.9 31.6 25.9 22.6
Avg. cyc. len. [ms] 8.2 4.5 5.0 8.0 7.1 7.7
Avg win. len. G¯ [ms] 0.90 0.49 0.55 0.22 0.19 0.20
decisions generally outweighs the effect of reporting the newly generated packets
(generated during an ONU upstream transmission) later (i.e., in the next cycle). The
earlier reporting tends to reduce the channel idle time and thus increases the level
of masking of idle times, resulting in overall shorter polling cycles and thus lower
packet delays. The specific delay reduction effects for the various DBA mechanisms
are discussed in detail in the following subsections.
Before examining the individual DBA mechanisms, we illustrate the effect of the
number of ONUs O on the impact of report scheduling. In Table 5.2, we consider
STP with offline gated DBA in a C = 1 Gbps EPON at traffic load of 0.9 Gbps.
We observe from the table that for a low number of O = 8 ONUs, reporting at the
beginning reduces the average packet delay almost to half the delay for reporting at
the end; whereas for the higher number of O = 32 ONUs, the delay reduction with
reporting at the beginning is far less pronounced. For the smaller number of ONUs,
each ONU upstream transmission window constitutes a relatively larger portion of
the overall cycle duration, as illustrated by the average cycle length and average ONU
transmission window length values G¯ in Table 5.2.
For reporting at the end, the offline DBA considered in Table 5.2 has a 2τ channel
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idle period between successive cycles [55]. Thus, neglecting the guard times tg and
the small variations in the round-trip propagation delays, the average idle time is
approximately 2τ/O.
Reporting at the beginning masks a portion of this propagation delay equal to
the length of the last transmission window in a cycle. Thus, the average idle time is
reduced to roughly (2τ − G¯)/O. With each transmission window (including the last
window in the cycle) constituting a relatively larger portion of the cycle for small O,
this masking effect due to reporting at the beginning is significantly more pronounced
for small O than for large O. The relatively stronger masking effect for small O leads
to significantly more pronounced shortening of the average cycle duration and the
average channel idle time, and, in turn, the average packet delay. To summarize,
the performance improvements with reporting at the beginning generally are more
pronounced in PONs with small numbers of ONUs. However, for the current trend
of increasing numbers of ONUs served in a PON, the impact of report scheduling is
reduced.
We observe from the results in the “opt.” columns in Table 5.2 that the quan-
titative benefits from dynamic optimization of the report message scheduling (see
Section 5.2.5) are generally small. Including the newly generated packets in the re-
porting at the end slightly increases the average transmission window length and
cycle length as more packets are included in the ONU reports sent at the end of an
upstream transmission. The overall longer cycle length increases also the window of
the last ONU, thus increasing it in proportion to the round-trip propagation delay
and, in turn, reducing average idle time compared to reporting at the beginning. The
combined effects of including the newly generated packets in the end reports and the
reduced idle time reduce the average packet delay. It is important to keep in mind
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though that these effects are relatively small, and this optimization through dynamic
RMS selection is limited to offline scheduling.
5.3.3 Offline Single-thread Polling (STP) with Limited Grant Sizing (S offl. lim.)
We observe from the packet delay plots in Figs. 5.3, 5.4, 5.7, and 5.8 that of-
fline STP with limited grant sizing gives the highest average packet delay among the
compared DBA approaches. This is mainly due to the strict limit Gmax on the trans-
mission window length per ONU in a cycle, which results in inflexible bandwidth
allocation to the individual ONUs. Offline STP with reporting at the end utilizes
a maximum portion of Z/(2τ + Z) of a cycle for upstream transmissions since the
upstream channel is idle during the upstream propagation of the last report of a cycle
and downstream propagation of the first grant of the next cycle.
Examining Figs. 5.3, 5.4, 5.7, and 5.8 closer for the impact of reporting at the
end vs. reporting at the beginning, we observe relatively small delay differences for
the short Z = 2 ms maximum cycle length. For the longer Z = 4 ms and 8 ms cycle
lengths, we observe substantial delay reductions with reporting at the beginning at
high traffic loads. These delay reductions can be explained with the average channel
idle times plotted in Figs. 5.5, 5.6, 5.9, and 5.10, as discussed jointly with offline STP
with excess bandwidth allocation in the next section.
5.3.4 Offline STP With Excess Bandwidth Allocation (S offl. exc.)
Excess bandwidth allocation [73, 74] makes the dynamic bandwidth allocation to
the individual ONUs more flexible by redistributing the unused portions of the Gmax
limit from ONUs with presently low traffic to ONUs that presently have large traffic
queues. As a result, the polling cycles become better utilized, which results in substan-
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tial delay reductions compared to limited grant sizing, as observed in Figs. 5.3, 5.4, 5.7,
and 5.8.
As the traffic load increases, we observe from Figs. 5.5, 5.6, 5.9, and 5.10 reductions
in the average idle time for offline STP with excess grant sizing and reporting at the
beginning compared to offline STP with gated grant sizing with reporting at the end
(which is plotted as a representative for all offline STP approaches with reporting
at the end). As noted above and elaborated in more detail in the Appendix, with
offline STP, there is a mandatory 2τ idle time between successive cycles. Thus, the
arrival of the first ONU (j = 1) transmission at the OLT is preceded by a 2τ idle
time, while the subsequent ONU transmissions (j = 2, 3, . . . , 32) within the cycle are
preceded by a guard time tg (provided the traffic load and resulting grant lengths are
sufficient to mask the propagation delay differences [82]). With reporting at the end,
the average idle time per ONU transmission is thus approximately 2τ/O ≈ 31.25 µs,
where we neglect the tg guard times and consider 2τ = 1 ms. With reporting at the
beginning of the upstream transmission, the idle time is reduced by the length of
the upstream transmission of the last ONU in a cycle, which approaches Gmax with
high traffic load. Thus, the average idle time is reduced to (2τ − Gmax)/O, which is
approximately 27.3 µs for Z = 4 ms. This reduced average channel idle time per ONU
upstream transmission reduces the average packet delay and increases the utilization
of the upstream channel.
In additional idle time evaluations which we do not include in the plots to avoid
clutter, we found that the differences between reporting at the beginning and report-
ing at the end of an upstream transmission are very similar for limited grant sizing
and for excess grant sizing. The main difference between limited and excess grant
sizing is that the average ONU transmission is longer with excess grant sizing, which
results in the lower delays observed in Figs. 5.3, 5.4, 5.7, and 5.8. However, for very
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high traffic loads with delays beyond the plotted range, both limited and excess grant
sizing exhibit the same respective utilization limits of Z/(2τ + Z) with reporting at
the end and (Z −Gmax)/(2τ + Z) with reporting in the beginning.
5.3.5 Offline STP With Gated Grant Sizing (S offl, gat.)
Gated grant sizing does not limit the lengths of the ONU upstream transmission
windows. Thus, for high traffic loads, the window lengths grow very large, substan-
tially larger than Gmax. Accordingly, we observe in Figs. 5.5, 5.6, 5.9, and 5.10 a
substantially more pronounced reduction of the average channel idle time per ONU
transmission for reporting at the beginning with gated grant sizing than with excess
grant sizing.
Correspondingly, we observe in Figs. 5.3, 5.4, 5.7, and 5.8 relatively large re-
ductions of the average packet delay with reporting at the beginning compared to
reporting at the end. The delay reduction reaches about 20 ms at the 0.98 Gbps load
point in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4.
5.3.6 Online STP with Limited and Excess Grant Sizing (S onl. lim. and S onl.
exc.)
We observe from Figs. 5.3–5.10 that (a) online STP with excess grant sizing gives
substantially smaller delays than online STP with limited grant sizing, and (b) re-
porting at the beginning gives only very minuscule reductions (on the order of 1–3 ms)
in delay compared to reporting at the end for these two DBA approaches. The ad-
vantage of excess grant sizing is again due to the more flexible transmission window
allocations to the individual ONUs, which more quickly serves their bursty traffic.
By closely examining the online STP with limited grant sizing delay performance
across Figs. 5.3, 5.4, 5.7, and 5.8, we observe delay reductions with increasing max-
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imum cycle length Z and upstream bandwidth C. For instance, we observe from
Fig. 5.3 for C = 1 Gbps that the average packet delay at traffic load 0.8 is close to
18 ms for Z = 2 ms, but drops to around 7.5 ms for Z = 4 ms and further to roughly
4.5 ms for Z = 8 ms. Similarly, comparing Fig. 5.3a) with Fig. 5.7a) for Z = 2 ms,
we observe that the higher C = 10 Gbps bandwidth reduces the average packet delay
to less than half of the delays for C = 1 Gbps. These observed delay reductions
are due to the increased limit on the ONU upstream transmission Gmax (5.2), which
increases the flexibility of the dynamic bandwidth allocation of limited grant sizing.
In particular, we observe from Fig. 5.8c) that for the largest considered Gmax, limited
grant sizing attains essentially the same average delays as excess grant sizing. Also,
the higher channel bit rate reduces the relative impact (in terms of time delay) due
to the fixed-size (in terms of Byte count) overheads.
Online STP interleaves the polling processes to the individual ONUs (with a single
polling process per ONU), eliminating the 2τ idle period between successive cycles in
offline polling. Consequently, there are fewer and smaller opportunities for reducing
unmasked idle time by shifting the report message from the end to the beginning of
the upstream transmission, as validated by the idle time results in Figs. 5.5, 5.6, 5.9,
and 5.10.
Considering online STP with excess grant sizing more closely, we observe from
Figs. 5.3a) and Fig. 5.7a) that it achieves the smallest average packet delays for
the short Z = 2 ms maximum cycle duration. Whereby, both online STP with
excess grant sizing with reporting at the end and with reporting at the beginning
achieve similarly low average delays, with reporting at the beginning giving only very
minuscule delay reductions for the mid-load range of the C = 1 Gbps scenario in
Fig. 5.3a). Indeed, in additional evaluations that are not included in the plots to
avoid clutter, we have observed that STP with excess grant sizing has similar average
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idle times as STP with limited grant sizing. We observe for STP with limited grant
sizing from Fig. 5.5a) that reporting at the beginning gives only very slight idle time
reductions in the mid-load range, while both reporting approaches have essentially
the same idle times for the C = 10 Gbps scenario in Fig. 5.9a).
5.3.7 Double-phase Polling (D exc. shr.)
Double-phase polling (DPP) with excess sharing has slightly higher delays and
noticeably longer idle times than online STP with excess grant sizing throughout the
scenarios considered in Figs. 5.3–5.10. This is mainly because DPP employs offline
scheduling based on two ONU groups. That is, the online polling processes to the two
ONU groups are interleaved, thus striving to mask the long 2τ idle period of offline
scheduling. This strategy is quite effective, as illustrated by the dramatically lower
packet delays and idle times compared to the offline polling approaches. In fact,
the average delays of DPP approach quite closely those of online STP, but online
STP achieves just a little bit lower average delays mainly due to its more extensive
interleaving of the online polling processes to the individual ONUs.
The reporting strategy, reporting at the beginning or at the end of the ONU
transmission has essentially negligible impact on both the average packet delays and
the idle times. This is mainly because the masking of idle times with the interleaving
of the two ONU polling groups is quite effective. Further improving the interleaving
by allowing an ONU group to proceed with the scheduling earlier, i.e., after receiving
the last report message of the group at the beginning of the last ONU transmission
of the group versus the end of the last ONU transmission has a very minor impact.
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5.3.8 Online MTP (M onl.)
We observe from Fig. 5.3a) that for the short Z = 2 ms cycle length in the EPON,
online MTP gives slightly higher delays than online STP with excess allocation. In
all other plots, online MTP attains the smallest average packet delays. We observe
from Fig. 5.7b) and c) and Fig. 5.8 that for the higher speed C = 10 Gbps and longer
Z = 4 and 8 ms cycle lengths, online MTP achieves slightly lower delays than online
STP with excess allocation. We also observe from these delay plots, as well as the
idle time plots in Figs. 5.5, 5.6, 5.9, and 5.10 that reporting at the beginning gives
very minor or no improvements compared to reporting at the end in online MTP.
Online MTP exploits the interleaving of the polling processes to the individual
ONUs through the online scheduling framework as well as the interleaving of multi-
ple polling threads for each ONU. Due to the multiple polling processes, i.e., more
frequent polling, the average upstream transmission window lengths with MTP are
typically smaller than with STP [53, 54]. Shifting the reporting from the end to the
beginning of an upstream transmission constitutes therefore a smaller shift of the
report message compared to STP with its longer transmission windows. In addition,
the multiple levels of interleaving in online MTP leave little unmasked idle times that
could be shortened by shifting the report message to the beginning.
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Figure 5.3: Mean Packet Delay for EPON with Upstream Bandwidth C = 1 Gbps.
Abbreviations for DBA mechanisms (see Section 5.2.3): Threads: S = single-thread
polling, D = double-phase polling, M = multi-thread polling; Scheduling framework:
offl. = offline, onl. = online; Grant sizing: lim. = limited, exc. = excess distribution,
gat. = gated, exc. shr = excess share; Report scheduling: e = end, b = beginning.65
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Figure 5.4: Mean packet delay for xGPON with C = 1 Gbps and maximum cycle
length Z = 4 ms.
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Figure 5.5: Mean Duration of Channel Idle Time per ONU Upstream Transmission
for EPON with Upstream Bandwidth C = 1 Gbps.
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Figure 5.6: Mean Duration of Channel Idle Time per ONU Upstream Transmission
for xGPON for C = 1 Gbps and Maximum cCcle Length Z = 4 ms.
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Figure 5.7: Mean Packet Delay for EPON with Upstream Bandwidth C = 10 Gbps.
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Figure 5.8: Mean Packet Delay for xGPON with C = 10 Gbps and Maximum Cycle
Length Z = 4 ms.
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Figure 5.9: Mean Duration of Channel Idle Time per ONU Upstream Transmission
for EPON with Bandwidth C = 10 Gbps.
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Figure 5.10: Mean Duration of Channel Idle Time per ONU Upstream Transmission
for xGPON for C = 10Gbps and Maximum Cycle Duration Z = 4 ms.
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Chapter 6
FLOW CONTROL TECHNIQUE FOR HYBRID PON-XDSL NETWORKS
6.1 Introduction
Hybrid access network designs combine several transmission media types (e.g.,
fiber, copper, free space) [94, 95] to reach subscribers. Hybrid fiber and copper access
networks [95] provide a good balance between the increased bandwidth of fiber optic
transmission and the cost benefits of using already deployed copper transmission lines.
New DSL technologies such as G.fast [96] offer very high speed transmission (up to
1 Gbit/sec) using twisted pair copper over short distances. As a result of these new
DSL technologies, deploying hybrid copper/fiber access networks can provide high
bandwidth to subscribers while leveraging already deployed copper transmission lines
for lower cost. In a PON/xDSL hybrid access network a device that bridges the two
transmission media must be located in the field outside the subscriber location. This
device, often referred to as a drop-point [95], is a combined PON Optical Network Unit
(ONU) and DSL access multiplexer (DSLAM). For brevity we use the terms drop-
point and ONU interchangeably in this paper. Figure 6.1 illustrates the PON/xDSL
hybrid access network with drop-point devices between the fiber and copper segments.
Each drop-point device is an active device that requires power. However, service
providers want these devices to maintain the deploy-anywhere property of the optical
splitter/combiner in a PON. To maintain this property each drop-point device is
reverse powered using a subscriber’s power source. Therefore, the drop-point should
consume as little power as possible. Reducing the memory capacity of the drop-
point is an option to reduce its energy consumption. A drop-point with a small
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memory capacity translates into a design with a smaller memory device that contains
fewer transistors and capacitors that consume energy. However, reducing the memory
capacity of a drop-point can result in significant packet loss if measures are not
taken to back-pressure the buffering into either the Optical Line Terminal (OLT) in
the downstream direction, or the DSL customer premise equipment (CPE) in the
upstream direction. The magnitude of buffering that can occur at the drop-point is
quite large due to the transmission bit rate mismatch between the “slow” DSL line
and the “fast” PON. Flow control mechanisms are required to avoid significant packet
loss. In this paper we explore several upstream polling strategies to control the flow
of upstream data from each CPE to its associated drop-point. The objective of these
strategies is to minimize the maximum buffer occupancy required at each drop-point
and/or minimize buffer utilization over time.
6.1.1 Related Work
Although there is significant literature on the integration of PONs with wireless
transmission media, e.g., WOBAN [97] and FiWi [98], there is a dearth of literature
on the integration of PONs with copper transmission media. A hybrid fiber/copper
access network that utilizes a PON in tandem with VDSL is proposed in [99]. The
number of VDSL subscribers that can be serviced by a single ONU as a function of
a few VDSL parameters, e.g., symmetric operation and bit rates, has been analyzed
in [99]. The video delivery through an access network that consists of an Ethernet
PON (EPON) in tandem with a coaxial copper, Ethernet over Coax (EoC), network
to reach subscribers has been studied in [100]. The study includes an analysis of the
blocking probability and delay for a VOD service for this tandem network but does
not consider dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) on either the EPON or the EoC
segments. An EPON in tandem with EoC hybrid access network and suggest that
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EPON protocols be used on the EoC segment in isolation from the EPON has been
outlined in [101].
In November 2011, the IEEE 802.3 working group initiated the creation of a
study to extend the EPON protocol over hybrid fiber-coax cable television networks;
the developing standard is referred to as EPON Protocol over Coax (EPoC) [102].
Developing bandwidth allocation schemes for EPoC has received, remarkably, very
little attention from the research community. We now discuss what has been presented
in the research literature. In [103] the authors design a DBA algorithm that increases
channel utilization in spite of increased propagation delays due to the coaxial copper
network. The authors proposed and evaluated a DBA algorithm that orders nodes
in increasing propagation delay order. In [102] mechanisms to map Ethernet frame
transmissions to/from the time division multiplexed channel of the PON to the time
and frequency division multiplexed coaxial network are outlined. Mechanisms to
discover and register so called Coax Network Units (CNUs) are also defined. In [104]
the performance of those mechanisms is extensively evaluated.
In this article we focus on reducing the upstream buffering at the ONU using flow
control mechanisms. None of the existing literature has explored the reduction of
power consumption at the bridge between PON and copper network through buffering
reduction.
We define a novel flow control mechanism that places the DSL CPEs under the
control of the OLT. With this flow control mechanism the polling MAC protocols
that have been designed for PONs are extended to a second stage of polling in the
DSL segments. We call this mechanism GATED flow control as the OLT on the PON
not only grants transmission access to ONUs on the PON but determines when DSL
CPEs transmit upstream to their attached ONUs. As far as we know, we are the first
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to explore joint upstream transmission coordination for hybrid PON/xDSL access
networks.
Figure 6.1: A hybrid PON/xDSL Access Network Architecture Cconsists of a Pas-
sive Optical Network (PON) Connected to Multiple Copper Digital Subscriber Lines
(DSL). The PON OLT Connects to Several Drop-Point Devices. Each Drop-Point De-
vice is a Combined PON Optical Network Unit (ONU) and DSL Access Multiplexer
(DSLAM). Through the DSLAM, Each Drop-Point Device Connects to Multiple Sub-
scriber DSL Customer Premise Equipment (CPE).
6.1.2 Overview
In Section 6.2 we define three upstream polling strategies that provide flow control
between each CPE and its associated drop-point. In Section 6.3 we analyze the polling
strategies defined in Section 6.2. In Section 6.4 we validate our analysis with a set of
simulation experiments. Finally, in Section 6.5 we summarize our findings and outline
avenues for further investigation.
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6.2 PON/xDSL Polling Strategies
6.2.1 Network Architecture
As illustrated in Figure 6.1, a PON/xDSL hybrid access network connects multiple
CPE devices i, i = 1, 2, . . . , E, each via its own DSL, to a drop-point device. Let
Rd (bit/sec) be the upstream transmission bit rate on each DSL line and δi be the
one-way propagation delay (sec) between CPE i and its drop-point.
Each drop-point consists of a DSLAM combined with a ONU of the PON. Let
O be the total number of ONUs in the PON; whereby each ONU is part of a drop-
point, Rp be the upstream transmission bit rate from an ONU to the PON OLT, and
τ be the one-way transmission delay between an ONU and the OLT. We note that
typically Rp > Rd.
To support the “deploy-anywhere” property, each drop-point device is remotely
powered over the DSL using the power supply of several subscribers. As a result of
the remote powering, the drop-point design must consume as little energy as possi-
ble. We explore reducing buffering at the drop-point to reduce energy consumption.
By reducing the maximum buffer occupancy, the drop-point can be designed with a
reduced memory capacity that will translate into fewer energy consuming transistors
and/or capacitors. By reducing the time period of buffering the drop-point can power
down memory for longer time periods to reduce energy consumption. We utilize flow
control strategies through MAC polling to control buffering at each drop-point. We
introduce three upstream polling strategies that provide flow control and in Sections
6.3 and 6.4 examine the performance of each with analysis and experiments. The
three upstream polling strategies are:
1. ONU polling with PAUSE-frame flow control
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2. ONU:CPE polling with segregated CPE transmission on PON (gluing)
3. ONU:CPE polling with multiplexed CPE transmission on PON (muxing)
6.2.2 ONU Polling With PAUSE-Frame Flow Control
Our first proposed upstream polling strategy utilizes OLT media access control
(MAC) through polling only on the PON segment. With this strategy, see Figure 6.2,
each CPE continuously transmits upstream on its attached DSL. To control the flow
of upstream traffic to reduce the maximum buffer occupancy and buffer time period,
we utilize the standard Ethernet PAUSE-frame flow control.
Figure 6.2: The ONU Polling Strategy Permits DSL CPEs to Continuously Transmit
Upstream. When the Upstream Buffer at the Drop-Point reaches a Certain Threshold,
the Drop-Point transmits Ethernet PAUSE frames Downstream toward the DSL CPE
to squelch Upstream Transmission for a Specified Time Frame.
When an Ethernet receiver’s buffer reaches a certain threshold that Ethernet node
transmits a PAUSE frame to the attached node in a point-to-point configuration.
Upon receipt of the PAUSE frame, an Ethernet transmitter squelches its transmission
for the time period indicated in the PAUSE frame. The drop-point monitors its
upstream DSL buffer and once its occupancy reaches a certain threshold it transmits
a PAUSE frame downstream to the DSL CPE. When the DSL CPE receives the
PAUSE frame it will squelch its transmission for the time period indicated in the
PAUSE frame.
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6.2.3 ONU:CPE Polling With Segregated CPE Transmission On PON
Our second proposed upstream polling strategy extends OLT MAC polling to each
DSL CPE. Using this strategy, see Figure 6.3, each DSL CPE transmits upstream
only when explicitly polled by the PON OLT with a GATE message. The PON OLT
conducts two stages of polling, the first stage polls each ONU and the second stage
polls each CPE. More specifically, in a given cycle, the OLT sends a gate message
to the ONU to grant the ONU an upstream transmission window for the data and
bandwidth requests (reports) from the attached CPEs as well as E gate messages
for the ONU to forward to the attached E CPEs. We denote gp for the downstream
transmission time of a gate message on the PON and gd for the downstream trans-
mission time of a gate message on a DSL. Moreover, we denote Gc for the size [bit]
of the upstream transmission window granted to CPE c.
By controlling the transmission of each DSL CPE, the PON OLT can exercise
tight control over the magnitude of buffering that occurs at the drop-point. With
carefully planned upstream transmission windows for an ONU and each DSL CPE
whose upstream traffic converges at the drop-point containing the ONU, an approxi-
mation of a cut-through service can provided at the drop-point. The data of each DSL
CPE is transmitted upstream in its own sub-window of the overall ONU upstream
transmission window.
6.2.4 ONU:CPE Polling With Multiplexed CPE Transmission On PON
Our third proposed upstream polling strategy also extends OLT MAC polling
to each DSL CPE. It differs from the second in that all DSL CPEs attached to
the same drop-point statistically multiplex their transmissions into a joint ONU up-
stream transmission window rather than in separate sub-windows. The OLT effec-
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Figure 6.3: The ONU:CPE Polling Strategy Permits DSL CPEs to Transmit Up-
stream only when Polled Explicitly by the PON OLT. Under this Strategy, DSL
CPE Upstream Transmissions can be Carefully Planned to Control the Magnitude of
Buffering at the Drop-Point.
tively grants transmission windows to a given ONU to fit in all the traffic (in randomly
statistically multiplexed order) of the DSL CPEs attached to the drop-point contain-
ing the ONU.
6.3 Evaluation Of PON/xDSL Polling Strategies
6.3.1 Performance Metrics
Our objective is to reduce energy consumption through manipulation of buffering
at the drop-point through flow control provided by three different upstream polling
strategies. As a result, the performance measures we are interested in analyzing are
related to buffer occupancy. The analysis of maximum buffer occupancy provides an
understanding of the energy reduction due to the drop-point design. The smaller the
capacity of the memory device we need to use, the least energy will be consumed. The
analysis of buffer occupancy over various time intervals provides and understanding
of the opportunities to power down the entire memory device or portions of it.
• maximum buffer occupancy, Bmax
• integration of buffer occupancy over a time period τ , ∫
τ
B
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We are also interested in analyzing the tradeoffs with the following typical perfor-
mance measures:
• packet delay
• upstream channel utilization
6.3.2 Basic Polling Timing Analysis For An Individual CPE
In this section we examine the timing of the polling of a single CPE c attached
to an ONU. We establish basic timing relationships of the CPE and ONU upstream
data transmissions. Due to the transmission delays of the ONU and CPE grant
messages and the downstream propagation delays, the CPE can start transmitting at
the earliest at time instant
σc = 2gp + τ + gd + δc. (6.1)
Note that we measure time instants relative to the beginning of the cycle, i.e., we
consider the time instant when the OLT begins to transmit the gate message down-
stream as zero. For the basic analysis we assume that the CPE begins to transmit
its data at this earliest possible time instant σc to the drop-point.
As illustrated in Figure 6.4, a CPE upstream transmission grant of size Gc needs
to be transmitted through both the DSL segment (CPE→ drop-point) and the PON
segment (drop-point → OLT). To determine when the transmission on the PON
should begin, we must consider that the last bit of a packet must have arrived at
the drop-point device from a CPE before the first bit of that same packet can be
transmitted by the ONU to the OLT. We let M denote the maximum packet size
[in bit] and conservatively consider maximum size packets in the following analysis.
Focusing on the last packet of the CPE upstream transmission, we note that the end
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Figure 6.4: Illustration of Polling Timing for an Individual CPE c.
of the last packet, i.e., the end of the CPE upstream transmission must be received
by the drop-point before the ONU can forward this last packet over the PON to the
OLT. We denote αc for the time instant when the CPE upstream transmission begins
to arrive (and occupy buffer space) at the drop point, i.e.,
αc = σc + δc. (6.2)
After complete receipt of the last packet at time instant
ωc +
Gc
Rd
, (6.3)
the ONU can immediately transmit this last packet to the OLT. We denote βc for the
time instant when the last packet is completely transmitted by the ONU, i.e., when
the CPE transmission stops to occupy buffer in the drop-point. Clearly,
βc = ωc +
M
Rp
. (6.4)
The end of the last packet reaches the OLT after the PON propagation delay, resulting
in the cycle duration T = βc + τ .
For the last packet to be able to start ONU transmission at time instant βc−M/Rp,
all preceding packets must have already transmitted by the ONU by time instant
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βc−M/Rp. More generally, the ONU finishes the transmission of the Gc bits of CPE
data by instant βc, if the ONU starts the PON upstream transmission (service) of
the CPE data at time instant
µc = βc − Gc
Rp
. (6.5)
We note that throughout this study we consider polling strategies that transmit
CPE data at the full optical transmission bit rate Rp on the PON upstream channel
from ONU to OLT. Since the xDSL transmission bit rate Rd is typically lower than
the fiber transmission bit rate Rp, the drop point needs to buffer a part of a CPE
data transmission, which is received at rate Rd < Rp at the drop point, before onward
transmission at rate Rp over the PON. Polling strategies that transmit on the PON
upstream channel at a rate lower than Rp can reduce drop point buffering at the
expense of increased delay. The study of such strategies that only partially utilize
the optical upstream transmission bitrate are left for future research.
6.3.3 Drop-Point Buffer Occupancy Of A Single CPE
Based on the basic timing analysis in the preceding section, we characterize the
buffer occupancy due to a single CPE c in the drop-point. The buffer occupancy
grows at rate Rd [bit/s] from arrival instant αc of the CPE c upstream transmission
to the drop point until the starting instant µc of the ONU upstream transmission.
From instant µc on the drop-point buffer drains at rate Rp − Rd up to instant ωc,
when the CPE transmission has been completely received at the drop-point. From
instant ωc through the end of the ONU upstream transmission at βc, the buffer drains
at rate Rp. Since Rp > Rd, the maximum buffer occupancy Bmax,c occurs at time
instant µc when the ONU starts to serve (transmit) the CPE traffic. The drop-point
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has been receiving CPE data at rate Rd since time instant αc, resulting in
Bmax,c = (µc − αc)Rd = Gc − Rd
Rp
(Gc −M). (6.6)
Thus, the buffer occupancy Bc(t) is
Hi(t) =

0 t ≤ αc
Rd(t− αc) t ∈ [αc, µc]
Bmax,c − (Rp −Rd) (t− µc) t ∈ [µc, ωc]
M −Rp (t− (αc +Gc/Rd)) t ∈ [ωc, βc]
0 t ≥ βc.
(6.7)
For individual CPE buffering in the drop point, Bc(t) characterizes the occupancy
level of the drop point buffer associated with CPE c. The set of time {t ≥ 0 : Bc(t) >
0} characterizes the corresponding buffer ON time for CPE c.
For joint CPE buffering in the drop point, the superposition of the buffer occu-
pancies
B(t) :=
∑
c
Bc(t)
characterizes the occupancy level of the shared buffer. The maximum of H(t) is the
maximum buffer occupancy. The union of the sets {t ≥ 0 : Bc(t) > 0}, which are not
necessarily disjoint, gives the ON time of the joint drop point buffer:
{t ≥ 0 : B(t) > 0} =
⋃
i
{t ≥ 0 : Bc(t) > 0} =
⋃
c
[αc, βc].
6.3.4 CPE Polling Order
In this section, we examine the transmission order of E, E > 1, CPEs attached to
a given ONU. The detailed analysis of the polling time with two CPEs in Appendix 1
indicates that the transmission order of CPE 1 followed by CPE 2 results in shorter
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cycle duration if
G1 < G2 + 2
δ2 − δ1
1
Rd
− 1
Rp
. (6.8)
That is, transmitting the traffic from the CPE with the smaller grant size G1 on the
upstream PON channel before the CPE with the larger grant G2 generally reduces
the cycle duration, provided the round-trip propagation delays δ1 and δ2 between
the ONU and the two CPEs are not too different. Typically, the CPEs are all in
close vicinity of the ONU, thus the round-trip propagation delay differences are often
negligible, even when scaled by the 1/( 1
Rd
− 1
Rp
) factor. For the remainder of this
study we consider therefore the CPE transmission order c = 1, c = 2, . . . , c = E with
G1 ≤ G2 · · · ≤ GE on the PON upstream transmission channel.
6.3.5 ONU:CPE Polling With Segregated CPE Transmissions On PON
In this section, we analyze ONU:CPE polling with E CPEs attached to a given
ONU. We derive the earliest time instant µ1,2,...,E that the ONU can start upstream
transmission such that all E CPE data sets arrive in time to the drop-point for
the ONU to continuously transmit at rate Rp. Specifically, we prove the following
theorem:
Theorem 6.3.1. In order to meet the constraint of continuous (back-to-back) trans-
mission of the data from CPEs 1, 2, . . . , E in separate sub-transmission windows at
the PON rate Rp, the ONU can start transmission at the earliest at time instant
µ(E) = µ(E−1)
+ max
(
0, µE − µ(E−1) −
∑E−1
c=1 Gc
Rp
)
, (6.9)
whereby the ONU transmission starting instant µc, c = 1, 2, . . . , E, for an individual
CPE c is given by Eqn. (6.5).
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Proof. We consider initially two CPEs c = 1 and c = 2. Considering each of these two
CPEs individually, Eqn. (6.5) gives the respective time instants µ1 and µ2 when ONU
service could at the earliest commence, when considering a given CPE in isolation.
There are two cases: If µ1 +G1/Rp > µ2, then the earliest instant for the contin-
uous ONU transmission to commence is µ1. This is because the transmission of the
data from CPE c = 1 takes longer than CPE c = 2 needs to get its data “ready” for
ONU transmission.
If, on the other hand, µ1 +G1/Rp < µ2, then the ONU transmission of CPE c = 1
data must be delayed in order to avoid a gap between the end of the ONU transmission
of the CPE c = 1 data and the start of the ONU transmission of the CPE c = 2 data.
The earliest instant for the continuous ONU transmission to commence is µ2−G1/Rp,
which gives the ONU just enough time to transmit the CPE c = 1 data before the
CPE c = 2 data is “ready” for ONU transmission. In summary, the two cases for
E = 2 CPEs result in the earliest start time
µ(2) = max
(
µ1, µ2 − G1
Rp
)
(6.10)
for continuous ONU transmission at rate Rp.
We proceed to the general case of E, E > 2 CPEs by induction: Consider the
continuous (back-to-back) ONU transmission of CPE c = 1 and CPE c = 2 data
as one CPE transmission with earliest ONU transmission instant (when considered
individually) µ(2). Next, we consider this back-to-back CPE c = 1 and c = 2 data
as well as the CPE c = 3 data. Analogous to (6.10), we obtain the earliest starting
instant of the continuous ONU transmission of the data from CPEs c = 1, 2, and 3:
µ(3) = max
(
µ(2), µ3 − G1 +G2
Rp
)
. (6.11)
Proceeding to the induction step with the continuous ONU transmission of the CPE
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c = 1, 2, . . . , E − 1 data with earliest transmission instant µ(E−1) as well as the CPE
c = E data results in the earliest transmission instant given by Eqn. (6.9)
The sub-transmission window of CPE c = 1 starts at µ(E), while CPE c = 2 starts
when the ONU transmission of CPE c = 1 data is complete. Generally, the starting
instants of the segregated CPE sub-transmission windows c = 1, 2, . . . , E are
µsc = µ(E) +
c−1∑
i=1
Gi
Rp
. (6.12)
From these starting instants µsc of the segregated CPE sub-transmission windows, we
find the corresponding starting instants σsc of the CPE transmissions by re-tracing the
analysis in Section 6.3.2. Briefly, for the continuous ONU transmission of the CPE c
data at rate Rp is it sufficient for CPE c to commence transmission Gc/Rd+M/Rp+δc
before the end of the ONU transmission at instant µsc +Gc/Rp, i.e.,
σsc = µ
s
c +
Gc −M
Rp
− Gc
Rd
− δc. (6.13)
Starting the CPE transmissions at σsc instead of the earliest possible σc (6.1) for an
individual transmission reduces the drop-point buffer occupancy as well as the time
duration that CPE data occupies the drop-point buffer, as quantitatively examined
in Section 6.4.
6.3.6 ONU:CPE Polling With Multiplexed CPE Transmissions On PON
In this section, we examine the ONU polling strategy which statistically mul-
tiplexes the packets from the individual CPEs in the ONU upstream transmission
window.
Theorem 6.3.2. When the aggregate upstream transmission bit rate of the E CPEs at
an ONU is less than the PON upstream transmission bit rate, i.e., when ERd ≤ Rp,
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then the ONU can commence the continuous transmission of the multiplexed CPE
data at the earliest at
µm = (E + 1)gp + τ + gd + max
c
(
2δc +
Gc
Rd
)
+
EM −∑Ec=1Gc
Rp
. (6.14)
Proof. The individual CPE upstream transmissions c = 1, 2, . . . , E, can at the earliest
be completely received by the drop point by time instant σc + δc + Gc/Rd, whereby
σc is given by Eqn. (6.1). The latest such instant of complete reception of the data
from a CPE at the drop point is
ω = (E + 1)gp + τ + gd + max
c
(
2δc +
Gc
Rd
)
. (6.15)
If the aggregate transmission bit rate ERd of the E CPEs does not exceed the PON
upstream transmission bit rate Rp, the ONU can transmit all multiplexed CPE data
upstream such that only one data packet, from at most each of the E CPEs, remains
to be transmitted after ω. Thus, the ONU can complete the upstream transmission by
ω+EM/Rp. Since the ONU has to transmit a total of
∑E
c=1Gc bits of CPE data, the
corresponding starting time instant of the ONU transmission must be
∑E
c=1Gc/Rp
before ω+EM/Rp, resulting in the transmission start instant given by Eqn. (6.14).
With the ONU transmission starting at instant µm, the ONU transmission is
completed at instant µm +
∑
cGc/Rp. All CPE data has to arrive to the drop-point
at least EM/Rp before the ONU transmission completion instant µ
m +
∑
cGc/Rp.
CPE c data is completely received by the drop point Gc/Rd + δc after the CPE
transmission starting instant σmc . Thus, CPE c can start transmission at the latest
at instant
σmc = µ
m +
∑
cGc − EM
Rp
− Gc
Rd
− δc. (6.16)
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We proceed to examine the homogeneous case of CPEs c = 1, 2, . . . , E, with equal
propagation delays δc and equal grant sizes Gc in further detail. In this homogeneous
case, E CPEs send their upstream data grants of size Gc in parallel (each with rate
Rd) to the drop point. Each CPE data set is completely received at the drop point
at the time instant
ω = (E + 1)gp + τ + gd + 2δc +
Gc
Rd
. (6.17)
The ONU can transmit the CPE data such that only one packet from each CPE
remains to be transmitted after time instant ω; thus the ONU can complete the data
transmission by ω+EM/Rp. This implies that the ONU needs to start transmission
at time instant
µm = (E + 1)gp + τ + gd + 2δc +
Gc
Rd
+
E(M −Gc)
Rp
. (6.18)
In turn, each CPE c needs to start transmitting such that all of its data arrives by
time instant ω (6.17) to the drop point, resulting in the CPE transmission start time
σmc = ω −
Gc
Rd
− δc (6.19)
= µm +
E(Gc −M)
Rp
− Gc
Rd
− δc. (6.20)
Intuitively, we may view this homogeneous scenario as one CPE sending a grant of size
EGc at rate ERd to the drop point. Replacing in (6.14) and (6.16) Gc and Rd by EGc
and ERd, respectively, results equivalently in (6.18) and (6.20), whereby for (6.20) we
note that the data does in fact arrive from E CPEs, requiring E packet transmissions
over the PON after the arrival of all CPE data. Note that the CPE transmission
instants σmc in (6.20) are later than the instants σ
m
c in (6.16) for E > 1 and Gc > M ,
which is typically true. Thus, the homogeneous case specifically considered for (6.20)
results in lower buffer occupancy-time integral values than the directly application of
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the general analysis for the heterogeneous scenarios in (6.16). All data is completely
received by the OLT by time instant
Tc = ω +
EM
Rp
+ τ (6.21)
= (E + 1)gp + 2(τ + δc) + gd +
Gc
Rd
+
EM
Rp
. (6.22)
We contrast the preceding analysis of the homogeneous scenarios for the multi-
plexed CPE transmissions with the transmission of the CPE data in separate CPE
transmission windows: With separate CPE transmission windows, the data from the
first CPE is completely received at the OLT at the time instant ω1 given in (6.1)
with 2gp replaced by (E + 1)gp. The ONU can start serving the CPE c = 1 data
(Gc −M)/Rp before the time instant ω1. The service of the data of the subsequent
CPE c = 2 commences Gc/Rp later. Generally, the ONU transmission of CPE c data
commences at time instant
µmc = (E + 1)gp + τ + gd + 2δc +
Gc
Rd
−Gc −M
Rp
+ (c− 1)Gc
Rp
(6.23)
= (E + 1)gp+τ+gd +2δc+
Gc
Rd
+
M + (c− 2)Gc
Rp
. (6.24)
The corresponding CPE transmission start times are
σmc = µ
m
c +
(Gc −M)
Rp
− Gc
Rd
− δc. (6.25)
All data is completely received by the OLT by time instant
Tc =ω1 +
M
Rp
+
(E − 1)Gc
Rp
+ τ (6.26)
= (E + 1)gp+2(τ + δc)+gd+
Gc
Rd
+
M + (E − 1)Gc
Rp
. (6.27)
Note that the completion time Tc for the segregated CPE transmissions approach
given by (6.27) is longer than the completion time for multiplexed CPE transmissions
(6.22) for E > 1 and Gc > M , which is typically true.
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6.4 Experimental Performance Analysis
We conducted a wide set of experiments to answer three questions of practical
interest:
1. When is flow control required to provide a specific bound on ONU buffer depth
without loss at the ONU?
2. When does PAUSE frame flow control fail to provide a specific bound on ONU
buffer depth without loss at the ONU?
3. What is the range of bounds on ONU buffer depth without loss at the ONU
that can be achieved with Gated flow control?
We used a PON/xDSL hybrid access network simulator that we developed using
the CSIM discrete event simulation library. Without loss of generality we chose to
use the XGPON [11] protocol for the PON segment and the VDSL2 [105] protocol for
the DSL segment as these two technologies are being actively deployed in real hybrid
access networks. We used a realistic worst-case subscription rate of 8x to analyze the
performance of the various upstream flow control mechanisms. We used an XGPON
upstream bitrate of 2.488 Gbps and a guard time of 30 nsec. The XGPON contains
32 ONUs each with 8 attached VDSL lines (for a total of 256 CPEs) the upstream
bit rate for each VDSL line was set to 77Mbps to achieve the over-subscription rate
of 8x. The OLT to ONU propagation delays were continuously distributed between
2.5 µsec (i.e., 500m) and 100 µsec (i.e., 20km). The ONU to CPE propagation delays
are considered negligible and have been modeled to be zero. We set the maximum
cycle length to 3 msec.
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6.4.1 No Flow Control
To answer question 1 we forgo the use of any flow control, utilize a very large ONU
and CPE buffer capacities (1e9 bytes), and monitor the maximum buffer length. The
DBA algorithm, source traffic burstiness, and presented traffic load are factors that
will affect buffer occupancy at the ONU. Therefore, we vary these factors. We utilize
the (Online, Gated) and (Online, Excess) DBA algorithms that are shown to provide
good performance [58]. We vary the burstiness of the traffic by using a self-similar
traffic source in which we vary the Hurst parameter from 0.5 (equivalent to a Poisson
traffic source) to 0.925.
Figure 6.5 contains plots of the maximum buffer occupancy versus presented traffic
load without the use of flow control. The plots on the left hand side show the full
range of buffer occupancy while the plots on the right hand side are zoomed in to see
the buffer growth trends. The plots on the top row show the maximum individual
CPE buffer occupancy and the plots on the bottom row show the maximum aggregate
ONU buffer occupancy. The presented traffic load is represented as a fraction of the
full XGPON upstream transmission rate of 2.488Gbps.
Our primary observation from these plots is that the maximum buffer occu-
pancy increases, as the presented traffic load increases, in three distinct phases: (i)
marginally increasing, (ii) linearly increasing, and (iii) exponentially increasing as the
buffer becomes asymptotically unstable. Whereby the (Online, Gated) DBA almost
always results in a transition through all three phases, the (Online, Excess) DBA re-
sults in a direct transition from the marginally increasing phase to the exponentially
increasing phase.
Table 6.2 shows the maximum buffer occupancy value just before the transition
between two phases along with the presented load value at which that transition
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Figure 6.5: Maximum Buffer Occupancy when No Flow Control is used. CPE buffer
Capacity is 1GB.
occurs. When using the (Online, Excess) DBA algorithm the maximum ONU buffer
occupancy is 32KB or less and the maximum CPE buffer occupancy is 10KB or less
throughout the marginally increasing phase. If these buffer capacities are considered
small enough, then flow control would not be required until the transition to the
exponentially increasing stage. That transition point depends on the burstiness of the
source traffic as expressed in the Hurst parameter of our self-similar traffic generator.
For a Poisson traffic source (H=0.5) that transition point is at a very high 94%
presented load but for bursty traffic sources that transition point can be as low as
40% presented load. Table 6.3 shows the same data for the individual CPE buffers.
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6.4.2 PAUSE Frame Flow Control
To answer question 2 we use PAUSE frame flow control with a threshold of 35%
buffer capacity to trigger the transmission of PAUSE frames with a duration of 2 msec.
A set of experiments, that we leave out due to space constraints, were conducted
to explore the two-dimensional parameter space. Those experiments indicated that
these two particular values provided the best performance. We utilized two finite
CPE buffer capacities of 1MB and 100KB.
Figure 6.6 contains plots of the maximum buffer occupancy and packet loss rates
versus presented traffic load with and without the use of flow control for a buffer
capacity of 1MB. The plots on the left hand side are without flow control and the
plots on the right hand side are with PAUSE frame flow control.
We observe that the maximum buffer growth trends when using PAUSE frame flow
control are similar to when no flow control is used. However, in a few instances, the
overall maximum buffer occupancy is lower when PAUSE frame flow control is used.
With the (Online, Excess) DBA algorithm, PAUSE frame flow control consistently
provides lower overall maximum buffer occupancy. More importantly though, PAUSE
frame flow control provides significantly lower packet loss rate with the exception of
the (Online, Gated) DBA algorithm and very bursty traffic patterns. In Table 6.4 we
have compiled the presented load values for which packet loss begins to occur. The
data in the table indicate that, with the exception of H = 0.925, PAUSE frame flow
control increases the presented load value where packet loss begins to occur. In many
cases, eliminating any packet loss.
Figure 6.7 show the same plots for a buffer capacity of 100KB. We see that the
same trends described above hold. With a 100KB buffer capacity and H = 0.925,
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PAUSE frame flow control is not effective in preventing packet loss; providing perfor-
mance similar to the use of no flow control.
The plots in Figure 6.8 show the delay differences between no flow control and
PAUSE frame flow control. We observe from these plots that PAUSE frame flow
control increases the packet delay on the PON and DSL segments when using the
(Online, Excess) DBA algorithm. However, there is no significant delay difference
when the (Online, Gated) DBA algorithm is used.
6.4.3 GATED Flow Control
To answer question 3 we use the two forms of GATED flow control: gluing and
muxing along with the (Online, Gated) and (Online, Excess) DBA algorithms. Figure
6.9 contains plots of the maximum buffer occupancy for the (Online, Gated) DBA
algorithm and Figure 6.10 contains the same plots for the (Online, Excess) DBA
algorithm.
We observe that for the (Online, Gated) DBA algorithm the maximum buffer
occupancy depends largely on the burstiness of the traffic. With no limit on the
grant size for the (Online, Gated) DBA algorithm, the grant size has the potential
to become very large when traffic bursts are generated. The large grant sizes result
in large buffer occupancies at the drop-point device. As an example, for the smallest
traffic burstiness (i.e., H=0.5) the maximum buffer occupancy is bounded by just
over 10KB but for the largest traffic burstiness (H=0.925) the maximum buffer occu-
pancy caused our simulation experiments to terminate prematurely due to memory
problems. Lastly, the maximum buffer occupancy is only very marginally affected by
the presented traffic load since only the data that fits in the current grant will be
transmitted by the CPE to the drop-point device.
Moving our attention to the (Online, Excess) DBA algorithm we observe from the
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of No Flow Control vs. PAUSE Frame Flow Control with
CPE Buffer Capacity of 1MB. First row is Maximum Buffer Depth per CPE, Second
row is Maximum Buffer Depth per ONU, and the third row is the Packet Loss Rate.
plots in Figure 6.10 that the maximum CPE buffer is bounded by roughly two times
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of No Flow Control vs. PAUSE Frame Flow Control with
CPE Buffer Capacity of 100KB. First row is Maximum Buffer Depth per CPE, second
row is Maximum Buffer Depth per ONU, and the third row is the Packet Loss Rate.
the maximum grant size of 19,440 bytes. That maximum grant size results in the
cycle length of 3 msec.
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Figure 6.8: Packet Delay Differences (No Flow Control - PAUSE Frame Flow Con-
trol) for both PON and DSL segments.
To explore this relationship between maximum grant size and maximum buffer
occupancy further we conducted a set of experiments in which we varied the maximum
grant size used with the (Online, Excess) DBA algorithm. Figure 6.11 shows plots
of maximum CPE and ONU buffer occupancies versus maximum grant size. We
see the relationship of maximum buffer occupancy equal to roughly two times the
maximum grant size. The maximum grant size used with the (Online, Excess) DBA
algorithm will impact the maximum cycle length and maximum achievable utilization.
Those performance measures must be carefully balanced with the need to reduce the
maximum buffer occupancy.
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Figure 6.9: GATED Flow Control, Gluing and Muxing, with (Online, Gated) DBA
6.5 Conclusion
We have analyzed the Gated Flow Control technique which transfers the control
to the OLT that determines the grant size that is allocated to each CPE. This in com-
parison to PAUSE Control or No Flow Control provides much lower buffer occupancy
when used with a dynamic bandwidth allocation such as Online, Excess Granting
scheme. PAUSE Frame flow control provides lower high buffer values when compared
to No flow control with the trade-off of packet losses at high loads. In contrast, Gated
Flow Control does not show any packet losses. Therefore, as an overall analysis, a
proposed hybrid flow control model which uses no flow control until the control point
when buffer asymptotically increases, then the gated flow control is turned on. This
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Figure 6.10: GATED Flow Control, Gluing and Muxing, with (Online, Excess)
DBA
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Figure 6.11: Maximum CPE and ONU Buffer Occupancy as a Function of the
Maximum Grant Size for the (Online, Excess) DBA Algorithm
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would be the most efficient flow control technique to drastically reduce the buffer
requirement.
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Table 6.1: Model Parameters for PON/xDSL Hybrid Access Network
Param. Meaning
Network structure
Rd xDSL upstream transmission bit rate [bit/s]
Rp PON upstream transmission bit rate [bit/s]
E Number of CPEs per ONU; CPE index c, i = 1, 2, . . . , E
δc One-way propagation delay from CPE c to drop-point [s]
τ One-way propagation delay between OLT and ONU [s]
Polling protocol
gp Transmission time [s] for grant message on downstream PON
gd Transmission time [s] for grant message on downstream DSL
Gc Size of upstream transmission window [bits] granted to CPE c
M Maximum packet size [bits]
Polling analysis for individual CPE c
σc Start time instant of CPE c upstream DSL transmission
(relative to start time of a cycle)
αc Time instant when CPE c data starts to arrive at drop-point
ωc Time instant when CPE c data is compl. received at drop-point
µc Time instant when ONU starts to transmit (serve) CPE c data
(= time instant of max. CPE c drop-point buffer occupancy)
βc Time instant when ONU upstream transm. of CPE c data ends
T Cycle duration from start instant of OLT grant transmission
to receipt of CPE data by OLT
Segregated CPE transmissions on PON
µ(E) Start time of ONU transm. of back-to-back CPE 1, 2, . . . , E data
σsc Start time of CPE c upstream DSL trans.
Multiplexed CPE transmissions on PON
µm Start time of ONU transm. of multiplexed CPE data
σmc Start time of CPE c upstream DSL trans.
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Burstiness (Online, Gated) (Online, Excess)
marg. to lin.; lin. to exp. marg. to exp.
H = 0.5 [24KB, 0.94]; [24KB, 0.94] [24KB, 0.94]
H = 0.675 [28KB, 0.72]; [74KB, 0.9] [31KB, 0.76]
H = 0.8 [35KB, 0.7]; [78KB, 0.76] [32KB, 0.6]
H = 0.925 [63KB, 0.5] [28KB, 0.4]
Table 6.2: Maximum ONU Buffer Occupancy Before the Buffer Occupancy becomes
Asymptotically Unstable and the Traffic Load at which it Becomes Unstable for No
Flow Control for 1GB buffer capacity.
Burstiness (Online, Gated) (Online, Excess)
marg. to lin.; lin. to exp. marg. to exp.
H = 0.5 [8KB, 0.94]; [8KB, 0.94] [8KB, 0.94]
H = 0.675 [8KB, 0.72]; [26KB, 0.9] [10KB, 0.76]
H = 0.8 [11KB, 0.7]; [26KB, 0.76] [8KB, 0.6]
H = 0.925 [19KB, 0.5] [7KB, 0.4]
Table 6.3: Maximum CPE Buffer Occupancy before the Buffer Occupancy becomes
Asymptotically Unstable and the Traffic Load at which it becomes Unstable for No
Flow Control for 1GB Buffer Capacity.
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1MB buffer capacity
No FC PAUSE frame FC
Burstiness (On. Gat) (On. Exc) (On. Gat) (On. Exc)
H = 0.5 no loss 0.98 no loss no loss
H = 0.675 no loss 0.8 no loss no loss
H = 0.8 0.89 0.7 0.9 no loss
H = 0.925 0.7 0.6 0.6 no loss
100KB buffer capacity
No FC PAUSE frame FC
Burstiness (On. Gat) (On. Exc) (On. Gat) (On. Exc)
H = 0.5 no loss 0.98 no loss no loss
H = 0.675 0.97 0.78 0.96 no loss
H = 0.8 0.85 0.72 0.84 no loss
H = 0.925 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.78
Table 6.4: Presented Load Value that triggers Packet Loss for both 1MB and 100KB
Buffer Capacities.
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Chapter 7
LOAD BALANCING IN FIBER-WIRELESS NETWORKS
7.1 Introduction
Fiber-Wireless (FiWi) access network combines wireless access networks, which
has mobility that can flexibly support distributed wireless users, with optical access
networks, which provide high transmission bit rates through the optical fiber [106,
107, 108, 109]. FiWi networks has been attracting extensive research interest as
they represent a promising approach for solving the problem of high-speed Internet
access “over the last mile’ and to overcome the power limitation of wireless access
networks’. In particular, FiWi networks with a Passive Optical Network (PON) as
the optical network has been popular as PON can provide high transmission bit rates
to support demanding applications, e.g., multimedia applications, at relatively low
maintenance cost [110, 111, 112, 113, 114]. We explore normal-range PON which
covers a distance of about 20 km of fiber between the central Optical Line Terminal
(OLT) and the distributed Optical Network Units (ONUs) and long-range PON that
covers a distance of 100Km, where users connect to the PON. FiWi network research
based on PONs has mostly focused on normal-range PONs to date, as reviewed in
detail in Section 7.2.
LR PONs can increase costs over a larger user population in the larger covered
area, but pose unique challenges due to the long propagation delays [115, 116, 117,
118]. Due to the transmission over the lower-rate wireless network (54Mbps peak when
compared to the fiber networkof 1Gbps), the wireless (FiWi) traffic lightly loads the
Optical network. This conventional PON-only traffic is our second considered traffic
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type. In our extensive study we examine, PON only traffic load along with Wireless
node, the mixed architecture provides the balance of maximum utility of the Optical
network. We examine the packet delays of wireless (FiWi) traffic and PON traffic
for a wide range of FiWi network architectures and dynamic bandwidth allocation
(DBA) mechanisms.
Our simulation results revealed that the double-phase polling (DPP) DBA mech-
anism [119] achieves low packet delays for both traffic types. DPP relies on an assign-
ment of the ONUs to two groups that take turns transmitting on the shared upstream
wavelength channel and strive to mask each others’ idle times due to the long round-
trip propagation delay of the PON polling control messages. The effects of this group
assignment have to the best of our knowledge not yet been examined in detail. We
compare several elementary grouping strategies and introduce various combinations
of grouping techniques that show the dependence of load and distance on grouping.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 7.2, we discuss the
related work. In Section 7.3, we present our evaluation model of the FiWi network,
including the architecture and DBA mechanisms. In Section 7.4, we introduce the
elementary ONU grouping strategies based on either OLT-to-ONU propagation dis-
tances or ONU traffic levels. In Section 7.5, we give the details of the set-up of the
simulation evaluations. We present evaluation results for the mixing of wireless and
PON traffic in Section 7.6 and results for the ONU grouping strategies in Section 7.7.
Section 7.8 concludes the article and outlines directions for future research. This
project is a collaborative effort and coincidence of material is intentional.
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7.2 Related Work
7.2.1 FiWi Networks
Thel challenges and benefits of FiWi networking in general have been discussed
in [120, 121, 122, 123]. Architectures for FiWi networks have been examined in [108,
109]. FiWi networks appear promising for the backhaul of wireless network traf-
fic [124, 125, 126], and integrated control structures for low-delay transmission of
mobile wireless traffic over PONs have been examined in [127, 128]. A wide range
of specific issues have been examined for FiWi networks, such as the ONU place-
ment [129, 130, 131, 132, 133], energy efficient operation [134, 135], quality of service
provisioning [136, 137], as well as survivability [138, 139]. In [140], the authors dis-
cuss a throughput-delay model for Fiber-Wireless Networks which are for short-range
PON.
The vast majority of the FiWi studies to date has considered normal-range FiWi
networks with one-way PON propagation distances on the order of 20 km. To the
best of our knowledge, only few studies have examined FiWi networks with long-range
PONs covering on the order of 100 km. Specifically, the few prior studies on LR FiWi
networks have mainly focused on energy-efficiency and fault tolerance [141, 142, 143,
144]. Constrast to the previous studies, we focus on the packet delay performance
of dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) mechanisms in LR FiWi networks in this
article.
CluLoR [145] focuses on a localized routing of packets. The wireless network
is clustered into zones, where each zone operates on a different radio channel with
a possibility of using the same radio channel in a further zone (same concept as
frequency reuse). Localized routing of packets is performed through routing the
packets to the zone that includes the destination wireless nodes without going through
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intermediate zones that do not have the destination wireless node in order not to
add more interference to the intermediate zone. In this paper, we focus on routing
the packets through two heads per zone as it was shown in our previous published
paper that it gives the best performance. In this paper, there are two types of
destinations, server destination and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) destination. The traffic of
the server destination has to go through the cluster heads then routed to the closest
gateway router which is turn routes it to the ONU. The ONU then waits for its
time share of the upstream bandwidth to send the packet to the OLT and then from
the OLT to the server. The P2P communication follows the same routing scheme
mentioned in CluLoR.
7.2.2 Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation (DBA) Mechanisms
DBA mechanisms have been extensively studied for both normal-range and long-
range PONs [146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151]. One branch of the DBA research has
focused on PONs with multiple wavelength channels in each direction [152, 153, 154,
155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161] or larger network structures encompassing several
PONs [162]. In contrast, we focus on a FiWi network with a single PON with a
single wavelength channel in the upstream (ONUs to OLT) direction. In [53, 30],
we discuss a DBAs for long-range PON, in which the overall propagation delay can
be overcome by introducing another thread of upstream data in an online fashion,
namely, Multi-thread polling-online.
A wide variety of DBA enhancements have been developed in recent years to cope
with the idle times due to the propagation delay of the polling control messages.
The DBA enhancements typically stagger multiple polling processes over a basic
polling cycle, so that the payload upstream transmissions of some polling process(es)
mask the idle times of the other polling process(es) [163, 53, 164, 165]. Also, recent
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Figure 7.1: Illustration of Long-Reach (LR) FiWi Network Architecture: Dis-
tributed Optical Network Units (ONUs) are Connected via Optical Fiber to a Central
Optical Line Terminal (OLT). Some of the ONUs support via Wireless Gateways the
Communication of Distributed Wireless Stations.
enhancements have sought to efficiently and fairly utilize the transmission resources
within a given polling process [166, 167, 168] and to optimize the timing of the polling
processes [169, 170, 171, 172].
In the present study, we focus on the Double-Phase Polling (DPP) DBA mech-
anism [119, 173] as an example of an enhanced DBA mechanism with staggered
multiple polling processed. DPP is simple and robust: the ONUs in a given PON
are assigned to two distinct (non-overlapping) groups, and each group is then served
with the elementary offline polling scheduling framework [173, 55]. DPP has also
been found to give favorable performance [173, 53, 169, 30]. DPP has served as the
basis for a number of recent DBA refinements, namely a predictive bandwidth DBA
scheme with multiple QoS classes [174, 175] as well as a recent FiWi study with an
long-term evolution LTE wireless component [176]. A similar approach to DPP has
recently been proposed in [177] to use offline polling for low load and online polling
for high load. Complementary to [177], our BLBD approach exploits the load level
and distance level to adapt the ONU grouping in DPP.
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7.3 Long-Reach FiWi Network Model
This section gives an overview of the general features of the Fiber-Wireless (FiWi)
network model considered in this study. We first present the general architectural
structure of FiWi networks in Section 7.3.1. Then, we give an overview of the exam-
ined dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) mechanisms in the optical part of the FiWi
network in Section 7.3.2. The novel grouping strategies for ONUs in the double-phase
polling (DPP) DBA mechanisms are introduced in Section 7.4.
7.3.1 Architecture
As illustrated in Fig. 7.1, we consider a FiWi network architecture with O, O > 1,
distributed Optical Network Units (ONUs). The ONUs are connected with a single
shared upstream wavelength channel to the central Optical Line Terminal (OLT). We
denote τo, o = 1, . . . , O, for the one-way propagation delay [in seconds] from ONU o
to the OLT, which we assume to be equal to the OLT-to-ONU o one-way propagation
delay. Some of the ONUs are connected with wires with wireless gateway routers.
The wireless gateway routers communicate wirelessly with distributed wireless sta-
tions. The other ONUs (without attached wireless gateway routers) support only
conventional high-speed wired Internet access to homes and businesses.
7.3.2 Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation (DBA) Mechanisms
The ONU upstream transmissions on the shared upstream wavelength channel
are coordinated by the standard (IEEE 802.3ah) polling-based Multi-Point Control
Protocol (MPCP). In the MPCP protocol, REPORT messages that are included in
the ONU upstream transmissions inform the OLT about the ONU queue occupancies.
Based on the REPORT messages, the OLT dynamically allocates bandwidth in the
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Table 7.1: Summary of Dimensions of Design Space for Dynamic Bandwidth Allo-
cation (DBA).
Grant Scheduling Grant Sizing Grant Scheduling
Framework Policy
Offline Gated SPD
Online Limited
Double-Phase Polling (DPP) Excess, Share
with Grouping Strategy
form of upstream transmission windows (grants) to the ONUs. The OLT informs
each ONU through a GRANT message about its allocated upstream transmission
window; we denote Go for the duration [in seconds] allocated to ONU o in a given
polling cycle. We denote tG for the transmission time [in seconds] of a GRANT
message on the downstream wavelength channel. Successive upstream transmissions
from different ONUs are separated by a guard time tg [in seconds] on the upstream
wavelength channel.
As summarized in Table 7.1, the design space of DBA mechanisms for the PON
part [173] of the FiWi network consists of the dimensions:
• Grant Scheduling Framework: Decides when and for which ONUs the grants
are sized and scheduled by the OLT
• Grant Sizing: Determines the amount of bandwidth (duration of upstream
transmission window) allocated to an ONU
• Grant Scheduling Policy: Determines the ordering (sequence) of the ONU up-
stream transmissions on the upstream wavelength channel.
The offline scheduling framework awaits REPORTs from all O ONUs before siz-
ing and scheduling grants to all O ONUs [55]. In contrast, the online scheduling
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framework sizes and schedules a grant for an ONU o, o = 1, . . . , O, immediately
after receiving a REPORT from ONU o. The double-phase polling (DPP) scheduling
framework partitions the set of O ONUs into two groups; each group follows then the
offline scheduling framework.
The so-called “gated” grant sizing allocates the full grant size requested by the
ONU. In contrast, “limited” grant sizing allocates the requested grant size up to a
prescribed maximum [55]. Excess bandwidth grant sizing refines the limited grant
sizing by allocating the “slack” between the maximum grant size and an ONU’s
actual request to those ONUs requesting more than the maximum. For DPP, the
excess bandwidth can be shared among successive groups [173].
We consider throughout the shortest propagation delay (SPD) [82] grant schedul-
ing policy. For brevity, we use the terminology (on., gat.) for Online, Gated; (on.,
lim.) for Online, Limited; (on., exc.) for Online, Excess; (off., lim.) for Offline,
Limited; (off.,exc.) for Offline, Excess; (dpp.,lim.) for DPP, Limited; and (dpp.,exc.)
for DPP, Excess with sharing.
7.4 ONU Grouping Strategies
7.4.1 Motivation
A key principle of efficient polling-based medium access in PONs with long prop-
agation delays is the masking of idle times arising from control message propagation.
In particular, the delay between the ONU transmission of a REPORT message and
the arrival of the corresponding grant message leads to idle times on the upstream
channel, unless transmissions by other ONUs mask the idle time. Therefore, the prin-
cipal strategy of double-phase polling (DPP) is that the upstream transmissions of
one ONU group mask the idle times between transmissions of the other ONU group.
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We consider four elementary grouping strategies based on ONU traffic load and prop-
agation distance well as a grouping strategy based on the polling cycle durations of
the ONU groups.
7.4.2 ONU Traffic Load Estimation
The propagation delays τo, o = 1, . . . , O, are constants available from the reg-
istration of the ONUs with the OLT. (Inaccuracies in the propagation delays can
be compensated with the approaches in [178].) The ONU traffic loads are typically
variable quantities. By combining historic traffic patterns with traffic measurements
and estimations following the strategies in [179, 180, 181, 182], the ONU traffic loads
can be periodically updated with strategies similar to [183, 184]. An example case,
is ASSIA. Inc., who implement traffic monitoring technique in Residential Networks
and gather network performance data every day and optimize the network for the
following day [180]. We denote Rˆo, o = 1, . . . , O, for the ONU traffic load long-run
estimates expressed in terms of the requested bandwidth per ONU REPORT. These
long-run ONU traffic loads vary typically slowly, e.g., with a diurnal pattern.
In DPP, the polling cycles of the two ONU groups are interleaved. Thus, in
order to update the ONU grouping, e.g., according to new ONU load estimates, the
operation of the PON needs to be briefly interrupted. After the new ONU groups
have be formed, the interleaved DPP polling cycles are launched anew. The long-
run ONU traffic load estimates vary typically on the time scale of hours while the
interruption due to regrouping is on the time scale of a polling cycle (usually a few
milliseconds in duration). Thus, the service disruption due the re-grouping should
typically be minimal.
We denote Gˆo, o = 1, . . . , O, for the corresponding estimates of the durations of
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the ONU upstream transmission windows that are obtained according to the employed
grant sizing policy from the traffic load estimates Rˆo, o = 1, . . . , O.
7.4.3 Balanced Distance (BD)
Distance Grouping (DG) orders the O ONUs in increasing one-way propagation
distance from the OLT. In particular, with (o), o = 1, . . . , O, denoting the ordered
position, e.g., (1) denotes the first ONU in the ordering, the ordered ONUs satisfy
τ(1) ≤ τ(2) ≤ · · · ≤ τ(O). Then, DG assigns the first half of the ONUs, i.e., the ONUs
(1), (2), . . . , (O/2) with relatively short propagation delays, to group 1, while the
second half, i.e., the ONUs (O/2 + 1), . . . , (O) with the relatively long propagation
delays, are assigned to group 2.
7.4.4 Balanced Load (BL)
Load Grouping is analogous to DG, but is based on the estimated ONU loads
Rˆo. The ONUs are sorted in increasing load, i.e., the ordered ONUs satisfy Rˆ(1) ≤
Rˆ(2) ≤ · · · ≤ Rˆ(O). Then, LG assigns the relatively lightly loaded half, ONUs
(1), (2), . . . , (O/2), to group 1, and the relatively heavier loaded half, ONUs (O/2 +
1), . . . , (O), to group 2.
7.4.5 Balanced Load and Balanced Distance (BLBD)
Balancing the two groups such that two lightly loaded ONUs are in each group
and two heavily loaded ONUs are in each group as well and both the groups are
arranged in increasing propagation delay following the shortest propagation delay.
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Figure 7.2: Mixed ONU FiWi Network Architecture Set-up: Four ONUs (ONUs
1–4) serve a mix of Wireless (FiWi) and Wired (PON) Traffic, while Four ONUs
(ONUs 5–8) serve only Wired (PON) Traffic.
7.5 Setup of Simulation Evaluation
We conducted our simulation evaluations with the OMNet++ (www.omnetpp.org)
simulator framework. Within OMNet++, we employed the INETMANET-2.2 mod-
ules (https://github.com/inetmanet/inetmanet) and integrated a self-built optical
network simulator with the INETMANET modules.
7.5.1 FiWi Network Architecture
Overall FiWi Architecture
We consider mixed FiWi architectures: which we describe as a mixed ONU architec-
ture illustrated in Fig 7.2.
Optical Network
The one-way distances from the OLT to the ONUs are uniformly randomly dis-
tributed: for the normal-reach PON in the range from 5 km to 20 km and for the
long-reach (LR) PON in the ranges from 90 km to 100 km or 80 km to 120 km. Each
ONU, including the ONUs in the mixed architecture serving FiWi and PON traffic,
has one queue serving the traffic in first-come-first-served order.
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Wireless Network
The wireless network supported by the FiWi network has a total of 64 wireless sta-
tions (regular wireless source and destination nodes) and four gateway routers (one
for each ONU supporting the FiWi network). The 64 wireless stations are uniformly
distributed in an area of 1000 m × 1600 m. More specifically, the wireless stations
are arranged into 16 zones, each containing four wireless stations, whereby any two
wireless stations are 100 m apart. Each zone operates on a different radio frequency
channel compared to its neighboring zones. We employ the eleven radio channels of
the IEEE802.11g standard and reuse some of the radio channels in distant zones in
order to minimize interference. Each gateway router operates on four radio channels
to serve four zones. A 1 Gbps cable connects a given gateway router to the corre-
sponding ONU. In addition, there are 22 relay routers, each operating on two radio
channels to serve two adjacent zones. The two wireless stations closest to the gate-
way router in a zone are designated to serve as cluster heads in the wireless routing
protocol, see Section 7.5.3.
We employ a path loss wireless channel model with an alpha value of 2 and a
signal-to-noise ratio of 4 dB. Received packets that are below 4 dB are considered
noise. The radio sensitivity is set to −85 dBm and the transmission power of the
wireless stations is 20 mW, which permits the most distant wireless station in a
zone to reach the gateway router. The transmission range is around 250 m. The
physical transmission rate for all wireless stations is 54 Mbps. Each wireless station
has a buffer size of 1000 packets for each radio channel interface. The queues in the
wireless stations follow the drop tail queueing policy.
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7.5.2 Network Traffic Scenarios
Packet Level Traffic Characteristics
We consider UDP packet traffic with packet sizes based on quad mode distribution:
60 % 64 byte packets, 25 % 1518 byte packets, 11 % 580 byte packet, and 4 % 300 byte
packets. These packet sizes include the payload as well as 8 bytes of UDP header,
20 bytes of IP header, and 18 bytes of MAC (Ethernet) header. The maximum
transmission unit (MTU) for the wireless domain is set to 1500 bytes to avoid packet
fragmentation.
Packets are generated following independent Poisson processes. All wireless sta-
tions have the same wireless packet traffic generation rate, while all wired PON traffic
generators have the same PON traffic generation rate
Flow Level Traffic Characteristics (Source-Destination Traffic Matrix)
PON traffic is generated by the PON traffic generators attached (wired) to the ONUs
and is always destined upstream to the server (sink) node, which is directly attached
(wired) to the OLT.
We consider three traffic matrices (scenarios) for FiWi traffic:
All-Server Scenario The FiWi traffic generated at all wireless stations, including
cluster heads, is destined to the server attached to the OLT.
CH-Server; STN-P2P Scenario The FiWi traffic generated at the wireless nodes
that are cluster heads is destined to the server. The FiWi traffic generated at the
other (non cluster head) wireless stations is peer-to-peer (P2P) traffic that is uniformly
randomly destined to any other wireless node (including the cluster heads); whereby
for each generated FiWi packet, a new random destination is drawn.
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All-P2P Scenario The FiWi traffic generated at all wireless stations (including
the cluster heads) is P2P traffic destined to any other uniformly randomly drawn
wireless station.
Traffic Ratios
In the dedicated ONU architecture, we set the ratio of FiWi traffic:PON traffic to
1:30, that is the aggregate wired (PON) packet traffic generation rate is 30 times
higher than the aggregate FiWi (wireless) packet traffic generation rate in the overall
FiWi network.
In the mixed ONU architecture, we prescribe FiWi traffic:PON Traffic at mixed
ONUs:PON Traffic at PON-only ONUs traffic ratios of 1:10:40 or 1:20:30. With
the 1:10:40 ratio, the packet generation rate of the PON traffic generator at a given
mixed ONU (that serves FiWi and PON traffic) is ten times higher than the aggregate
packet generation rate of the 16 wireless stations associated with the ONU. Moreover,
a traffic generator at an ONU that serves only PON traffic has a four times higher
packet generation rate than the PON traffic generator at a mixed ONU.
7.5.3 Network Protocols
Optical Network
In the optical network, we examine the dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) mech-
anisms outlined in Section 7.3.2.
Wireless Network
We consider clustered localized routing (CluLoR) [145] for the wireless (FiWi) traffic
with two cluster heads in each zone. CluLoR routes traffic from wireless stations
in a zone through the two cluster heads in the zone to the gateway router. FiWi
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traffic destined to the server is then forwarded to the corresponding ONU for PON
upstream transmission. FiWi traffic destined to a non-adjacent zone is forwarded to
the ONU, and then transmitted downstream on the PON to the ONU associated with
the zone of the destination wireless station (and then onwards via a cluster head to
the destination). FiWi traffic destined to an adjacent wireless zone is forwarded by
the relay router between the two adjacent zones. The wireless network follows the
IEEE802.11g MAC protocol with a retransmit limit of seven.
7.5.4 Delay Metrics
All the simulations results are collected with a 95% confidence interval; the confi-
dence intervals are too small to be visible in the plots. Throughout, we evaluate the
mean end-to-end packet delays, i.e., the mean time period from the instant of packet
generation to complete delivery to the destination. Specifically, we evaluate the mean
end-to-end delay for PON packet traffic from the instant of packet generation at a
PON packet generator to the instant of complete packet delivery to the server (sink).
We also evaluate the mean end-to-end delay for FiWi traffic from the packet genera-
tion at a wireless station to the complete packet delivery to the server or destination
wireless station.
7.6 Results for Mixing of Wireless (FiWi) and PON Traffic
In this section we investigate the effects of mixing traffic from the wireless stations,
i.e., FiWi traffic, with conventional PON traffic. In particular, we initially focus on
the dedicated ONU network architecture, see Fig. 5.1, in order to bring out the
fundamental effects due to mixing FiWi and PON-only traffic from distinct ONUs.
We investigate the impact of the DBA mechanisms and the PON propagation distance
on the delays experienced by wireless (FiWi) traffic and PON-only traffic.
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7.6.1 Impact of DBA Mechanism
We focus initially on the All-Server traffic scenario, see Section 7.5.2, to observe the
effects of all the FiWi traffic and the PON-only traffic competing on the upstream
wavelength channel. We consider the CH-Server; STN-P2P traffic scenario, which
includes a P2P traffic components in the FiWi traffic, in Section 7.6.1.
Online, Gated
We observe from Fig. 7.3 that the (on., gat.) DBA achieves the lowest mean delays
for the PON packet traffic across the entire range of traffic loads. On the other hand,
(on., gat.) DBA gives the highest delays for wireless (FiWi) packet traffic at high
traffic load levels, e.g., for traffic loads above 0.5 Gbps in Fig. 7.3(a). The gated grant
sizing allocates to each ONU an upstream transmission window corresponding to its
full request. This is beneficial for the conventional high-rate PON-only packet traffic
which dominates the network for the considered FiWi:PON traffic ratio of 1:30. Even
as the traffic load grows very high, the (on., gat.) DBA allocates the PON-only ONUs
their full requests, leading to very long cycles. The long cycles result in relatively long
mean wait times for the lower-rate FiWi traffic that arrives over the wireless network
and gateway router to the FiWi ONUs; i.e., the FiWi ONUs have to wait relatively
long for their turn on the upstream wavelength channel and then only occupy it for
a relatively short time.
The (on., gat.) DBA mechanism does not depend on a prescribed cycle length
and hence has been repeated in Fig. 7.3(a), (b), and (c) as reference for the other
DBA mechanisms.
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Figure 7.3: Mean wireless (FiWi) and PON packet delays for Different DBA Mech-
anisms and Cycle Lengths. Fixed Parameters: 15–20 km PON with Dedicated ONU
architecture, All-Server Traffic.
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Offline, Limited
We observe from Fig. 7.3 that the (offl., lim) DBA mechanism works in favor of FiWi
traffic, compared to the (on., gat.) DBA. Limiting the cycle length ensures that the
relatively lightly loaded FiWi ONUs can transmit more frequently and do not have to
wait until the PON traffic ONUs transmit their entire queues. However, limiting the
allocations to the heavily loaded PON traffic ONUs results in growing queues, and
eventually buffer overflow, for increasing traffic load. The load point where buffer
overflows for PON traffic occur indicate the stability limit of the network. Average
packet delays grow very high near and beyond the stability limit.
We observe a “knee point” of the FiWi traffic delay near the load level correspond-
ing to the stability limit for the PON traffic. Once the PON traffic queues fill up and
the PON traffic completely utilizes its limited share of the cycle length, no further
increases in the carried upstream load are possible for PON traffic. Instead, further
increases in the carried upstream traffic load are due to FiWi traffic only, which fol-
lows the fixed 1:30 FiWi:PON traffic ratio. That is, only 1/30th of a given increase in
the total traffic load contributes to the actual increase of the carried upstream traffic
load. This “switch” from all generated traffic contributing to the carried upstream
traffic load to only 1/30th of the generated traffic load contributing to the carried
upstream traffic load results in the substantially lower slope of delay increases with
increasing generated traffic load, i.e., the observed “knee point”.
Online, Limited
The (onl., lim.) DBA follows the same performance trend as of the (offl., lim) DBA,
while performing slightly better than the (offl., lim.) DBA. The offline scheduling
framework [173, 55] waits for all the REPORTs from all ONUs before commencing
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the sizing and scheduling of the grants. The delay difference is small because only
eight ONUs are considered. As the number of ONUs increases, the delay difference
would also increase.
Offline, Excess
For the (off. exc.) DBA, we observe from Fig. 7.3 that for low loads, the PON traffic
delay is the same as for the (off., lim.) DBA. This is because, all ONUs have typically
requests below the limit at low loads and do not require the excess feature. However,
as the traffic load increases, the delay for the (off., exc.) DBA is lower than for the
(off., lim.) DBA. Also, the (off., exc.) DBA reaches higher stability limits than the
(on., lim.) DBA due to the re-allocation of unused portions of the grant limit to ONUs
with presently large requests. Comparing Figs. 7.3(a) and (c), we observe that the
relative increase of the stability limit is especially pronounced for short cycle length
limits. Specifically, the increase is approximately 40 % for Z = 1 ms in Figs. 7.3(a)
compared to about 15 % for Z = 4 ms in Figs. 7.3(c). Longer cycle length limits
are less restrictive, thus re-allocations of excess “slack” are relatively less effective for
long cycle length limits.
For FiWi traffic, we observe that the (off., exc.) delay is higher than the (off.,
lim.) delay. This is due to the increase in the average cycle length as the re-allocation
of unused portion of the grant limits leads to longer mean cycle lengths. The re-
allocation benefits mainly the heavily loaded PON ONUs. On the other hand, the
FiWi ONUs need to wait on average longer for the next grant, while typically not
enlarging their grants with the re-allocation.
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Figure 7.4: Mean Wireless (FiWi) and PON Packet Delays for Different DBA Mech-
anisms for CH-Server; STN-P2P traffic. Fixed Parameters: 15–20 km PON with
Dedicated ONU Architecture, Cycle Length Z = 2 ms.
DBA Impact for Cluster Head-Server; STN-P2P Traffic
We observe from Fig 7.4 for the CH-Server; STN-P2P traffic scenario similar trends as
for the All-Server traffic scenario with Z = 2 ms in Fig. 7.3(b). However, we observe
that the FiWi packet delays tend to be higher in Fig 7.4 compared to Fig. 7.3(b).
The CH-Server; STN-P2P traffic scenario has wireless packet traffic entering the
zones to reach the P2P traffic destinations. Thus, more interference and collisions
are introduced in the zones, causing the wireless nodes to resend the traffic more
frequently than in the All-Server traffic scenario. The retransmissions cause wireless
(FiWi) packets to queue up longer and experience longer delays as they traverse the
wireless network.
7.6.2 Impact of Long-Reach Propagation
In this section we focus on the impact of the long propagation delays of long
reach PONs with 90 km to 100 km between the OLT and the ONUs. For ease
of comparison with the normal-range PON, we consider initially the same dedicated
ONU architecture as in Section 7.6.1. In order to comprehensively examine the impact
of the long-range propagation, we consider then in the mixed ONU FiWi network.
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Mixed ONU FiWi Network Architecture
In this section we expand the investigation of the impact of the long-range propagation
delay in FiWi networks by considering the mixed ONU network architecture, see
Section 7.5.1. In the considered mixed ONU architecture, four ONUs serve wireless
(FiWi) and PON traffic, while the other four ONUs serve only PON traffic. In the
mixed ONU architecture, the ONUs serving FiWi and PON traffic have already a
large upstream traffic component from the PON traffic; thus, we consider the All-
P2P traffic scenario for the wireless FiWi traffic, specifically with the 1:20:30 traffic
ratio, see Section 7.5.2. Based on the DBA that are being simulated, the stability
limits occurs at different loads in which the traffic with highest ratio traffic can reach
its stability limits at lower loads compared to the lower ratio PON traffic. As for the
PON traffic, there is only one sink node. Thus, once one of the PON traffic reaches
its stability limit, the delay values at the sink goes high. As for the wireless P2P
traffic, the delay performance is the average overall end-to-end delay. The wireless
traffic load is increased but not to the point where it reaches its maximum channel
capacity. That means that when the FiWi delay shoots high, it is the point when the
single ONU queue associated with both traffic (Wireless & PON) reaches its stability
limit. This is due to the PON traffic at that given ONU overwhelming the queue.
We generally compare the mixed ONU architecture to dedicated ONU architecture
which is generally found in literature, where each ONU is either supplied by wireless
traffic only or wired traffic only. We call this Dedicated ONU architecture.
Online and Offline DBA Mechanisms We observe from Figs. 7.6 and 7.5 for
the mixed ONU architecture generally similar behaviors for the PON traffic and
FiWi traffic as for the dedicated ONU architecture. However, we observe that the
stability limits and delays are generally slightly higher for the mixed architecture
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Figure 7.5: Mean FiWi Packet Delay for Different DBAs for mixed ONU FiWi
Architecture. Fixed Parameters: 90–100 km Long-Range FiWi Network, All P2P
Traffic, 1:20:30 traffic ratio.
compared to the dedicated architecture. The PON traffic at the mixed ONUs leads
to longer upstream transmission grants of the mixed ONUs serving both FiWi and
PON traffic. These longer grants increase the utilization of the upstream wavelength
channel relative to the idle times (and overheads), resulting in increased stability
limits.
On the other hand, FiWi traffic suffers substantially higher delays in the mixed
architecture, see Fig. 7.5, compared to the dedicated architecture. The wide load
range with very slowly increasing FiWi packet delays from the “knee point” onwards
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Figure 7.6: Mean PON Packet Delay for Different DBAs for Mixed ONU FiWi
Architecture. Fixed Parameters: 90–100 km Long-Range FiWi Network, All P2P
Traffic, 1:20:30 Traffic Ratio.
towards high loads is replaced by a narrow load range between the knee point and the
load point indicating the stability limit for the FiWi traffic (where the FiWi packet
delays shoot up sharply) in Fig. 7.5. In the mixed ONU architecture, wireless (FiWi)
traffic is mixed with high-rate conventional PON traffic. Thus, for increasing traffic
load, the queues in the mixed ONUs grow very large, causing high FiWi packet delays.
In order to preserve the wide load range of slowly increasing FiWi packet delays for
traffic loads above the knee point, QoS mechanisms would be needed to protect the
FiWi traffic from the PON-only traffic.
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Double-Phase Polling (DPP) We included the sophisticated DPP DBA mecha-
nism (with DG ONU grouping, see Section 7.4.3) in the evaluation of the long-range
mixed ONU architecture. The results in Figs. 7.6 and 7.5 demonstrate the superiority
of the DPP DBAs over the online and offline scheduling framework DBAs. With DPP,
the upstream transmissions of one ONU group can mask the idle times of the other
ONU group. Reduced idle times increase the utilization of the upstream transmission
wavelength for payload transmissions.
We observe from Figs. 7.6 and 7.5 that DPP achieves lower PON and FiWi packet
delays than the other DBA mechanisms, except for (on., gat.), which however has
the drawback that a single ONU can monopolize the upstream bandwidth usage for
extensive time periods [55]. We also observe that DPP with sharing of the excess
bandwidth (dpp, exc.) gives significant performance improvements over simple lim-
ited grant sizing (dpp, lim.). Given the favorable performance of DPP with excess
sharing (dpp., exc.), we proceed to examine the ONU grouping strategies for this
DBA mechanism in the next section.
7.7 Results for ONU Grouping in DPP with Excess Sharing
In this section we examine the different ONU grouping techniques introduced in
Section 7.4 in the context of the double-phase polling (DPP) DBA mechanism with
excess bandwidth sharing. As in the preceding Section 7.6.2, we continue to consider
the mixed ONU FiWi network architecture with long-range propagation and with the
All-P2P traffic scenario. The ONUs within a group continue to be scheduled based
on SPD. We focus on the Z = 4 ms cycle length in this section and initially consider
the 1:10:40 traffic ratio, followed by the 1:20:30 traffic ratio.
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Figure 7.7: Mean FiWi and PON Packet Delays for different ONU Grouping Strate-
gies. Fixed Parameters: Mixed ONU Architecture with 80–120 km Long-Range Prop-
agation, (dpp., exc.) DBA, Z = 4 ms Cycle Length, All-P2P Traffic with ratio 1:20:30.
Traffic Ratio 1:20:30: Mild Mixed ONU to PON-only ONU Load Differ-
ence
We note that with the 1:10:40 traffic ratio , the load differences between the mixed
ONUs serving FiWi and PON traffic and the ONUs serving only PON traffic are
relatively pronounced. We next reduce this load difference by considering the 1:20:30
traffic ratio in Fig. 7.7.
We observe from Fig. 7.7 that for the 1:20:30 traffic ratio the FiWi and PON packet
delays exhibit generally similar trends as for the 1:10:40 traffic ratio. BLBD gives still
the lowest PON packet traffic delays for low loads while BLUD still gives the lowest
FiWi packet delays. However, we observe that for FiWi packets, the delay difference
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between BLUD and BLBD is reduced. For the mild load difference between the
lightly loaded mixed (FiWi and PON traffic) ONUs and the heavily loaded PON-only
ONUs, the delay effect of interspersing long PON-only ONU upstream transmissions
among the short FiWi ONU upstream transmissions within a given group and cycle
is reduced.
Overall, the results for the ONU grouping strategies indicate that BLBD has favor-
able performance characteristics for low load and BD or SPD has good performance
characteristics for high load. BLUD achieved lower FiWi packet delays than BLBD;
however, for FiWi networks with only mild load differences between the ONUs serving
FiWi traffic and the ONUs serving only PON traffic, the delay reduction with BLUD
is relatively small. Thus, BLBD appears overall to be a promising strategy for low
loads using ONU grouping strategy for FiWi networks and SPD for higher loads.
7.8 Conclusion
We have examined fiber-wireless (FiWi) networks with long-range propagation on
the order of 100 km in the fiber-based passive optical network (PON) part of the
overall FiWi network. We have conducted extensive simulations to investigate the
mixing of low-rate wireless (FiWi) traffic that first traverses the wireless traffic and
then the PON with high-rate PON traffic that traverses only the PON. For a FiWi
network architecture with dedicated ONUs for wireless (FiWi) traffic and dedicated
ONUs for PON-only traffic, we found that strategies that lower the PON traffic
delay, generally increase the FiWi traffic delay. That is, enhancements to the dynamic
bandwidth allocation (DBA) mechanisms and extended cycle lengths reduce the PON
packet traffic delay, but increase the FiWi packet traffic delay in the dedicated ONU
FiWi network. In contrast, for a mixed ONU FiWi network architecture where some
ONUs serve both low-rate wireless (FiWi) and high-rate PON traffic, the enhanced
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DBA mechanisms and extended cycle lengths benefit both FiWi and PON packet
traffic. We also found that the double-phase polling (DPP) DBA mechanism gives
the best performance among a wide range of compared DBA mechanisms.
There are many directions for important future research on long-range FiWi net-
works. One direction is to examine quality of service differentiation for different
classes of wireless and PON-only traffic in long-range FiWi networks. Another im-
portant direction is to examine the interactions with specific wireless networking
protocols and standards, such as long-term evolution (LTE) in the wireless part of
the long-range FiWi network. Also, the internetworking of the PON part of the
long-range FiWi network with metropolitan area networks leading to the backbone
of the Internet is an interesting direction for future research. Yet another emerging
important research direction is the incorporation of energy efficiency mechanisms,
such as [185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190], into low-delay long-range FiWi networking.
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Chapter 8
SOFTWARE DEFINED ALGORITHMS FOR ACCESS NETWORKS
8.1 Introduction
Software Defined Networking has reached an epitome of success easing Network
Management for Wide-Area-Networks (WAN). As SDN is being adopted in Business
and Commercial Network ventures. Broadband Access Networking has also been
moving towards utilizing SDN to enhance the serviceability, thus collectively called
the Software Defined Access Networks (SDAN) [25]. The technique of SDN involves
separating the control plane from the data plane, i.e segregate the Network Control
Hardware from the Software. Therefore, it will be possible to change and update the
software without changing the hardware. The authors in [25, 26] have introduced the
importance and challenges in implementing SDN in Access Networks.
SDN has already being adopted in Routers, Switches, white boxes manufacturers
such as Cisco, Juniper etc. who have their OpenFlow-based Router boxes [27] and
is being incrementally deployed in Industrial network infrastructure, for example,
Google has already deployed most of its inter-data-center networks with Openflow
based boxes [28] . As SDN is being explored to be utilized in the Access Networks
such as Back-haul optical Networks, first-mile DSL [29], and wireless Networks, we
attempt to provide a survey/tutorial to understand the challenges, issues and open
areas of research.
Essentially, our topic area is the intersection of SDN and NFV with optical ac-
cess/data center networks. Thus, we should site some surveys on SDN and NFV as
well as optical access/data center networks. SDN started off with implementation in
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Figure 8.1: Access Networks, namely, Core, Metro, Back-Haul and Front-End Net-
works. An Overview of Access Network is provided in this Figure which will form the
Physical Layer for further Abstraction by the SDAN Controller module.
Transport layer and used for smaller networks and then Google adopted SDN in their
internal network [28] and are currently using it in the Wide-Area-Networks (WAN).
The different overlapping concepts are listed below that have rich literature including
relevant surveys.
8.2 Background and Related Surveys
8.2.1 Access Networks
Access Networks, in general, are networks that connect a device to the internet.
With the advent and use of multiple devices and application scenarios, access networks
have expanded to accommodate all types of connectivity. In this survey, we explore
the different use cases or utilities of the internet that needs to be classified because
of its very different demands and requirements:
• Metropolitan Area/Core Networks - The core autonomous system that connects
the different network service provider over a longer geographical topological
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connectivity is dependent on the metro/core access networks. Different cities,
countries and neighborhoods are connected via long and highly maintained fiber
cables. These access networks have data rates of 40-100Gbps and are used for
large data transfers.
• Back-haul Access Networks - The access networks that connects the customer
via the phone/tablet/laptop front-end device to the internet which is metro
access networks. Passive Optical Cables of 15-20Km lengths are generally used
and these networks follow the EPON and GPON standardlizations.
• Data Center Networks - These are high specialized Server units that store and
process large amounts of data. These constitutes ”the Cloud” Network. With
the introduction of data centers, it has been proven to be most efficient for
Industrial and Social media networking. Data Centers are the easiest to imple-
ment SDN and the usefulness of SDN can be seen there first, since most of the
commands are direct and extending dynamicity can be easier. Less number of
flows and therefore fewer actions to implement when compared to user-business
network.
• Business and Enterprise Networks - Business and University/Campus Units
rely on private and secured networks that connect the different business centers
around the world. The requirements and applications of business units are very
unique and highly efficient.
• Residential Network - Homes and customers rely on seamless internet for triple-
play services to be provided to their front-end devices. With the increase in
mobile devices, the demand for highly efficicient throughput in Residential net-
works is in demand.
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• Wireless Networks - Although wireless front-end does fall into most of the above
categories, wireless networks can have unique properties and challenges to be
addressed. Therefore, we consider this access network on its own to explore the
different SDN implementations for improving Wireless networks.
• Hybrid Access Networks - Recently, the hybrid access networks are showing
promising results as we combine the advantages of one medium with the other.
For example, the Fiber-Wireles (FiWi) Networks, PON-DSL Networks, PON-
LTE etc.
As we explore all the topics initially listing the individualistic surveys that is
already available in literature. We will expand on the following areas of research and
how they align with our overview and approach for Software Defined Access Networks
(SDAN):
• Software Defined Networking [27]
• Network Function Virtualization [191, 192]
• Optical Networks for Cloud Computing [193]
• Mobile Cloud Computing [194]
• Inter-Data-Center Optical Switching (There are multiple papers but not sur-
veys)
• Software Defined Wireless Networks [195]
• Green-Networking Research [196]
• Wireless Network Virtualization [197] (Covers most wireless networks)
• Software-Defined Optical Networks (SDON) [198]
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We include and refer surveys that explore Data center virtualization [199], SDN-
based cloud computing and networking [200, 201], SDN and virtualization for satellite
networks, survey [202]. This survey can be distinguished from the above by focusing
only on Access Networks in general, with more emphasis on physical and network
protocol implementations.
8.2.2 Software Defined Networking (SDN)
In this section we provide a brief background on SDN, supported by classical
SDN literature. The relevant surveys in SDN that provide the overall work done
include [203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 27, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216]. SDN
for mobile and wireless surveys [217] how SDN can be utilized in wireless networks.
Security aspects are observed in SDN security survey [218].
SDN are the decoupling of Control and Data planes. In a typical SDN implemen-
tation, we will have a Controller and multiple devices being connected. Client has
different description for scenarios; for example for SDN in Transport Data Center
Network, the clients are the data centers themselves as they are controlled by one
Controller. For examples with local area network it can be the users themselves. So
to generalize, the clients can be described as the units being controlled by the central
controller. In the case of SDAN, the concept of distributed centralized controller
system is also adopted.
As shown in Fig. 8.1, the Network is based on network elements and client el-
ements. ”network elements” - based on our network structure we can define these
network elements. In SDN, network elements are switches, gateway routers, bridges
etc. In our case of SDAN, the network elements will be the OLT, ONU, drop-point
(with DSL), ROADMs etc.
Some of the surveys on concept of network virtualization include that describe
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vitualization [219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226]. Another important concept of
Optical FlowVisor [227], discusses how OpenFlow can be used in Optical networks.
Understanding SDN via Openflow
SDN is decoupling of control plane from the data plane and this is made possible
by incorporating Openflow protocol. SDN is a centralized architecture with different
network clients are connected to the controller via network switches and they com-
municate to the controller using the Openflow Protocol. OpenFlow Protocol utilizes
three messages:
• OPENFLOW IN Message (OF PacketIN)
• OPENFLOW OUT Message (OF PacketOUT)
• OPENFLOW MOD Message (OF FlowMOD)
PacketIN messages are sent from the client to the Control and this helps the
controller obtain the Network Topology and the clients can exchange the necessary
control actions necessary such as Bandwidth Provisioning, Quality of Service etc.
PacketOUT messages are messages sent from the Controller to the clients in the
Network. OF FlowMod Messages contain the action statements that fills the Flow
Tables located at each intermediate Network Switch all the way to the client. In this
way, Controller and client can maintain an independent control path between the
network elements and the controller. The data packets follow the flow actions from
the Flow Table to send data and information within the network. This helps the data
packets to be proactive in determining the route to its destination and avoids the
route-detection phase.
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[228] is a comprehensive survey paper that describes the roadmap to SDN starting
from different programmable networks. This paper has citations of all types of test-
beds that have initiated towards the programmable networks.
[229] describes the unresolved issues of SDN of super-linear computational com-
plexity growth of control plane when SDN network scales to large sizes, and the
centralized abstracted hierarchical control plane structure brings path stretch prob-
lems. Orion is a hybrid hierarchical control plane for large-scale that is the theoret-
ically described and experimentally implemented in this paper. Orion also has its
own routing management module. The theoretical evaluation involves implemented
single-thread Dijkstra algorithm in a random topology. The implementation of Orion
is a floodlight-based implementation with 120 switches but is not specific to optical
networks.
SDN controllers turn into distributed systems due to performance and reliabil-
ity limitations and increase complexity that demands design and optimization. In
[230], the authors describe ”Beehive” which is a distributed control platform which
simplifies the process. The implementation is similar to centralized controller but au-
tomatically infers applications state and introduces dynamicity. The setup is an SDN
implementation and does not involve much on SDAN except of distributed controller
dynamicity which can be useful for Access networks.
8.2.3 Software Defined Access Networks (SDAN)
As SDN is being continuously adopted in various networking domains. Broadband
Access Networks are an integral part of the Network Infrastructure, that makes remote
connectivity possible. Extending SDN capability is the most logical extension as net-
work management is critical for seamless connectivity provided by Service Providers.
In this artcile, we want to lay the groundwork for the different important aspects in
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Figure 8.2: An Overview of SDN: The Physical Topology is Abstracted into the
Controller Module using Control Language, for example, OpenFlow and used by the
Controller Module to make decision in the form of flow actions.
SDAN and the recent-past and current work being done and then we extend our anal-
ysis to discuss the various open challenges for Network Service Providers inorder to
adopt SDN in Access Networks and finally we describe the possible future directions
that can be adopted in the Optical and Wireless Access Domains especially as we are
progressing towards 5G Standardization. To the best of our knowledge, there has not
been an article of the same genre that focuses extensively on the different Broadband
Access Networks.
• SDN in Optical
• SDN in Wireless
• SDN in Data Center
Motivation
The Open Networking Foundation (ONF) laid out the foundation for SDN to be
extended to Access Networks, the necessity and the requirements [231]. It is the white
paper/article on how SDN has developed towards a new architecture. It provides
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enterprises and carriers programmability, automation, and network control building
scalable and flexible networks. The article categorises the need for a new network
architecture for changing traffic patterns, consumerization of IT, rise of cloud services
and big data computation and by also listing the limitations of current network such as
complexity, inconsistent policies, inability to scale, and vendor dependence. Although
this paper does not provide any details on SDN for optical networks, it lays out the
requirements for including SDN in any Network architecture.
Cvijetic [232] describes a unified control plane for next-generation optical access
networks. The need for a unified control plane is proposed by posing broadly three
challenges in the current PON infrastructure. Firstly, ONUs currently do not support
on-demand modification of policies and rules to govern the incoming traffic which
are hard coded and vendor propriety. Secondly, ONU bandwidth allocation and
management are also performed by propriety software at the OLT. Finally, as mobile
applications are improving, traffic patterns dynamicity which will require SDN for
real-time traffic flows. The research progress discusses the different experiment in the
photonics level in PON.
Considering access networks problems such as Complexity for multi-point access
management; Scalability and energy efficiency in remote nodes; Painfulness of choos-
ing a technology; Difficulty of access network wholesale, the authors in [233] discuss
how SDAN can be useful in resolving them. Access Networks are currently manual
for Network management and thus requires a lot of overhead maintanence. By pro-
viding a software layer for the control plane, automation can be easily incorporated
to reduce this overhead.
We explore multiple literature that discusses the extension of SDN to all Access
Networks, as the philosophy of Software-Defined Access Networks proposes to be the
logical next step to ease Network management. SDN in Access Networks can be jus-
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tified by establishing use-cases for the same. In [234], the authors discuss Broadband
use cases such as On-Demand Bandwidth Boost, Dynamic Service Re-Provisioning,
Value-add Services and Service Protection, along with Enterprise use cases such as
EVPL Service Access to IP and BGP/MPLS VPN service with Bandwidth Reserva-
tion and Service Protection. These provide a commercial perspective of the access
networks which adds cost-value to the implementation.
Extending SDN implementations such as OpenFlow to Access Networks have their
limitations considering the different physical nature of Access Networks such as Op-
tical Networks, Wireless Networks etc. In [235] surveys the key issues that are faced
when extending SDN to Optical and Wireless Networks in current architectures and
the how they can be addressed.
Along with describing the benefits of SDAN, implementation details need a bench-
mark to attempt design. Considering SDAN can be implemented using Layer-3 proto-
cols, for example OpenFlow, some papers have reviewed the various requirements and
their corresponding benchmarks. [236] is a approach to provide a flexible and gran-
ular benchmarking for Openflow controller. One of SDN’s frontrunners is Openflow
but recently SDN is taking its own shape for a control communications.
[237] paper provides measurement analysis on SDN Controller’s performance with
a specific number of switches (network elements). From analysis, the conclusions that
the authors that the industry based are: a lower bound can be established for the
maximum throughput for SDN controllers and attempts to remove the assumption
that the existing controllers actually perform better than literature mentions. And
they mention that having a single physical controller with centralized view is feasible.
The paper in [238], is a good starting point to understanding how SDN can be
implement in optical networks. The high bandwidth of Optical Network with the au-
tomation capabilities of SDN controller would improvise metropolitan Area Network
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(MAN). The paper outlines the limitations in network dimensioning while consider-
ing SDN overlay for different flow mixes and propose flow aggregation and parallel
distributed controllers as the potential solution to achieve network scalability, which
is necessary considering installation of network around the world.
The different types of SDN and Optical incorporation are:
• At the Physical Layer, introducing GPON/EPON openflow provision message
format
• At the Transport Layer, utilizing the optical interconnects as before, but provid-
ing a new path for OpenFlow messages at the transport by means of abstraction
8.2.4 Focus on 5G
In this section, we introduce the importance of SDAN in 5G. 5G technology is
working towards increasing the number of user-devices and not only increasing the
bandwidth and data speed. Having SDAN in the back-haul network will help organize
this entire wireless network.
The author in [239], describes the requirement of unifying the needs for Optical
and mobile networks as approaching towards 5G. As optical network has proven
to be the most efficient connection between cell stations for low latency and high
bandwidth. And the essential services required will be move beyond common public
radio interface (CPRI) solutions, support all wavelengths, enable topology evolution
towards a meshed architecture, and these services can be provided using the SDN
based network control plane. This paper surveys out the requirements and areas of
improvement to materialize this.
SDN based 5G development for mobile networks [240, 241, 242]
Huawei’s attempt SoftCOM strategy, its an industry product with SDAN concept
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[243]. SoftCOM is trying to achieve agility and scalability to telcom industry to man-
age the application load of big data analytics and IT. This a step towards generating
revenue using generating traffic with the enormous explosion of information and data
traffic. Flexible architecture models are Software-defined Data Centers, Software de-
fined storage with SDN and NFV. The important components of the architecture:
Architecture reconstruction, Network reconstruction, Service reconstruction, Opera-
tion reconstruction.
8.2.5 Software-Defined Optical Networks
Initially, SDN was implemented only on packet-switched IP networks and not
available on circuit-switched transport network. Philip et. al [244] introduced Software-
Defined Optical Networks (SDON) which extends and applied SDN-similar features to
optical transport network. This paper reviews variable transponder, flexible switching
node, control applications and open interface with circuit extension.
SDON is domain coexistent with SDN technology specifically compatible with
Elastic Optical Networks. [245] describes an unified Control plane architecture based
on Openflow for optical SDN tailored to cloud services that can be demonstrated
over heterogeneous infrastructures such as optical, packets and IT. The results are
analyzed using cloud use-cases.
OpenFlow-based
In [246], authors from Orange Labs Inc. introduces the conceptualization of SDN in
Passive Optical Networks for GPON systems based on standard of ITU-T. GPON
control overhead do not include provisions for Openflow Messages to communicate
with the controller and this paper describes the network architecture OpenFlowPLUS-
based GPON solution to include Openflow Message path between the ONUs and the
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Controller via the OLT. The provide the label matching packet structure as well,
although they do not provide any inputs of the performance of Openflow-PLUS ar-
chitecture with respect to the original ITU-T GPON Network Structure. [246] is one
of the first papers to adopt SDN in access network, they describe who OpenFlow
can be extended to be used in GPON standard. They define extension of Openflow
Message ”ACTIONS” to be specific for only GPON. Currently Openflow have specific
actions only not curtailing for Access Networks. This extension will help to incorpo-
rate SDN in a GPON network structure. This paper identifies the different actions
and traffic flows that will be required for a SDAN, therefore it does fit in the Network
Protocol Stack.
The authors in [247] demonstrate a network test-bed which uses openflow for a
bidirectional circuit in dynamically created to transport a TCP flow. The openflow
protocol controls the packet switch, circuit switch and packet-circuit switch. The
time taken for various setup is the main measurement for example, GE-optical-GE
link setup time. The authors propose with optimization, the setup time can be
reduced to less than 1s.
[248] describes how to unify the control and management of circuit and packet
switched networks using openflow. Packet and circuit switched networks are using a
lot in optical networks and this was one of the initial steps towards that direction. The
technique involves flow abstraction for each type of switched network and provides a
common paradigm for control and makes it easy for insert new functionality. This
paper is a high-level discussion without a network setup.
[249] paper can be considered as an extension of the previous paper [248] which
also unifies the circuit and packet switching networks for better flexibility, scalability
and QoS. The unifying is done in the Transport layer using SDN and can be used
in core networks. The paper describes an extension of concept of flow in Openflow
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to support hybrid network. This paper involves message format extension to include
matching rule and flow entry to Openflow message format. The matching rules can
be functions such as channel in which a packet is received, for example, optical WDM
networks, time slots in TDM networks or transport class service such as guaranteed
circuit service, best effort packet service etc. This paper is a test-bed setup and
results concentrate on throughput, and packet rate to understand the feasibility of
the test-bed.
[245] is a invited paper on Software defined access networks, the same authors have
similar work in demonstration a SDN based optical network. This paper describes
a unified control plane architecture based on Openflow for optical SDN tailored for
Cloud services.
FlowNAC
[250] interesting paper on Flow-based access networks. FlowNAC. Can be placed in
transport layer protocol classification
Open Transport Switch
Open Transport Switch [251] is an Openflow-enabled optical virtual switch implemen-
tation that manages a small optical transport network used for big data applications.
This is obtained by extending Openflow for this use case.
[252] is a type of Electrical/Optical Switch for Data Center that reduces the
number of switching elements, cabling, cost and power consumption. This is a switch
that is used in most optical circuits for enabling fast transmission in Data Centers
and support for Openflow extension.
[253] is a paper on SDN in LAN and measurement details such as packet sojourn
time (for example the forwarding time) and probability of lost packets in such a system
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and details of how a Openflow architecture will perform with certain parameters. The
results mention that higher the probability of new flows arriving at the switch, the
lower is the coefficient of variation but with longer sojourn time. The paper helps in
installing new flows and discusses the extension of Openflow for high-speed networks
with 10Gbps (possible access networks) which involves huge number of new flows.
OpenSlice
[254] is an openflow-based control plane for spectrum sliced elastic optical path net-
works called OpenSlice for dynamic end-to-end path provisioning and IP traffic of-
floading, which also has experimental demonstration and numerical evaluation for
showing feasibility and efficiency. The cross-connection table entry is described and
the handshake protocol followed in this setup. The results include path provision-
ing latency compared with GMPLS-based control plane for EONs which show that
openflow outperforms for EON paths with more than 3 hops.
In this subsection, we summarize all the implementations at the transport layer.
Since initial SDN implementations have been at L3, it is most popular in extending
it to particular use-cases. The layer-3 implementations are dominated by Openflow
protocol, with a few implementations using GMPLS. By extracting the physical-layer
topology and easy isolation of links, it is possible to dynamically assign bandwidth to
each network path. Since the abstraction is at L3, physical layer dependence is avoid
and is easily portable. Higher speed of network convergence is obtained.
Along with the number of advantages of SDN at layer-3, there are still multi-
ple open challenges. Openflow protocol is used to communicate with the network
switches. While for each north-bound based application, the south-bound commu-
nication will change accordingly. This compatibility is not yet addressed and im-
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plemented in most openflow-networks. Multi-vendor support is not promised and
multi-tenancy is still a challenge.
QoS Network Management
[255] is a article on how QoS can be made programmable at the user node using
SDN. The Orchestrator checks for user quality, traffic load, and managing network
interface reconfiguration during congestion. The QoS measurements identified in the
article are line capacity, throughput, goodput. The authors describes a test bed set
up that utilizes SDN and consequently obtain the power consumption and monitored
traffic. The test bed is based on FTTH infrastructure and show that the throughput
remains steadily at 95Mbps for all time, but without SDN, there are unsteady vari-
ation in throughput. Thus they conclude that using SDN in Access Network, energy
consumption can be reduced and QoS can be automatically controlled by switching
the optical Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) interfaces.
Ta-SDN
In [256], the authors is a novel design for Time-aware SDN (Ta-SDN), which is
achieved with OpenFlow protocol extension and a time-correlated PCE (TC-PCE) for
the time-correlated services which provide services such as data center selection, path
computation and bandwidth resource allocation. The paper provides simulation re-
sults to show the advantage in blocking probability. The use case for this architecture
is for data centers which can be provided using optical data center interconnects.
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EaaS
[257] can be included in QoS category, which is a description of requirements by
Network Operators towards Network Virtualization that will help to provide Edge-
as-a-Service (EaaS).
QoS Data Analytics
[211] is a paper that extends the concept of SDN for stream processing and big-data
applications. The concept of extending central control for different applications.
Energy Management
[258] uses SDN for optical access networks for energy management. Useful for QoS
or Service Layer applications.
Big Data was initially called Elephant Flows suggesting the size of the data is part
of QoS. The fact that very small percentage of flows carries most of the big data is
called the ”elephants and mice phenomenon”. This paper [259] describes the elephant
flows, by describing the flows bandwidth and classifying it. The paper introduces a
two single-feature classification schemes and show that big data is volatile. Then
propose a two-feature classification that is more successful in classifying the data,
used in traffic engineering.
In this section, we discuss SDN implementation that emphasize in designing the
north-bound interface for better services. For every SDN implementation, this is
designed. QoS and Security are two of the important aspects for SDN, which is facili-
tated by the centralized architecture philosophy of SDN. The north-bound interface of
SDN can be optimized to support multiple QoS management for specific applications.
In Access Networks, the current literature has analysis and improved performance in
the field of energy and network management, time-awareness and security. Access
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Networks have multiple open challenges such as network automation, easy software
upgrades consequently faster network convergence.
Software-Defined Optical Transceivers
In [260], authors describe software-defined optical transceiver (SDOT), which is a fully
programmable optical express layer with control-plane assisted network automation.
It examines the integration of optical wavelength with OTN and MPLS layers.
A lot of work is being done in the Research backbone networks using SDN as well,
which can be considered as SDN in Wide-area-networks in networks such as ESnet,
Internet2, GEANT, Science DMZ (Demilitarized Zone) model which all have 100G
paths [261]. In [262], the authors how SDN can be used in Wide Area Networks for
traffic optimization. This falls in category for Network Protocol using both L1 and
L3 input from the network to provide Traffic QoS. The throughput in a 10G link is
observed.
8.2.6 Network Virtualization
Virtualization provides the provision to spring up nodes in topology using virtual
resources of computing resources. This provides a layer of controllability over the
virtual instances. Although Virtualization is not SDN, it has helped in deploying
SDN in Access networks. By virtualizing services in various network systems, the host
network system provides a centralized topology of the virtual systems and decoupling
of control plane from the data plane is achieved.
This paper [263] concentrates on how virtualization is required for cloud comput-
ing and Data Centers. This provides flexibility or provisioning of DCs and optical
networks in connecting. This leads to Virtual Infrastructures (VIs) and how the re-
sults from the papers will effectively and optimally provision VI services to users and
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satisfy their requirements. This paper is a good understanding for the Data Center
as a Service (DCaaS) and Virtual Optical Network (VON).
VONs
Peng et al. [264] is a paper on optical network virtualization (VONs). One of the
very few papers on VONs sharing a common physical infrastructure with guaranteed
isolation between coexisting VONs. The authors introduce novel infrastructure as
a service architecture utilizing optical network virtualization with novel PLI-aware
VOIN composition algorithm suitable for single-line rate(SLR) and mixed line rates
(MLR). The optical network virtualization is brought about by using granualities of
virtual links such as wavelengths, waveband etc. , is achieved by aggregating the
physical resources to achieve isolationg and coexistence. The network architecture is
evaluated with simulations with various network scenarios.
[265] is similarly on VONs which is a predecessor for the previous one. It describes
the necessity for virtualization to share infrastructure. An integer-linear programming
(ILP) formulation address off-line problem of optimally allocate a set of virtual net-
works of substrates such as wavelength switching and spectrum switching. Part of
the GEYSERS project.
Virtualized GEPON
Although SDN is proposed to have advantages in Access Networks, it can account
to being expensive when dealing with legacy equipment which is difficult to replace.
[266] describes an architecture of Virtualized GEPON switch and the software imple-
mentation details to enable pushing SDN to Access Networks with mininum expen-
diture. The article describes a subset architecture such as point-to-multipoint to be
OpenFlow enabled. The deployment focuses on Hardware-Abstraction Layer (HAL)
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for access networks in order to provide the control layer with the network topology.
The implementation involves introducing an OpenFlow switch outside the OLT and
VLAN tagging and designing messages to identify control layer protocols at L3. The
software has been tested and passed OpenFlow test units with modifying major part
of the hardware.
Cloudnets
[267, 268] are based on Network Virtualization for Wide Area Networks. Before the
popularity of SDN, virtualization for broadband access networks has been researched
on. Cloudnets were introduced in 2009 which provided the ease of virtualizing WANs
similar to LANs.
Cloudlets
Similarly [269, 270] are Network Virtualization for Mobile computing and Wireless
Networks. Cloudlets facilitate bringing storage close to the user so that latency can
be reduced.
FiWi-Access Network Virtualization
In this sub section, we discuss a topic of network virtualization in Fiber Wireless that
has been more prevalent in literature before the popularizing of Software-Defined
Access Networks. There have been some literature that has made virtualizing access
networks and in this section, we discuss the virtualization of Fiber-Wireless Networks.
The advantage of virtualization in networks is the easy adoption of SDN to improvise
the implemention. In [271], provides a general model for network virtualization for
FiWi Networks by describing for virtual networks (VNs). The motivation of using
virtualization is to hide the differences between a wireless and optical networks and
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obtain a view of one homogenous network. This entails the advantage of reducing flow
control and other algorithms to resolve the issues with the traffic transmission in dif-
ferent networks. The results of the paer show that FiWi Network with virtualization
is more superior in performance.
This paper [272] proposes a new scheme based on network virtualization for Fiber-
Wireless Networks. Hardware virtualization has made virtualization possible in dif-
ferent networking scenarios. As virtualization makes scalability and controllability
more efficient, in this paper, the authors describe a FiWi model and analyze results
in a simulating environment and real-network setup. The measure the thoughtput for
nodes, bandwidth of links, and overhead of the network and show promising results.
The network setup has been made possible by using L3 openflow implementation.
The authors continues to discuss the performance improvement in [273].
In [274], the authors discuss the importance of virtual networks in Fiber-Wireless
networks to remove the differences of heterogeneous networks. The Virtual networks
over FiWi networks can be deployed using virtual resource manager and using simual-
tion results we can see the use of multipath scheduling policy with weighted round
robin being used easily.
In [275], Layer-2 Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) has been deployed over FiWi
access networks which has improved the polling control overhead while distributing
VPN bandwidths. The authors also demonstrate how this deployment can be ex-
tended to different access network types which are polling-based wireless and optical
networks.
We include this section as a part of SDAN Network Protocols topology as vir-
tualization has proven to be a major part of SDN philosophy, although most work
of virtualization currently does not comprise of Access Networks. This is open chal-
lenge in the SDAN research front. Virtualization provides features such as isolation,
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hypervisor controllability, easy deployment and maintenance. SDAN can utilize all
these features to its advantage. Therefore providing Network Function Virtualization
(NFV) in Access Networks as a obvious future work.
8.3 Open Challenges and Research
In this section, we elaborate on the open challenges in Access Networks which
can be resolved by migrating to Software Defined Access Networks. The proposed
usefulness and the implementations that have demonstrated that utility. We further
discuss the open challenges that are not discussed in various literature and which
would be critical if the broadband access network industry were to deploy SDN.
[233] paper on Future access technologies, analyzing the next-gen architecture
for access networking using SDN. This paper has different points to consider while
thinking about the challenges. The four major challeges are associated with Complex-
ity of Multi-point access network, scalability and energy efficiency of remote nodes,
painfulness of choosing a technology, difficulty of access networks wholesale. Ac-
cess Networks are known to have multiple management nodes throughout its entire
structure, from the end access nodes that are tightly coupled with services to the
standalone managed OLT, ONU and DSLAM units. These devices also span across
multiple vendors. This heterogenity of device’s nature and type increases manual
configuration and maintenance of access networks.
Scalability in Access Networks involves huge O&M expenditures, from the point
of installing the new node to laying the fiber or copper cable and configuring the
device with the Central Office (CO). New devices also account to more energy con-
sumption and methods are required to reverse power the end-access nodes from the
customer premises. Multiple-layers of the network stack involves many technologies
available at each layer, for example, IPv4/IPv6 using TCP versus MPLS-enabled etc.
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Different network elements of the access nodes might implement various technologies
for optimization. Control Management of the entire network will require technology
update or compatibility of the technology from the Central Office.
Software Defined Access Networks (SDAN) decouples the control plane from the
data plane thus, providing a centralized control plane relocated to view the entire
topology and provision to access the flow forwarding tables at each network element.
Therefore, with appropriate flow rule management, it would be possible for the cen-
tralized node, also called the SDN controller, to control the data forwarding plane,
while providing features such as automation of network management, dynamicity of
service deployment, and reduction in control overhead in the data plane. The three
key SDAN technologies according to [233] are simplified access nodes, flexible and
programmable line technology, and Cloud home gateways and services. The features
provided by SDAN include simplified and unified O&M, fast service provisioning,
smooth upgrade, virtual access network.
In [25], the authors further discuss advantages of SDAN from a DSL last mile per-
spective, and the advantages of SDAN for diagnostics for network management and
customers, automated fault and performance diagnostics and reconfiguration, cre-
ation of real-time services and bandwidth on demand, service differentiation, service
innovation and service chaining, along with DSL dynamic spectrum managment, and
finally FTTdp control functions. Similarly different last mile solutions will involve
native functions that need to be implemented. By the use of SDAN, most of these
functions can be elevated to the software-layer and thus can be implemented and used
from a central nodes rather than manual node-by-node configuration.
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8.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have explored the different aspects of Software Defined Net-
works in Access Networks. Based on all literature, it is evident that we can classify the
different implementations based on the network layer implementation such as phys-
ical layer and network protocol layer. More physical layer implementations require
ground-up test-bed inorder to show effective results and most results are demonstra-
tive practically. In the network protocol layer multiple implementations show the
improvement of SDN performance and easy extension to different application policies
to be useful for practical applications.
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Chapter 9
CONCLUSION
In this dissertation, we have extensively studied MAC layer algorithms for Passive
Optical Networks and tandem networks. In this chapter, we conclude the observations
from each chapter and provide an overall consensus to the findings from the results.
In Chapter 1, we introduce Passive Optical Networks, PON-DSL Networks and
Fiber-Wireless Networks. We also introduce the area of Software-Defined Networks
and the relation of SDN to Access Networks. Software-Defined Access Networks
(SDAN) is a relative new research venture in Access Network literature. Our key
point in this domain is to emphasize the generability of the proposed MAC layer
algorithms that can be used in SDN technology as well. In Chapter 2, we provide
literature review for all domains in PON literature and subsequently explain the
details of access network MAC layer algorithms and its supporting principles to SDN.
In Chapter 3, we have introduced online multi-thread polling (online MTP) em-
ploying multiple polling threads with online scheduling and online excess bandwidth
distribution. Through online scheduling decisions immediately after receipt of each
individual ONU bandwidth request, online MTP reduces the channel idle time com-
pared to offline MTP [54].
We have compared the mean packet delay performance of offline and online MTP
against single-thread polling (STP) benchmarks and double-phase polling (DPP) [89]
in long-reach PONs. We have found that offline MTP gives lower delays than the
offline STP benchmarks for long polling cycle durations; and lower delays than online
STP with limited grant sizing [44] for low to moderate traffic loads.
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We found that online MTP, DPP, and online STP with online excess bandwidth
distribution give generally very similar low-delay performance with the following slight
differences: (i) At low loads in short-cycle PONs, DPP gives somewhat lower delays
than online STP and MTP. (ii) At high loads, online STP and MTP with excess
distribution achieve slightly lower delays than DPP. (iii) In PONs with the long
Z = 8 ms cycle, online MTP gives very slight delay reductions compared to online
STP and DPP.
Overall, based on the results of our mean delay performance evaluations, we can
formulate the following recommendations for dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA)
in long-reach PONs with a round-trip propagation delay between OLT and ONUs
(ONTs) on the order of 1 ms: For long-reach PONs with a short polling cycle duration
of Z = 2 ms, which gives the individual ONUs frequent transmission opportunities,
DPP gives the lowest mean packet delays up to a traffic load around 50 % of the
upstream link capacity. At higher loads, online STP (and to a lesser degree online
MTP) provide some delay reduction compared to DPP at the expense of reducing
the frequency of ONU transmission opportunities (due to the use of excess bandwidth
and correspondingly extending temporarily the cycle duration).
For long-reach PONs with longer Z = 4 ms or 8 ms cycle duration, DPP, online
STP, and online MTP give very similar low-delay performance., Thus, the DBA
selection can be largely based on features other than the mean delay performance.
DPP ensures consistent maximum cycle durations, i.e., minimum frequencies of ONU
transmission opportunities and has only a single polling process per ONU, but requires
the splitting of the ONUs into two static groups. Online STP and MTP achieve
some slight delay reductions compared to DPP, but may increase the maximum cycle
duration up to a bound that can be controlled through the bound on the excess
bandwidth pool Emax (4.4). Online MTP achieves some very slight delay reductions
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compared to online STP and DPP for the long Z = 8 ms cycle duration, but increases
complexity due to multiple polling threads and thread tuning compared to online STP.
There are several important directions for future research on dynamic bandwidth
allocation on long-reach PONs. One direction is to examine DBA approaches pro-
viding specific quality-of-service assurances to some traffic classes, while providing
overall low average delays to best effort traffic. Another direction is to examine effi-
cient approaches for interfacing long-reach PONs with complementary networks, such
as wireless local and access networks [276, 277, 278, 279] as well as metropolitan and
wide-area networks [280, 281].
In Chapter 5, we have examined the effects of report message scheduling, specifi-
cally, scheduling the report message at the beginning or at the end of the upstream
transmission of a optical network unit (ONU) in a passive optical network (PON).
We have examined these two extreme positions of the report message (beginning or
end of the upstream transmission) for a wide range of dynamic bandwidth alloca-
tion (DBA) mechanisms in an Ethernet PON (EPON) and Gigabit PON (GPON)
for both 1 Gbps and 10 Gbps upstream channel bandwidth. Aside from providing
insights into the effects of report message scheduling, this study provides insights
into the performance of a wide range of DBA approaches at the 10 Gbps channel
bandwidth for long-reach PONs (LRPONs). Most prior studies have only considered
the 1 Gbps bandwidth.
We have found that report scheduling at the beginning achieves significant reduc-
tions of channel idle time and average packet delays for DBAs with the offline schedul-
ing framework that requires reports from all ONUs before sizing and scheduling the
upstream transmission windows for the next polling cycle. This is accomplished by
reducing the unmasked idle time period, which is one round-trip propagation delay
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2τ for reporting at the end, by the duration of the payload transmission time of one
ONU by reporting at the beginning.
DBA approaches with short or few unmasked idle times provide little opportunity
for increasing the masking of idle time through shifting the position of the report
message. Thus, we observed that online single-thread polling (STP) that interleaves
polling processes to the individual ONUs, double-phase polling (DPP) [89] that in-
terleaves offline polling processes to two ONU groups, as well as online multi-thread
polling (MTP) [53] are largely insensitive to the report scheduling.
There are several important direction for future research on effective dynamic
bandwidth allocation for PON access networks. One direction is to integrated the
PON DBA mechanisms with access networks involving other transmission media [7,
282], such as wireless networks [276, 283, 277, 278, 279, 284]. Another direction
is to streamline the internetworking between access networks and metro/wide area
networks, through specific network integration and internetworking mechanisms.
After having made appropriate conclusions regarding the most appropriate DBA
for LRPON and discussing optimum Report Message Scheduling, we move onto ap-
plications of PON. The most prominent being PON in tandem with DSL Network,
PON-DSL and Wireless Network, FiWi. We analyze the compatibility of the two
transmission medium and analyze L2/L3 Layer analysis to improve the network per-
formance for the two applications of PON.
After establishing two novel techniques for PON-general architectures, in Chapter
6, we explore hybrid PON architectures such as PON-xDSL, where we describe the no
flow control and pause flow control and introduced the gated flow control techniques
such as segregated and multiplexed. As observed in the chapter conclusion, we observe
a significant reduction in buffer occupancy for Gated Flow control with Online, Excess
DBA.
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In Fiber-Wireless access networks, we observe different grouping techniques in
Chapter 7, using Double-Phase Polling (DPP) DBA which necessitates ONUs to
be grouped into two groups, such as grouping by load, grouping by distances, load
balancing etc. These are techniques that have been introduced in literature and we
observe the results for our architecture of heterogeneous Fiber-Wireless network. We
then introduce the technique Grouping by cycle-duration, where we determine the
load and distance factors in each cycle duration and group the ONUs dynamically in
each cycle. This results in significantly lower delay results for PON and FiWi specific
traffic.
In Chapter 9, we extend the literature review to include all existing studies in
SDAN, a field of research that has spun up to incorporate all access network technol-
ogy to be compatible with SDN-based network elements. We segregate the literature
review into Physical layer architecture based and network layer archtiecture and then
further segregate the different studies to sub-areas. This provides a neat topology to
understand the migration of access network research in popular directions. This helps
in analyzing future research areas and supports new research. Finally, in Chapter 10,
we conclude the disseration report.
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